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Abstract
The current thesis is based on interviews conducted with twenty-six 3- to 8-year old
children who were assessed regarding concerns that they may have been abused. Eightyeight transcripts of the children undergoing a diagnostic assessment for potential sexual or
physical abuse at a regional Child Youth and Family (CYF) protection agency were
obtained and analysed.
The first study examined how children were questioned by the assessment
interviewer across three interviews. A coding system was developed to categorise the type
of activity the interviewer was engaged in, the type of question the interviewer asked (in
terms of openness and suggestiveness), and the topic of that question. In terms of openness
of the questions, the majority of the interviewer's questions were open, rather than choice
or closed questions. In terms of suggestiveness of the questions, the majority of the
interviewer's questions were direct. At each end of the suggestiveness continuum, very few
free recall and very few suggestive questions were asked. The interviewer's questions
differed across the 3 interviews; for example, the number of questions asked increased
across the 3 interviews, and abuse-specific questions were typically asked in later
interviews rather than earlier ones. The topic of the question and the age of the child also
impacted on the number of questions asked. These findings are compared to other studies
conducted in the field.
Study 2 examined how children responded to the interviewer's questions. A coding
system was developed to categorise childrens' responses as replying or not replying to the
interviewer's questions. Most of children's responses (84%) consisted of providing on-task
information to the interviewer's questions. Children rarely requested the interviewer to
clarify her question. When children did not reply they were more likely to divert into playtalk activities than to not respond at all. Furthermore, children were more likely to not reply
to an abuse-specific question than to a non-abuse question.
Study 3 examined the conditions under which children disclosed substantive issues
in the diagnostic assessments. A coding system was developed to categorise the type of
disclosure children made (i.e., sexual abuse, physical abuse or sex-related activity) and the
characteristics of these disclosures (i.e., whether children denied abuse, were reluctant or
recanted). The type of question and the interview strategy in use at the time the disclosure
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was elicited, were also examined. Children's disclosures of sexual abuse and sex-related
activity were, in many cases, characterised by denial, reluctance or recantation. Children's
disclosures of physical abuse did not contain any of these elements. Most disclosures of
substantive issues were disclosed in response to open, direct or leading questions. A
number of interview strategies (e.g., discussing allegation information, good or not good
touching, who the child liked or didn't like) were in use at the time of disclosure.
Overall, children in the present study showed some reluctance in discussing and
disclosing abuse-specific issues, especially those of a sexual nature. Given this, the findings
of the present study are discussed in terms of the recommendations made about best ways
to question children, and the difficulties inherent in assessing abuse allegations.
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Chapter 1
Child Sexual Abuse and the Child Witness
The Peter Ellis case
In New Zealand, 26 April 1993, a highly publicised High Court trial began.
Peter Ellis, a former creche worker, faced 28 counts of sexual offences against young
children who attended a child care centre where he had been employed. It was alleged
that Ellis had committed a number of indecencies against these children. The
indecencies included anal and vaginal touching, attempting to have sexual intercourse,
and inducing children to have sexual contact with his genitalia. The allegations also
included more unusual forms of abuse, such as inserting needles or sticks into children's
bottoms, urinating on children and requiring children to drink or eat his urine or faeces.
These indecencies were alleged to have been committed in a number of places,
including the toilets at the child care centre, and a private residence that Ellis had once
resided in. The evidence amassed against Ellis was primarily in the form of evidential
interviews in which children disclosed details of abuse. There was no corroborating
physical evidence for these allegations. For example, although some children reported
having sticks inserted in their bottoms or being burnt with burning paper there was no
medical evidence supporting these injuries. Although some children alleged they were
taken through tunnels and trapdoors, no such places were found.

Background to the Ellis case
Peter Ellis began working for the Christchurch Civic Child Care Centre (the
Civic) in September 1986 on a temporary basis. In 1987 he was employed at the centre
permanently and undertook a 3 year "child care certificate" course. He completed this
certificate in 1990. During this time period the Civic cared for approximately 40
children a day with an estimated 70- to 75- families using the centre per week. Children'
sages ranged from 12 months to 4 years. Ellis was the only male worker at the centre

(R. v. Ellis, 1993; R. v. Ellis, 1994).
In November 1991 the first complaint against Ellis was made to the police.
Although it was not a direct allegation of sexual abuse it raised concerns about possible
/abuse.A child reportedly told members of his family, "I don't like Peter's black penis"
(Hood, 2001, p.226). As a result of these concerns Ellis was temporarily suspended
from work at the centre and a Police investigation begun. In December, 1991, parents of
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children attending the Civic were asked to attend a meeting where police and social
welfare persons were present. At this meeting parents were informed that there were no
specific allegations of abuse but concerns had been raised. Parents were asked to look
out for unexplained changes in their children's behaviour. In particular, parents were
told to be aware of common signs of sexual abuse such as nightmares and bedwetting.
If parents had concerns that their child had been abused, they were told to report these
concerns to Social Welfare Specialist Services Unit. Parents were told not to question
the children themselves but that the children may need to be interviewed by the
Specialist Services (R. v. Ellis, 1994). Following that meeting a number of parents did
question their children about Ellis. No disclosures of abuse were made (Hood, 2001 ).
The child that raised the initial concerns about Ellis did not disclose abuse in subsequent
interviews by child abuse specialists (Hood, 2001). By the end of December 1991
Police investigations into the case were considered complete and the case was closed
with no evidence of abuse found (Hood, 2001).
A parent support group had been formed in December 1991 by a number of
parents who believed that Peter Ellis had abused children at the centre (Hood, 2001).
Despite the closure of the case, these parents continued to question their children about
possible abuse. They also encouraged other parents whose children had or were
attending the Civic to do likewise (Hood, 2001). Parents were encouraged to read books
to their children about good, bad and yucky touching. In addition, rumours were
circulating amongst parents and children that Peter Ellis was naughty and would be sent
to jail (Hood, 2001). By the end of January, 1992, six children had been interviewed by
the Specialists Services Unit in response to parental concerns that their child may have
been abused. It was not until the 30 January 1992, the first allegation of sexual abuse
was made. A seven year old girl disclosed that Ellis had touched her indecently. This
child had never attended the Civic but visited the centre regularly, with her mother,
when younger siblings attending the Civic creche were picked up. The police
investigation into the Civic creche centre was reopened. By the end of February 1992, a
number of other children had disclosed abuse by Ellis. Many of these disclosures were
in response to repeated parental questioning (Hood, 2001). Ellis was arrested in March
1992. Parents of children who were attending, or had attended the Civic Child Care
Centre in the previous 5 years, were informed about the abuse allegations. Again they
were told not to question their children but that their children needed to be interviewed
by the Specialists Services Unit (R. v. Ellis, 1994). In all, 118 children were interviewed
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by Specialist interviewers. At the end of this period, 42 charges relating to 20 children
were brought against Ellis. Four other female child care workers at the creche were also
charged with sexual offences against children in their care. The charges brought against
the 4 female child care workers were later discharged for a number of reasons, including
lack of evidence. Ellis was left to face charges of 28 counts of sexual abuse involving
13 children (R. v. Ellis, 1993; R. v. Ellis, 1994). The more bizarre allegations of sexual
abuse and allegations of other offences he allegedly committed (e.g., murder, attempted
murder, poisoning) were excluded from the charges laid against him (Hood, 2001).
Many of the parents whose children alleged abuse by Ellis, admitted asking their
children direct and leading questions before abuse disclosures were elicited (Hood,
2001). During the course of the videotaped interviews, children also made a number of
abuse allegations about persons other than Ellis and the four female child care workers
(e.g., Ellis' mother, other staff at the Civic, named unknown persons). These allegations
were not pursued (Hood, 2001).
Trial and Conviction
Because the evidence against Ellis was based primarily on children's disclosures
about the abuse, the credibility of these disclosures became a critical issue at trial. In
particular, Ellis's defence raised concerns that the techniques and methods used to
interview the children were flawed and had contaminated children's disclosures
rendering them unreliable. Specifically, it was argued that leading and suggestive
questioning, plus repeatedly interviewing children, had rendered the children's
testimony unreliable (R. v. Ellis, 93). Most children were interviewed on a number of
occasions, ranging from two to six interviews. Some of the abuse allegations made
became more bizarre with each subsequent interview (Hood, 2001).
At the end of a 6-week trial Ellis was convicted on 16 counts of sexual offences
against a number of children. The High Court ruled that the leading questions asked
during the interviews may be appropriate when questioning young children. It also ruled
that these leading questions are unlikely to lead to false testimony. Ellis was sentenced
to 10 years of imprisonment (R. v. Ellis, 2001).
Despite this conviction Ellis maintained his innocence. In 1994 and 1999 he
appealed unsuccessfully against his conviction. In the 1994 appeal the issue of whether
the children's testimony was reliable was again under attack. Part of Ellis' appeal was
based on the grounds that the children's evidence was not credible because of the
"circumstantial improbability" of what they reported (R. v. Ellis, 1994, p.175). For
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example, although children reported that Ellis drove them to places where they were
abused it was known that Ellis did not own a car and did not drive. Additionally, the
appellants again called into question the interview process by which the children's
evidence was obtained. Furthermore, they argued that the jury was unable to assess how
flawed the interview process was because they were shown only a selection of the
videotaped interviews, not all of them.
The Court of Appeal rejected Ellis' appeal. In summarising their decision The
Court of Appeal stated that "when dealing with young children some coaxing and
guidance is necessary to bring them to the point of disclosing abuse." They also
concluded that no evidence was given that would lead to the conclusion that the
children's testimony was "inherently improbable" (R. v. Ellis, 1994, p.172). The Court
of Appeal stated that the jury had had the opportunity to observe the videotaped
evidence of the children disclosing, see the way they were questioned, hear expert
testimony about children's ability to recall and describe events, and were therefore able
to judge whether the children's testimony was valid or not. The Court of Appeal also
rejected the criticism about the limited number of videotapes shown citing reasons of
relevancy.
In the 1999 appeal children's reliability as witnesses was again scrutinised. The
appellants argued that there was new scientific evidence which indicated that the risk of
contamination to the children's testimony by the investigative and interview processes
employed, was underestimated and not fully investigated in 1993. The new scientific
evidence consisted of a vast number of studies conducted over the 1990s examining
factors that may affect children's testimony. In particular, factors that may result in false
or inaccurate reports from children had been the subject of many new studies. The
appellants requested that the investigative and interviewing procedures employed to
gather the children's testimony be re-examined in light of this increased scientific
understanding.
Two psychologists with expertise relating to children's testimony concerning
sexual abuse, Dr Barry Parsonson (from N.Z.) and Dr Michael Lamb (from the U.S.A.),
were asked to examine some of the interviews in light of what was then known and
express their opinions in the form of an affidavit. Parsonson and Lamb criticised a
number of the interviewing techniques (see R. v. Ellis, 1999). For example, Dr
Parsonson criticised the pervasive use of closed, multi choice or focused questions in
the interviews, and the interviewer's failure to inform children they could say "I don't
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know" or "I can't remember" when these answers were appropriate. In addition, he was
critical of the way some children were repeatedly interviewed and how within these
interviews questions were repeated. Dr Lamb criticised the extensive use of props and
dolls used in the interviews because they could have encouraged fantastical reports. He
was also critical of the interviewer's failure to test alternative hypotheses about the
alleged abuse and was concerned that the interviewer may have been biased due to prior
knowledge about the alleged incidents. Dr Lamb also raised the issue that children had
been exposed to suggestive questioning by parents and others outside of the interview
setting. Overall, both Parsonson and Lamb concluded that there was a high risk of
contamination of the children's evidence.
Another recognised expert in the field, Dr Dalenberg (from the U.S.A.),
reviewed and commented on the affidavits of Lamb and Parsonson. She disagreed with
these experts on a number of issues. For example, she did not view the use of dolls and
props in the interviews as compromising the credibility of the children's evidence. She
also identified other issues that she considered "misleading" or "controversial" in
Parsonson's or Lamb's Affidavit, such as, their conclusions that children were not
resistant to misleading suggestive questions. Based on these three affidavits, the Court
of Appeal concluded that all the possible sources of contamination identified in the
current affidavits were explored in the 1993 trial and that there was nothing new with
regards to contamination that would set the verdicts aside. The 1999 appeal was
dismissed.
Ellis was released from prison in 2000 after serving most of his ten year
sentence. He maintained his claim of innocence and turned down an earlier release on
parole. To be released on parole he would have needed to acknowledge his guilt. In
2000 a ministerial inquiry was conducted into the Ellis' case to investigate if a
miscarriage of justice had occurred. The inquiry found that the interviewing of the
children about the alleged abuse was appropriate and reasonably conducted. The inquiry
did not find that the children's testimony was rendered umeliable because of possible
sources of contamination. Ellis was not pardoned. Today, the debate about Ellis'
innocence still continues in the public arena. The recent release of Hood's book A City
Possessed. The Christchurch Civic Creche Case has again raised questions about the
Ellis case and prompted calls for a further inquiry (Otago Daily Times, 2002).
The Amirault case
In 1986 a Supreme Court in America convicted Gerald Amirault of child abuse.
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His mother Violet Amirault and his sister Cheryl Amirault LeFave were also convicted
of child abuse in 1987.

Background
Violet Amirault owned the Fells Acre Day School. Her daughter, Cheryl
Amirault LeFave, and her son Gerald Amirault were employed at the Day School.
Cheryl was a teacher and Gerald was a general maintenance man. In September 1984,
one of the preschool students told his mother that Gerald Amirault had abused him in a
secret room. This abuse was said to have occurred daily. Because of this allegation
Gerald Amirault was arrested and an investigation begun. The Fells Acre Day School
was promptly closed. Ten days following the first allegation a meeting was held by
police for the parents of children who had attended the Day School. The parents were
told to question their children about secret rooms and magic rooms and were informed
of behavioural symptoms that were indicative of child abuse. The parents were told not
to speak well of the Amiraults for fear that this may stop children disclosing abuse
(Bruck, 1999; Commonwealth of Massachusetts vs. Cheryl Amirault LeFave, 1998).

As a result of this meeting and the overall media and public feeling at the time,
children were subjected to a number of suggestive and coercive interviews by their
parents (Bruck, 1999). Police, social workers, and a paediatric nurse were among others
who repeatedly and suggestively interviewed the children. Children initially denied that
any abuse had occurred. After a number of suggestive and coercive interviews, some
children disclosed sexual and physical abuse by Gerald, Violet and Cheryl Amirault, as
well as by other teachers. Allegations made about persons other than the Amiraults were
not pursued by the prosecution (Bruck, 1999).

Children 's testimony
At the trial, the only evidence presented to the court was the children's account
of what had occurred. There was no physical evidence cooberating the children's
testimony. Expe1i witnesses were called by both the prosecution and defence. The
defence expert witnesses argued that the children's testimony about the abuse was
contaminated due to the suggestive and coercive interviews these children had been
subjected to. The prosecution's expert witness argued that children would not readily
have disclosed abuse without being forced to do so (Bruck, 1999). There was little
scientific literature available at the time of the trial about factors that may affect
children's testimony. The Amiraults were convicted of sexually abusing children and
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sentenced to imprisonment.
In October, 1997 Cheryl Amirault LeFave filed a motion for a new trial. The
motion for a new trial was on the grounds that there was newly discovered scientific
evidence that called into question the reliability of the children's testimony. A leading
expert in the field, Dr Bruck, was asked to review material relating to the Amirault case
in light of the scientific evidence. Dr. Bruck provided her opinion in the form of an
affidavit. In this affidavit Dr. Bruck outlined the scientific evidence relevant to
children's testimony. In particular, she discussed the factors known to impact on the
accuracy of children's reports. Bruck (1999) described how many of the factors present
in the Amirault case were factors previously shown by research to lead to a substantial
risk of young children making false reports. These factors included suggestive and
coercive interviewing practices, repeating questions that children had already answered,
asking children to pretend or speculate about what may have happened, repeatedly
interviewing children, using rewards and peer pressure to elicit disclosures, as well as a
number of other factors (see Commonwealth of Massachusetts vs. Cheryl Amirault
LeFave, 1998). Bruck concluded, with some degree of scientific certainty, that the
investigative procedures used in the Amirault case cast serious doubt on the reliability
of these disclosures.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts ruled that the scientific evidence was
newly discovered and had not been available when Cheryl Amirault LeFave was
initially tried. The Court also stated that if this scientific evidence had been available at
the time of Cheryl Amirault LeFave's trial the jury may have reached a different
verdict. The Court ruled that the new scientific evidence raised considerable doubt
about the reliability of the children's testimony in this case. A new trial was ordered.
Because the children's testimony was viewed as umeliable, this testimony would not be
permitted in the new trial.

The Ellis and the Amirault case
The Ellis and Amirault cases together highlight the difficulties inherent in
allegations of child sexual abuse. Typically, the only evidence of abuse is the word of
the abused child. Often there is no cooberating physical evidence or independent
eyewitnesses. Because the child's testimony is the only evidence, the credibility and
reliability of this testimony comes under careful scrutiny. How the child's testimony is
obtained becomes a critical element in whether the child is believed or not.
In the Ellis and Amirault cases, the processes involved in obtaining children's
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disclosures came under heavy attack. Many of the investigative and interview processes
used (whether by parents, police, social workers or specialist interviewers) were seen as
leading, suggestive, and coercive (Bruck, 1999; Hood, 2001). Because the processes
involved in the two cases were viewed as suggestive, some experts considered the
children's testimony contaminated (Commonwealth of Massachusetts vs. Cheryl
Amirault LeFave, 1998; R. v. Ellis, 1999). In addition, some voiced concerns that the
suggestive practices used had lead to false disclosures. That is, children may have been
reporting information introduced by others, not information they themselves had
personally experienced (Bruck, 1999; Ellis, 1994). Other experts and those involved in
the investigative and interviewing processes, in contrast, argued that leading questions
may sometimes be necessary to elicit disclosures of abuse when it has occurred (R. v.

Ellis, 1993, 1994).
At the centre of this debate about how to (or how not to) ask children about
abuse, stands the child and the accused. To be fair to both, interviewing and
investigatory processes need to accomplish at least two things. One, they need to enable
children who have been abused to disclose this abuse. Two, they need to enable children
who have not been abused to say that abuse didn't occur. Obtaining the critical balance
between investigatory processes that are overly leading (thereby potentially eliciting
false disclosures) or insufficiently probing (thereby potentially failing to elicit a
disclosure when abuse has occurred) is no easy task. If the investigatory processes are
either overly leading or insufficiently probing, the result may be the same. That is, it
may not ever be known with any degree of certainty whether the child has been abused
or not, or whether the accused is guilty or not. Much is at stake; the liberty of the
accused person, the child's right to be protected.
The Ellis and Amirault cases also highlight the way recent "scientific evidence"
is being used to evaluate children's testimony about abuse. The scientific evidence used
focuses predominantly on issues of children's suggestibility and the conditions under
which children are more or less likely to be reliable witnesses. In both cases, the
scientific evidence was used to suggest that there were a number of contaminating
factors involved and that these factors rendered the children's testimony unreliable.
The final rulings and outcome of the respective Appeal Courts (i.e., Ellis and
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Amirault) differed 1• In the Ellis case the Appeal Court ruled that the jury lmew this body
of scientific information at trial and had considered it. It treated the scientific evidence
as informative of the possible risks of contamination to children's evidence. The Appeal
Court stated, however, that just because risks of contamination were identified in the
children's allegations, this did not necessarily imply that the evidence was untrue. The
Court of Appeal concluded that as long as the jury was aware of the risks of
contamination then it was up to a jury to decide whether the children's evidence was
reliable. In contrast, in the Amirault case, the Court of Appeal concluded that because
the new scientific evidence clearly-indicated that the children had been subjected to
"repeated impermissible interviewing and investigatory techniques" (Commonwealth of
Massachusetts vs. Cheryl Amirault LeFave, 1998, p.3) their testimony was unreliable
and would not be allowed at the new trial. It was therefore not left up to a jury to decide
if the children's testimony was reliable in light of the scientific evidence.
That the scientific research about children's reliability as witnesses is being
used in the Courts raises a number of important questions about that research. For
example, how valid and generalisable are the findings of the research to cases of child
abuse? Most of the research has been conducted with children lmown not to have been
abused. Some of the research closely simulates the types of factors involved in abuse
cases, but much of it does not. In addition, how exact is the science? In the Ellis case the
Court of Appeal considered the scientific evidence to be an inexact science. That is the
same scientific evidence was treated differently by experts in the same field and was
open to interpretation and questions of validity (R. v. Ellis, 1999). If the scientific
evidence is not an exact science then caution needs to be exercised when the research is
applied. The next chapter reviews this body of scientific research that addresses·
children's reliability as a witness.

1 In the absence of interview transcripts, the two cases cannot be compared directly re suggestibility and
contamination of the interviews.
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Chapter 2
The Child witness: Variables that influence children's ability to
recount their experiences.
Over the last 2 decades scientific research relating to the reliability and
credibility of the child witness has increased exponentially (Bruck, 1999). This research
was fuelled by changes in the legal system allowing increasing numbers of children to
testify in court (Ceci & Bruck, 1998). Because of the increasing numbers of children
testifying, it became critical that children's capabilities as a witness were known. At the
tum of the 20th Century, researchers and those involved in the legal system viewed
children as incompetent witnesses and unable to give reliable testimony (Pipe, 1996).
During the 1970s and 1980s two dichotomous viewpoints about children as witnesses
could be heard. According to one viewpoint children don't lie or make things up,
especially not about salient issues such as sexual abuse (Bruck, 1999). According to
another viewpoint children's memory is unreliable, they are highly suggestive and prone
to inventing things (Reydon, 1984; Woolard, Reppucci, & Redding, 1996). Prior to the
indepth study of young children's memory it was commonly held that children had
limited memory capacity and their memories were not as reliable as an adult's (Reydon,
1984; Woolard, Reppucci, & Redding, 1996). Now, as we enter the third decade of
research exploring children's strengths and weaknesses as witnesses, we are better able
to answer questions about children's capabilities as witnesses.
In the research literature there are traditionally two ways of approaching the
question of whether children are reliable witnesses. One approach, as reflected in the
memory development literature, is concerned with children's ability to recall events that
have occurred. This literature focuses on children's ability to recount experienced
events and the factors that enhance or hinder this recall. The other approach, as reflected
in the suggestibility literature, is concerned with children's propensity to report events,
or aspects of an event, that have not occurred. This literature focuses on the factors and
conditions under which children will make false claims or report suggested material.
Below is a discussion of the research literature relating to each of these approaches.
Children 's memory and ability to report an experienced event
During the 1980s and 1990s researchers systematically examined children's
ability to remember and recount personally experienced events over varying time
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delays. The research typically involved children participating in an event and then being
asked to recall what they could of the event. Some of these events were naturally
occurring events. For example, Hammond and Fivush (1991) asked young children to
recall a trip to Disneyland. Other events were contrived. For example, Murachver, Pipe,
Gordon, Fivush and Owens (1996) asked young children to recall what happened when
they visited a staged pirate event. Children were asked to recall these types of events
over varying delays. For example, children may be asked to recall the event
immediately after the event, 6 weeks after the event, or a year or more after the event
(Fivush & Hammond, 1991; Pipe, Gee, Wilson & Egerton, 1999). In addition, a number
of these studies explored the effectiveness of using cues, reminders or props to aid
children's recall of the event (Ornstein, Gordon, & Larus, 1992; Pipe, Gee & Wilson,
1993; Price & Goodman, 1990; Priestley, Roberts, & Pipe, 1999; Salmon & Pipe, 1997;
Saywitz, Goodman, Nicholas, & Moan, 1991). To ascertain how accurate the
information was that children were reporting, children's reports of the event were
compared to what adults knew and reported about the event. For naturally occurring
events, parental reports of the event were used for comparison (see Fivush, 1991). For
contrived events, researcher reports of the event were used for comparison (e.g.,
Murachver et al., 1996).
These studies produced a number of consistent findings. First, they showed that
even very young children can give a coherent, organised account of an event that an
adult can understand. (Fivush, 1993). Children, as young as 3 years of age, are able to
report information about objects, locations, appearance, and actions in temporal order
(Fivush, 1993; Hammond & Fivush, 1991).
Second, children of all ages can recall personally experienced events quite
accurately over time (Fivush, Gray & Fromhoff, 1987; Fivush, Pipe, Murachver, &
Reese, 1997; Fivush & Shukat, 1995; Flin, Boon, Knox & Bull, 1992; Goodman &
Reed, 1986). For example, Hudson and Fivush (1991) asked preschool children to recall
a trip to a museum immediately after the event, 6 weeks later, 1 year later and finally 6
years later. Immediately and 6 weeks after the event children recalled much of the event
and gave a detailed and completely accurate account of what occurred. When these
same children were asked to recall the event 1 and 6 years later, they were again
accurate although they recalled very little without extensive cuing.
Third, children generally recall less information about an event over time or
after long delays, especially in response to free recall questions (Gee & Pipe, 1995;
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Hudson & Fivush, 1991; Ornstein, Gordon & Larus, 1992). For example, in the Hudson
and Fivush (1991) study, although children's recall was accurate after 1- and 6-year
delays, they recalled less information about the event. Furthermore, other studies have
suggested that the accuracy of the information recalled after long delays may be
compromised, especially for younger children (Flin et al., 1992; Dent & Stephenson,
1979; Salmon & Pipe, 1997).
Fourth, free recall questions elicit the most accurate accounts of an event from
children (Dent, 1991; Dent & Stephenson, 1979). Although the information elicited by
free recall questions is the most accurate, the information elicited may be very brief
(Cole & Loftus, 1987; Goodman & Reed, 1986; Pipe & Wilson, 1994). Young children,
in particular, provide very little information in response to open-ended prompts (BakerWard, Gordon, Ornstein & Clubb, 1993; Goodman & Reed, 1986; Ornstein et al.,
1992). Young children require more structured, specific questions or cues to recall
sufficient information about an experienced event ( Baker-Ward et al., 1993; Hudson &
Fivush, 1983). A known cost associated with specific questioning, however, is the
increase of errors and inaccuracies (Cole & Loftus, 1987; Dent & Stephenson, 1979). In
addition, because young children rely heavily on the questions asked to recall
experiences, and typically provide only the information they are asked for, the
information that young children provide across interviews may be inconsistent if the
questions asked differ (Fivush, 1993). Although this information may be inconsistent
across interviews, interviewers and settings, the information is not necessarily
inaccurate (Fivush & Shukat, 1995).
Fifth, older children recall more information than younger children (Davies,
Tarrant & Flin, 1989; Fivush, 1993; Flin et al., 1992). One reason why older children
provide more information than younger children may be due to age differences in the
kind and efficacy of strategies used to encode and retrieve information. For example,
researchers have found that older children are more likely to use memory strategies to
help them remember and recall things and do so more efficiently (Flavell, Beach, &
Chinsky, 1966; Ornstein, Medlin, Stone, & Naus, 1985). Younger children do not
spontaneously use these efficient strategies unless they are instructed to do so. When
younger children are instructed to use memory strategies, they often remember as well
as older children, although not always (Kobasigawa, 1974).
Another reason why older children provide more information than younger
children may be due to their superior language skills and verbal ability. In addition to
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having superior verbal ability, older children are able to provide narrative accounts of a
past event and report the who, what, where and why of the event (Fivush & Shukat,
1995). It is thought that these narrative skills act or serve as internalised cues that aid
retrieval, and hence reporting, of memories. Although preschool children are beginning
to develop the skills necessary for narrative description, they are not able to do so
coherently until they are 5 or 6 years old (Fivush, 1993 ). Younger children may
therefore recall less information about an event because of their limited verbal ability
and because they do not have the necessary narrative skills to cue and aid retrieval of
their memories.
Sixth, children's verbal ability at the time of the event (rather than verbal ability
at time of recall) may determine how much information children recount. Research to
date suggests that the child's language skills at the time the event is encoded is
important for the child's subsequent ability to access and recall the memory verbally
over time. For example, Simcock and Hayne (2002) conducted a study examining
children's ability to recount verbally an action event they had experienced at an earlier
age (29-, 33-, and 39-months-old) when their vocabulary was more limited. Children's
language ability was assessed at the time the event occurred and also assessed at the
time children were asked to recall the event (either 6 months or a year later). Because
children's language ability continued to develop between the time of the event and the
time of recall, most children had the necessary language skills to describe the event
verbally at time of recall. Although children demonstrated both verbally and nonverbally that they recalled the action event, no child used language to describe the event
that they had not been part of their vocabulary at the time the event occurred. As
Simcock and Hayne (2002, p.229) describe it, "children's verbal reports of the event
were frozen in time, reflecting their verbal skill at the time of encoding, rather than at
the time of test."
Two other studies examining children's ability to recall an event they
participated in prior to language development, have also found that most children are
unable to translate preverbal memories into verbal reports. Myers, Perris and Speaker
(1994) conducted a longitudinal study over several years examining children's memory
for an event they experienced at 10 or 14 months old. They. found that although
children behaviourally evidenced memory of the event, for the most part they were
unable to recall the event verbally in subsequent years. Bauer and Wewerka (1997)
conducted a study examining 32 month old children's memories of a sequence event
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they experienced at 20 months old. They found that although children could reenact the
sequence of events, only children who were linguistically advanced at the time of the
event could verbally recall the event. Fivush (1998) argues that children may not be able
to verbally recall events that have occurred before they have developed necessary
language skills. Most children develop these language skills at about 20 or 24 months of
age.
Seventh, young children sometimes have what is described as source monitoring
difficulties (Poole & Lamb, 1998). That is they have difficulty identifying the source of
their memory for an event. For example, Gopnick and Graf (1988) examined
preschoolers' ability to identify how they came to know about contents in a drawer.
Children learned what was in the drawer in one of three ways; either visually, verbally
or through imagination. When asked to identify how they came to know the contents of
the drawer, these young children were inaccurate. Source monitoring difficulties can
have serious consequences in child witness cases. For example, if a child only heard
about the crime from adults rather than personally witnessing it, but the child thought
they had actuaHy witnessed the crime, their testimony is likely to be compromised.
Finally, children's recall may be affected by the context in which they are
questioned, both the physical and psychological context (see Saywitz & Comparo,
1998). Stress, unfamiliarity of the environment, intimidating interviewer demeanour,
and anxiety, are factors that are known to reduce children's ability to recall or report
information (Goodman, Quas, Batterman-Faunce, Riddlesberger, & Kuhn, 1994;
Moston & Engelberg, 1992; see Saywitz & Comparo, 1998 for a review). These effects
may be greater for younger children than older children. On the other hand, a non
stressful environment, and the introduction of prompts and cues have been found to
enhance children's ability to recall information (Goodman, Bottoms, Schwartz-Kenney,
& Rudy, 1992; Priestley & Pipe, 1997; Salmon, Bidrose & Pipe, 1995).

Most of the findings described above are based on children's reports for nonstressful and often enjoyable events. Additionally, children have often discussed these
events with others. What about children's ability to recall stressful or traumatic events
that may or may not be discussed with others? These events more closely parallel the
kinds of events about which children will be asked to testify. Not all children experience
abuse as traumatic or stressful. It may depend on their understanding at the time.
Children 's memory for traumatic and stressful events
There are two sets of beliefs about children's memory for traumatic or highly
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stressful events. One belief is that because traumatic experiences are shocking, these
experiences are vividly remembered and not easily forgotten. That is, they are
memorable and long lasting. The other belief is that because of the overwhelming nature
of traumatic and highly stressful events, these experiences are not well remembered.
That is, the memory may be fragmentary or non existent, or repressed over time (see
Fivush, 1998; Goodman & Quas, 1997).
Clinical case studies examining children's recall for traumatic events suggests
that both beliefs may be correct depending on the trauma experienced. For example,
Terr (1991) described 150 children's memories for a number of traumatic events (e.g.,
horrific vehicle accidents, sexual attacks, witnessing murder, kidnapping). Some of the
traumatic events were singular, others were multiple and repeated over weeks, months
or years. Terr (1991) described children's accounts of an isolated trauma as "amazingly
clear and detailed" and concluded that these memories stayed alive in the child (p.14).
Others (e.g., Pynoos & Nader, 1989) have also documented that children are able to
recount isolated traumatic events very vividly. Memories of children who had been
repeatedly traumatised over a period of time, in contrast, are described by Terr (1991) as
fragmentary and not complete. Terr reported that children often forgot entire traumatic
events or segments of their childhood. She explained this forgetting in terms of coping
mechanisms. That is, in order to survive in the moment the child must distance
him/herself from what is occurring by denial, dissociation and repression. The memory
of the traumatic event is therefore not encoded. Terr's claims about repeated traumatic
events being more likely to be fragmentary and forgotten must be viewed cautiously.
Much of her evidence for this idea is based on interviews with adults or children long
after the events had occurred. In addition, some of these reports were adults reporting
recovered memories (Fivush, 1998). Because very little research has been conducted
examining children's memories for repeated trauma, it is unclear whether Terr's claims
about repeated trauma not being well remembered will be boume out.
In addition to examining children's memory of trauma, a number of studies have
been conducted examining the effects of stress on children's event memory in an
experimentally controlled way. These studies have examined children's ability to recall
naturally occurring events (e.g., invasive medical procedures, emergency room
treatment, hurricanes) and contrived experimental events (e.g., evacuating buildings
because of perceived threat of fire, seeing money being stolen) in which stress or trauma
was a factor (e.g., Goodman, Hirschman, Hepps, & Rudy, 1991; Peterson & Bell, 1996;
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Peters, 1991; Peters, 1997; Quas, Goodman, Bidrose, Pipe, Craw, & Ablin, 1999).The
studies have produced different findings about the effects of stress on children's ability
to recall events or experiences. Some studies report beneficial effects of stress on
children's recall of the event, that is, more information is recalled and suggestibility is
reduced with increasing stress (Goodman, 1991; Goodman et al., 1991; Ornstein, 1995;
Ornstein, Gordon, & Larus, 1992). Some have found detrimental effects of stress on
children's recall of the event, that is, impaired performance on free recall and
recognition accuracy (see Peters, 1997 for a review). Others have reported neither
beneficial nor detrimental effects of stress (Goodman et al., 1991, Exp. 1, Exp. 4; Oates
& Shrimpton, 1991). More recently, Bahrick, Parker, Fivush and Levitt (1998) reported

both beneficial and detrimental effects of stress on young children's ability to recall an
event in a single study. Bahrick and collegues. (1998) examined the role of stress in
children's ability to recount what occurred when Hurricane Andrew struck their house.
Three and 4-year-old children were assigned as experiencing either low, moderate or
high stress depending on how the storm impacted on their home (e.g., high stress was
assigned for children who's house roof caved in, moderate stress for children in homes
where trees fell down outside). Children's recall about the stressful event was compared
to children's recall about a non-stressful event as found by Hammond and Fivush
(1991). Children recalled far more information about the stressful event (over 100
propositions) than did children reporting information about a non-stressful event (40
propositions). Children experiencing the most stress, however, recalled less information
than children experiencing moderate stress, but still more than children recalling a non.stressful event.
A number of theories have been hypothesised to account for the varying effects
stress has on memory. For example, applying the Yerkes-Dodson law (see
Deffenbacher, 1991) it is hypothesised that the effect of stress will differ depending on
the level of arousal experienced. Intermediate levels of arousal are viewed as optimal
and resulting in better encoding and memory. High levels of arousal are viewed as
beyond optimal arousal and may disrupt the encoding process resulting in poor memory
performance. In this way, stress is seen to have different effects on memory depending
on the level of arousal the stressor invokes. The Bahrick et al. (1998) study is one of the
few studies to provide direct support for this hypothesis. Others have argued that the
effect of stress on memory depends on what the individual focuses his/her attention on
during stressful situations. For example, Yuille and Tollestrup (1992) contend that
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stressful events lead to a restriction or narrowing of an individual's focus of attention.
They argue that this narrowed focus of attention can be internal (e.g., the individual
focuses on how they feel or cope) or external (e.g., the individual focuses on the event
itself). If the focus is internal, it is proposed that little will be remembered about the
event. If the focus is external, it is proposed that central elements of the experience will
be remembered but because of the narrowed focus peripheral details will be lost. Lower
levels of stress are not seen as invoking this narrowing of attention and therefore do not
result in stress effects.
Factors other than level of arousal and its resultant effects on memory processes
are likely to influence children's ability to recall stressful or traumatic events. For
example, Goodman et al. (1991) found that children were more accurate in their recall
of an invasive medical exam when their parents discussed the procedure after the event.
Methodological issues may also account for some of the variation found across studies.
For example, studies have used a variety of contrived or naturally occurring stressful
events that may differ in their stressfulness and hence their effects (e.g., Peters, 1997;
Goodman, et al., 1994). The way stress is measured also differs across studies. Some
studies use autonomic measures of stress, such as pulse and blood pressure readings,
whereas other studies use self report measures. These differences in the stressor and the
way it is measured across studies may account for some of the differences stress has
been found to have on memory. For example, in Merritt, Ornstein, and Spicker's (1994)
study examining children's memory for a VCUG, both behavioural and physiological
measures of stress were taken. Behavioural measures of stress indicated a strong
association between stress and subsequent memory performance. Physiological
measures, however, were not associated with subsequent memory performance, even
though these measures did show that the children were stressed.
Much is yet still unknown about the effect of stress on memory. Many of the
events in the research examining the effects of stress on memory have been public or
socially sanctioned events. It is not known what impact an event that is not socially
sanctioned (e.g., abuse) may have on children's ability to recall the event over time,
especially if the event is not discussed. Although future research may clarify some of
the existing inconsistencies in the literature about the effects of stress, as Pipe,
Goodman, Quas, Bidrose, Ablin and Craw (1997), concluded, "it is unlikely that
stressful and traumatic experiences during childhood will simply be either better or less
well remembered than other experiences"( p.420).
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Fantasy
Children's reliability as witnesses has often been questioned because of their
perceived vulnerability to indulge in fantasy and make-believe (Johnson & Foley,
1984). Research on children's ability to distinguish fact from fantasy is sparse, but those
studies conducted suggest that even young children are able to differentiate between
imagined objects and actual objects. For example, Harris, Brown, Marriott, Whittal and
Harmer (1991) asked 4- and 6-year olds to view real items and to imagine ordinary
items (e.g., a cup) and supernatural items (e.g., monsters). Children were asked whether
the interviewer could see the real and imagined items and whether these items were real
or not. Both 4 and 6 year olds were able to differentiate real from the imagined items.
Johnson and Foley (1984), however, found that young children were less able to
distinguish between actions they imagined doing and actions they did. Johnson and
Foley conducted a number of studies with children in the 6- to 17- year-old age bracket.
Children either listened to another person saying words, said words themselves or
imagined themselves saying words. They were then given a surprise test and asked
whether each word was a word said out loud, an imagined word, or a new word.
Although children of all ages were able to differentiate between words they only
imagined and words that others had said, young children had difficulty differentiating
words they had 1magined from words they themselves had said. These findings suggest
that children are able to differentiate between external events that occurred and internal
events only imagined, but may have some difficulties when it comes differentiating
nonsalient internal events.

The suggestibility of children
Children's reliability as a witness has often been challenged on the grounds that
they are inherently suggestible and therefore their testimony cannot be trusted. Are
children suggestible and in particular, more suggestible than adults? That is, can
children be misled, or have social pressure brought to bear, which results in them
reporting false information about events?
A number of studies have examined children's vulnerability to suggestion. Early
studies examined children's suggestibility by asking children misleading questions
about an event they had witnessed. In these studies the events to be recalled often
consisted ofremembering what occurred in a movie, a story, or a benign staged event
(e.g., Cohen & Harnick, 1980; Ceci, Ross & Toglia, 1987; King & Yuille, 1987).
Children were typically interviewed about the event either immediately following the
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event or within a short period of time (e.g., days, a week or several weeks). During the
interview a misleading question or a number of misleading questions were asked (e.g.,
"she was carrying a newspaper, wasn't she?" when there was no hat; "On which arm
did the man wear his watch?" when the man did not wear a watch) (Cohen & Barnick,
1980; King & Yuille, 1987). Overall, this early research work found that younger
children were more suggestible than older children or adults. That is, younger children
were more likely to accept the misinformation presented and answer incorrectly (see
Ceci & Bruck, 1993 for a review).
Other early research examined children's suggestibility by presenting
misinformation between the time of the event and the time the child was asked neutral
questions about the event. For example, Ceci, Ross and Toglia (1987) examined
children's recall for stories when misinformation was presented one day after the stories
were heard. Researchers presented misinformation about the stories (e.g., suggesting to
children that one of the characters in the story had a headache rather than a stomach
ache) while conversing with children. When children were later asked to identify what
occurred in the stories, younger children (e.g., 3-4 and 5-6 year olds) rather than older
children (e.g., 7-9 and 10-12 year olds)were more likely to identify misleading story
information as having been part of the original story, although, older children also made
more errors when presented with misleading information than when they were given no
misleading information. Other researchers also reported similar effects, that is, subjects
were more likely to give inaccurate answers to non-leading questions about an event
when misleading information was presented prior to neutral questioning (see Loftus,
Miller, & Bums, 1978; Marin, Holmes, Guth, & Kovac, 1979).
This early line of research was criticised for bearing little resemblance to the
type of events and information children are asked to recall as witnesses (Ceci & Bruck,
1995). That is, most of these studies were based on events in which the child was a
bystander rather than a participant. Many of these studies asked children to recall events
that they had only read about rather than experienced. The events were often neutral and
not personally salient. The misinformation introduced (whether in misleading questions
at the time of the recall or as post-event information prior to recall) was about peripheral
rather than central elements of an event (Goodman & Clarke-Setwart, 1991). Findings
that children may assent to false information about peripheral benign events says little
about whether children would assent to false information about being genitally touched,
for example.
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In an attempt to more closely mimic the actual conditions and subject matter that
children are likely to testify on, researchers have examined children's suggestibility in
relation to more salient, personally experienced events over varying delays. In
particular, they have examined whether children are willing to report false information,
that might lead to the conclusion that genital or other body touch had occurred, when
questioned suggestively with misleading information.

Children's willingness to report suggested abuse information/genital contact.
Some researchers have argued that children are unlikely to report salient events
such as abusive body touch if they have not experienced it (Goodman & Clarke-Stewart,
. 1991). Goodman and colleagues (see Goodman & Clarke-Stewart, 1991 for a review)
have conducted a number of studies examining children's suggestibility in relation to
genital touch. For example, Rudy and Goodman (1991) examined children's recall of a
neutral event when they were asked misleading questions suggesting that abuse type
actions had occurred. In this event 4- and 7-year old children either played with a clown
or observed another child playing with the clown. During this play, a number of actions
occurred, such as the child putting on a clown costume, being photographed in a number
of poses or tickling the clown. After a delay of 10 to 12 days children were interviewed
about the event and asked to recall everything that had happened. They were then asked
a number of specific questions. Some of these questions were misleading and suggested
that actions consistent with abuse had occurred (e.g., "he took your clothes off, didn't
he?"). In their free recall accounts of the event, children were highly accurate. In
response to specific and misleading abuse-type questions, children were again highly
accurate. Of the 36 children interviewed, only one child (a 4-year-old observer of the
event) made a commission error in response to a misleading abuse-type question. The
most common error made by children was to omit information about body touch.
Goodman and Aman (1990) also found that children were mostly resistant to
misleading questions about abuse-related activities. In this study, 3- and 5-year old
children played benign games with a male confederate, including a game similar to
Simon Says. During the Simon Says game, the child was required to touch non-genital
parts of their own body, as well as touching the confederate on the knee. The
confederate also touched the child on the knee. Children were interviewed about the
event one week later and were asked to recall what happened. After the free recall
question children were then asked a series of specific and misleading questions about
the event. Some of these questions were abuse related (e.g., "Did he touch your private
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parts?"). Although Goodman and Aman (1990) found that younger children were more
suggestible than older children, overall, both age groups were more resistant to
suggestive questions about abuse than they were to suggestive questions about nonabuse issues. Some commission errors were made, however, in relation to abuse type
questions. Some of the commission errors made were in response to the question, "he
kissed you, didn't he?". Additionally, some of the commission errors included children
incorrectly affirming that the male confederate touched their private parts. When
children were asked to clarify what these private parts were, however, children pointed
to the ears and other non-genital body parts.
Furthermore, when Saywitz, and collegues (Saywitz et al., 1991) examined
children's willingness to report genital touch at a physical examination they found
children did not report this touch voluntarily. In this study, 72 5- and 7-year old girls
underwent a physical examination which involved the child being undressed and having
their bodies touched. Half of the children also had their genital/anal area examined.
Children were interviewed about the event either a week or month later. They were
asked to recall and demonstrate, using anatomically correct dolls, what had occurred at
the medical check. Finally, they were asked a number of specific questions, some of
which were misleading. Of the girls who experienced genital/anal examination, most
did not report or demonstrate this event until they were asked specifically if they had
been touched in the genital area. Even then, 5 girls did not tell about the genital
touching. Of the girls who did not experience genital touching, no child reported genital
touch in response to free recall prompt or demonstration with the dolls. Three girls did,
however, report genital touch in response to misleading questions. One of these children
provided additional details stating that the doctor had inserted a stick in her rectum.
A number of other studies have sought to examine children's suggestibility to
misleading information about non-experienced events when they undergo stressful
medical procedures that involve genital touch. Some of these studies have also included
delays to examine the impact of delay on suggestibility. For example, Merritt, Ornstein
and Spicker (1994) examined children's recall of a stressful medical event, a voiding
cystourethrogram (VCUG). VCUGs are conducted to examine the urinary system of a
child. The procedure involves inserting a catheter into the urinary tract of the child,
filling the bladder with contrast fluid and the child subsequently voiding this fluid.
Twenty-four children were included in Merritt et al.'s study, with ages ranging from 4to 7- years old. Children were asked to recall what occurred during the VCUG
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immediately after the event and then again after a 6-week delay period. Children were
first asked open-ended narrative probes, followed by more specific questions, and then
finally yes/no questions. Children were also asked specific questions about things that
weren't present at the VCUG. Overall, children in Merritt et al. 's study recalled most of
VCUG features accurately. When questioned about activities that were absent in the
VCUG, they mostly (95%) denied these activities occurred, both immediately after the
interview and at the 6-week delay.
A more recent study examining children's recall ofVCUG also examined
children's suggestibility for a false event. Quas, Goodman, Bidrose, Pipe, Craw and
Ablin (1999) examined 43 children's recall of a VCUG by asking children to tell and
show what happened when they had the test in which a tube was inserted. Following
this free recall question phase, children were asked direct questions, some of which
were misleading. Finally the interviewers asked the child about a fictitious event, a
medical nose test that none of the children had had. Questions about the fictitious event
paralleled the questions about the VCUG (e.g., children were first asked free recall tell
and show questions, followed by direct and misleading questions). When questioned
about the fictitious nose event, 17 of the 40 children indicated that the test had occurred.
Thirteen of these children did not merely assent or agree with the misleading questions
but provided their own information about the fictitious test. Age differences were found
in the number of children reporting the fictitious event, with more younger children
reporting it than older children (nearly three quarters of 3- to 5- year-olds reported the
event compared to half of 6- to 8- year olds).
Taken together, these studies suggest that some children will report false bodily
touch in response to misleading specific questions. Not only will they report false
touching but they will also add additional details about the touch. Not all children,
however, report false touching. Many children seem quite resistant to suggestions about
abuse type activities (Goodman & Aman, 1990; Rudy & Goodman, 1991). Poole and
Lindsay (2002) suggest that children are more likely to report false touching when
"their experiences outside and inside the interview situation serve both to increase the
plausibility of such experiences and to disinhibit them from discussing touch" (p.371).

Multiple suggestive influences
Many of the previously mentioned studies have examined children's
suggestibility for a highly salient event when only one type of suggestive factor was
used (e.g., asking a number of misleading questions, or introducing misinformation).
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Ceci and Bruck (1995) identified that in the high profile legal cases they examined, in
which children were questioned about abuse, a number of suggestive techniques were
used in combination, rather than a single suggestive factor. Although these interviews
may not be typical of all investigative interviews, they do raise the question of
children's ability to resist suggestive material when more than one suggestive
techniques is used.
Ceci and Bruck (1995, 1998) identified that in many of the suggestive
interviews they examined there was one over-riding factor from which all the other
suggestive factors flowed, namely "interviewer bias". Interviewer bias was defined as
an interviewer holding "a priori beliefs about the occurrence or non-occurrence of
certain events" and then moulding the interview to only gather information that is
consistent with these beliefs (Bruck, 1999, p.113). Ceci and Bruck (1995) outline a
number of suggestive techniques that biased interviewers may use to confirm their
beliefs, for example, asking mostly specific questions to confirm a priori beliefs rather
than asking free recall or open questions; repeatedly interviewing the child about the
alleged abuse until the expected information is reported; repeating questions the child
has already answered; setting an accusatory tone about the alleged perpetrator (e.g.,
telling the child the alleged perpetrator was in jail or was bad and it was ok to tell on
them); using peer pressure in an attempt to elicit a disclosure from the child (e.g., telling
the child that their friends had already told).
Any one of these suggestive techniques can affect the accuracy of a child's
report and are problematic (see Bruck, 1999; Ceci & Bruck, 1995, 1998 for a review;
Poole & Lamb, 1998). For example, specific questions have a number of problems
associated with them. Although definitions of specific questions vary from study to
study they are generally considered to be questions that can be answered in a word or
single phrase, including yes/no questions and multichoice questions (Poole & Lamb,
1998). Specific questions have been shown to increase the number of errors children
report in their accounts of an event (Dent, 1991; Peterson & Bell, 1996). Additionally,
children typically try to answer specific questions even if the question is bizarre or the
child does not know the answer (Aldridge & Wood, 1998; Hughes & Grieve, 1980;
Waterman, Blades, & Spencer, 2000). Choice questions are seen as problematic because
children often show a preference for selecting the second option whether that option is
correct or not (Poole & Lamb, 1998). Furthermore, yes-no questions are viewed as
problematic because children are more likely to answer yes to a yes-no question (Poole
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& Lindsay, 1995). This preference for answering yes is thought to stem from children's
eagerness to be cooperative conversational partners (Poole & Lamb, 1998).
Repeating questions in the same format within interviews has also been shown
to be problematic. When children are asked the same question a number of times within
an interview they are more likely to change their answer, especially in response to
specific yes/no questions (Poole & White, 1991). It is thought that children interpret
specific questions that are repeated as a signal that their previous answer was incorrect
or not wanted and hence they change their answer (Ceci & Bruck, 1995; Garven, Wood,
Malpass, & Shaw, 1998).
Repeatedly interviewing a child has been found to be both beneficial and non
beneficial. Repeat interviews may be beneficial when children are asked open-ended
non suggestive questions over short delays. Under these conditions the additional
interviews give the child the opportunity to provide more information without adversely
affecting accuracy (Brainerd, Reyna, Howe, & Kingman, 1990; Fivush, 1993; Howe,
1991). Memory may also be bolstered under these conditions due to the effects of
rehearsal (Ceci & Bruck, 1998). Under suggestive conditions or over long delays,
however, it is more likely that additional information obtained in repeat interviewing
may be inaccurate (Pipe, Gee, Wilson, & Egerton, 1999; Bruck, Ceci, Francouer, &
Barr, 1995). Furthermore, repeat interviews that are suggestive or misleading may be
more likely to increase the rate at which a child will report false information about an
event (Bruck, 1999; Bruck et al., 1995).
When suggestive techniques are used in combination, studies have demonstrated
that children may report events and actions that did not occur (Poole & Lindsay, 2002).
For example, Bruck, Ceci and Hembrooke (1998) repeatedly interviewed children about
two true events, one of which was pleasant (the child helped a person with a hurt ankle),
the other unpleasant (a recent punishment the child had received). Children were also
repeatedly interviewed about two false events, again one pleasant (finding a monkey in
the park), the other not pleasant (seeing a thief steal food). Five interviews were
conducted in all. In the first interview children were asked to recall all the information
they could about the two true events and the two false events. They were then subjected
to three more interviews by the same interviewer and a number of suggestive
interviewing techniques were used (e.g., peer pressure, reinforcing children for desired
responses, providing and repeating misinformation, asking children to think about what
might have happened). In the final and fifth interview, children were interviewed by a
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different interviewer. What did children report? Regarding the true events, children
throughout all the interviews concurred that the true pleasant event had occurred. In
contrast, many children initially denied that the true unpleasant event had occurred.
After repeated interviewing, however, children agreed that the unpleasant event had
occurred. Regarding the false events, children initially denied that these events had
occurred but with the repeated interviews most children concurred that these events had
occurred. That children did not disclose the true punishment event until they were
repeatedly interviewed highlights the difficulty of getting children to talk about
unpleasant experiences. That children reported the false events, one of them a criminal
act, highlights the dangers when a number of suggestive techniques are used in
combination. Additionally, children not only agreed that the false events had occurred
but as the interviews progressed, children provided details and narratives about these
false events. Of interest, for some children, the narratives became more fantastical
across the interviews. Overall, the rates of false reports in this study were much higher
than rates in studies where only one suggestive technique was used.
Garven, Wood, Malpass and Roy. (1999) also examined the effects of a
combination of suggestive techniques on children's reports of an event. These
researchers used a more benign event and examined children's recall of the event using
a combination of suggestive interview practices in one interview only, rather than across
repeated interviews. The event consisted of a stranger reading a story to the children.
Children were then interviewed a week later about the event. Half the children were
asked leading questions about actions that did not happen (e.g., about the visitor
breaking a toy, swearing) and the remaining children were asked leading questions in
combination with suggestive techniques. Children in the leading and suggestive
techniques group made more errors and inaccurately reported that a number of things
happened that did not (e.g., that the visitor tore a book).

The accuracy offree recall reports
Finally, recent studies have also focused on issues that have been overlooked in
prior studies. For example, although it is widely held that the most accurate way to
access recall about an event is to ask free recall questions, research studies on which this
conclusion is based have not taken into account what has happened prior to the
interview. If children's memories or accounts have been tainted by highly suggestive
techniques prior to the free recall questioning, then asking children to provide a free
recall account may not always result in an account that is accurate.
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Poole and Lindsay (1995) explored this issue of children's accuracy in response
to free recall questions when suggestive information is provided prior to the
questioning. As Poole and Lindsay discuss, most child victim witnesses will have been
questioned by a number of people prior to the investigation and may have heard a
number of conversations about the event or events. In this way, there may have been
many opportunities for the child to be exposed to misinformation prior to formal
interviewing. Poole and Lindsay therefore wanted to explore children's free recall
accuracy following an intervening period in which the child was exposed to false
information. Specifically, they were interested in whether children could discriminate
between what they had heard and what they had witnessed. Poole and Lindsay
conducted what has come to be called the Mr Science study. Children, either
preschoolers or 5- to 8- year olds, participated in a science demonstration. A
confederate, called Mr. Science, conducted 4 science demonstrations. Children were
interviewed immediately after the demonstrations and asked to provide a free recall
account of everything that happened. Children provided mostly accurate information in
response to these questions. Three months after the interview the researchers provided a
storybook to the child's parents. The story book described two of the 4 science
demonstrations the child had participated in, plus two demonstrations the child had not
participated in. The false demonstration stories contained an account of Mr Science
putting something "yucky" in the child's mouth. The child's name was used in the
storybook but otherwise there was no explicit attempt to suggest to the child that the
story book account was true. After children had heard the storybook three times they
were reinterviewed. Of particular interest, many of the children in both age groups
(41 %) reported the false events during free recall, including false reports of touching. In
this study children were not subjected to highly suggestive techniques. They were never
told that the story was a true account of what happened at the science demonstration.
They were only exposed to misinformation over time. That children incorporated this
information into their accounts and reported highly inaccurate information in response
to free recall suggests that the accuracy of free recall reports cannot be taken for
granted. Other factors prior to the free recall account must be taken into consideration.
In summary, children's suggestibility is a highly complex issue. Some children
may be more suggestible than others (Eisen et al., 1999). In some cases, one suggestive
technique on its own may not elicit false information, but in some cases it does. Where a
combination of suggestive techniques are used and there are long delays, some children
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may report false events, but not all. Blanket statements about children's suggestibility
cannot be made.
Although research examining children's suggestibility has become more
sophisticated in its attempt to mimic the conditions under which, as well as the topics on
which, the child witness may testify, the generalisability of these studies to forensic
contexts is still limited. That some children will falsely acquiesce to the suggestion that
someone touched them does not necessarily mean that children will give false reports of
abuse. The costs associated with abuse allegations is high, for both the child victim and
the alleged perpetrator (Faller, 1984). Abuse allegations often include major disruption
to the child's life, the child may be ostracised from family members or threatened, and
the child may have to give shameful embarrassing details about the abuse to a number
of people. These costs must surely reduce the likelihood that children would readily
assent to suggestions of sexual or physical abuse occurring when it had not (although
there may be conditions under which a child may receive benefits for reporting abuse
that has not occurred). Furthermore, recent studies examining children's testimony
about sexual abuse in which there were audio-taped records of the sexual abuse, suggest
that children are more likely to omit "allegations of events that did occur... than to talk of
events about which no evidence existed" (Bidrose & Goodman, 2000, p.212; see also
Sjoberg & Lindblad, 2002).
Marxsen, Yuille and Nisbett (1995) argue that the child witness research
literature overemphasises suggestibility and gives the impression that children are
unreliable. Furthermore, in some cases the literature has been over interpreted. Research
findings regarding what may occur, under some contexts, are extrapolated and
generalised to absolutely occurring under all contexts. For example, in the findings of
fact in the Commonwealth ofMassahusettes vs. Cheryl Amirault LeFave (Social Law
Library, 2002) they surmised "that leading questions from a biased adult interviewer

will result in a child adopting the answers suggested by the interviewer as truthful". Or
"the use of leading or forced choice, versus open ended, questions, will lead to
inaccurate testimony from young children" (p.6, emphasis added). In contrast, what the
research literature shows is that children mostly provide reliable and accurate accounts
of events and do not necessarily comply to leading or suggestive questioning.
In conclusion, many of the limitations identified in children's testimony can be
remedied through proper interviewing of the child. The next chapter will review the
literature on best ways to interview children.
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Chapter 3
Interviewing Children about Alleged Abuse
Interviewing children about possible sexual or physical abuse is no easy task.
During the interview there are a number of issues at hand. The preeminent issue under
consideration is whether or not the child has been abused. Of critical concern is the
child's well-being and the potential need for protection. To assess these abuse and
protection concerns, the interviewer needs to gather information from the child about
the topic of concern. For example, if the child is being interviewed because they
disclosed that somebody had "touched" them, the interviewer needs to expiore this issue
fully. Gathering information may require facilitating a discussion of a topic that the
child does not wish to talk about. If the child does report abuse, the interviewer needs to
obtain a full and detailed account of that abuse through the use of facilitative, nonleading questions. If the child does not disclose abuse or will not discuss the issue of
concern, the interviewer may be forced to ask direct and leading questions if care and
protection concerns remain. At the same time the interviewer must conduct the
interview in such a way that it withstands both public and legal scrutiny and does not
elicit false disclosures.
Skilled interviewing requires that the interviewer possesses and draws upon a
vast knowledge-base. This knowledge base includes an in-depth understanding of a
number of child developmental factors (Aldridge & Wood, 1998; Poole & Lamb, 1998).
Factors relating to cognitive and language development need to be understood and taken
into account when interviewing children, as does an understanding of children's normal
sexual behaviour at different ages. The knowledge base required also includes an
understanding of the research literature relating to children's ability to remember and
report events, and the factors that may influence children's accounts. Furthermore, the
conditions under which children are most suggestible and provide the least accurate
reports need to be understood and avoided. The optimal conditions under which
children are most likely to provide an accurate and full account and discuss the issue of
concern also need to be understood and provided.
To aid interviewers conduct effective and uncontaminated interviews,
researchers and professionals have developed guidelines and interview protocols for
interviewing children about alleged abuse (e.g., Poole & Lamb, 1998; Lamb, Sternberg,
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Orbach, Hershkowitz, & Esplin, 1999; Lamb, Sternberg & Esplin, 1998; Memorandum
of Good Practice; Warren, Woodall, Hunt, & Perry, 1996; Yuille, Hunter, Joffe, &
Zaparniuk, 1993). These guidelines are based on findings from the memory,
suggestibility, and child witness research. The aim of the guidelines is to obtain accurate
reports from children while reducing contamination of the interview by suggestive,
biased or coercive interview practices. Developmental factors, such as children's
language capabilities, are also taken into account. There is considerable agreement
between researchers and professionals worldwide about optimal ways to interview
children and the factors that need to be taken into account when interviewing children
about abuse (Warren et al., 1996). Below the factors that need to be taken into account
when interviewing a child are discussed and a number of interview protocols are
described.

Communicative Factors
Children's communicative ability may hinder the investigative process if the
interviewer does not take into account factors relating to how children communicate
(Saywitz, Nathanson, & Snyder, 1993). For example, if the interviewer asks questions
that are too complex or too long, the child may not be able to answer them (Brennan &
Brennan, 1988). Similarly, if the interviewer asks the child questions about when an
event occurred but the child has not yet grasped the concepts of past, present and future,
then inaccuracies and inconsistencies may result (Quinn, White, & Santilli, 1989).
Interviewers need to ask questions that are age appropriate and matched to the child's
language and conceptual ability (Lamb, Sternberg, & Esplin, 1995; Lamb et al., 1999;
Steward, Bussey, Goodman, & Saywitz, 1993).
It has been well documented that children's language ability increases across age
(see Garbarino, Stott, & the Faculty of the Erikson Institute, 1992). Language
development occurs in a number of ways. For example, the child's working vocabulary
increases as the child develops. By the age of 22 months most children have a working
verbal vocabulary consisting of 50 single words (Steward et al., 1993). This working
vocabulary increases exponentially over the first 6 years of life. By the age of 6 most
children use 8,000 to 14,000 words in their language (Poole & Lamb, 1998). Children's
working vocabulary continues to increase across the childhood years but still falls short
of an adult' s vocabulary in sheer volume. Children may understand some words that
adults use but not all. For example, young children may not understand categorical
words (e.g.,weapon or furniture) but understand words in the category (e.g., gun or
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chair). Furthermore, they may use the same word an adults does, but misinterpret the
meaning. For example, an adult may be talking about a "jury" but the child may
interpret that to mean 'jewellery" (Saywitz, Jaenicke, & Camparo, 1990).
Children's use of the syntactical rules of speech also develop as children mature.
Young children understand and use the simplest word order sentence, that is subjectverb-object (e.g., Tom hit the ball, the dog ate the bone). Adults may vary this pattern in
a number of ways. They may use the passive voice (e.g., the ball was hit by Tom, the
bone was eaten by the dog), or embed additional information in the sentence through the
use of relative clauses (e.g., Tom, who had a sore leg at the time, hit the ball). Children
under the age of 13 years have difficulty understanding and using sentences containing
passive voice and embedded information (see Poole & Lamb, 1998; Reich, 1986). In
addition, children generally have difficulty answering questions that contain a negative
( e.g., "did you not go to the store?") or a double negative (e.g., did you not say that you
did not go to the store?).
Children's ability to understand concepts such as how many, how often and
when something occurred, also develop over time. For example, children's
understanding of past present and future develops over the preschool years. Although by
the age of 4 most children can understand the concept of today, yesterday and tomorrow
it is very difficult for children under the age of 10 to identify the day, week, month or
time that an event occurred (Friedman, 1991; Hamer, 1975; Poole & Lamb, 1998;
Saywitz, Nathanson, & Snyder, 1993). Children also have difficulty answering
questions containing concepts such as before and after, how much or how many, or why
or how something occurred (deVilliers & deVilliers, 1978; Poole & Lamb, 1998;
Walker, 1994).
Because children's language ability differs from that of adults, researchers
recommend that the interviewer should assess the child's linguistic competence in the
informal stage of the interview so that he/she can then ask questions that are appropriate
for the child's developmental status (Allen & Gross, 1994; Lamb et al., 1995, 1998;
Saywitz & Geiselman, 1998; Warren et al., 1996). The interviewer needs to ask
questions that the child can understand, using a familiar vocabulary (Saywitz &
Goodman, 1996). Questions incorporating concepts that the child has not yet mastered
should be avoided (Saywitz & Goodman, 1996, Quinn et al., 1989). Questions should
be short and follow the simplest word order. Long or complex questions that incorporate
passive voice, embedded information or that contain negatives should not be used
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(Poole & Lamb, 1998; Steward et al., 1993). Furthermore, interviewers may need to
clarify the meaning of what the child has said, rather than merely assuming that they
have understood what the child said (Saywitz et al., 1993). To avoid confusion, it is also
recommended that interviewers use the name of persons they are referring to rather than
pronouns (Poole & Lamb, 1998).
Another aspect of children's communicative ability that can lead to
misunderstandings is their inability to recognise when they have misunderstood a
question. Research suggests that children have difficulty monitoring when they have
understood a question and when they have not. This difficulty is exacerbated in
complex, unfamiliar settings that require verbal answers (Markman, 1977; Revelle,
Wellman, & Karabenick, 1985). Children have been found to attempt to answer
questions that they do not fully understand and to rarely request clarification of a
question (Carter, Bottoms, & Levine, 1996; Waterman, Blades, & Spencer, 2000).
Furthermore, when children attempt to answer long or complex questions they may
offer an answer to the part of the question they understood. The part answered may not
necessarily be the question asked (Saywitz, 1995). Because children may misunderstand
a question or answer only part of the question, what children think they are reporting
may be quite different from what an adult perceives they are reporting. Interviewers
should not, therefore, rely on the child to identify whether or not they have understood
or are answering the question asked. Rather, interviewers should check and clarify with
the child what their answer means (Aldridge & Wood, 1998: Poole & Lamb, 1998).

The interview setting
Most researchers agree that the interview setting should be an environment in
which the child feels comfortable (Lamb et al., 1994; Poole & Lamb, 1998; Saywitz &
Goodman, 1996; Yuille et al., 1993). Yuille et al. (1993) suggest a child centred room in
which the furniture and tables are at child height. There is also general agreement that
the environment should be free of distractions and that dolls and other props in the
environment should be out of sight (Lamb, Sternberg and Esplin, 1994; Yuille et al.,
1993).

Interviewer approach
Some researchers have recommended that interviewers investigating abuse
allegations should adopt an hypothesis testing stance (Ceci & Bruck, 1995, 1998; Lamb,
Sternberg & Esplin, 1994; Poole & Lamb, 1998). That is, the interviewer should gather
background information about the case prior to the interview and then test alternative
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hypotheses about what actually occurred. For example, if the child disclosed that
"daddy touched my vagina" the interviewer should explore a number of hypotheses
about the how or why of the touching. Was the touch to apply medicinal ointment?
What does the child mean by "vagina"? What else was happening with "daddy" when
the child's vagina was touched? In this way the interviewer keeps an open mind about
what may have happened and does not set out to confirm what they (or others) think
may have happened.
An important distinction has been made between forensic interviews and
therapeutic interviews. Forensic interviews are considered fact finding, hypothesis
testing interviews that gather information in a non-contaminated way (Poole & Lamb,
1998). Therapeutic interviews, on the other hand, are concerned primarily with the
impact of an event on the individual (Poole & Lamb, 1998). To this end, they may
employ a number of techniques (e.g., telling the child about how others have felt in the
same situation) to enable the client to discuss the incident and the impact of that
incident (Pynoos & Eth, 1986). Many of the techniques used in therapeutic interviews
would not be considered suitable in an investigative interview. Because of the differing
goals and underlying assumptions of forensic and therapeutic interviews, Poole and
Lamb (1998) recommend that interviewers who do therapeutic interviews should not
also do investigative interviews.
Interview protocols
Interview protocols that have been developed and used in a number of countries
are described below.

England and Wales: The Memorandum of Good Practice (now the Guidance)
The Memorandum of Good Practice on Video Recorded Interviews with Child
Witnesses for Criminal Proceedings (1992) was published by the Home Office and
Department of Health in England and Wales. One of the aims and functions of the
Memorandum was to provide information on the legal aspects of conducting child
witness interviews so that the interview could be taped and later submitted as evidence
in chief. Another aim and function of the Memorandum was to provide a guide for
interviewing child witnesses/ victims based on the research findings at the time. The
Memorandum prescribes that a child should be interviewed in such a way as to obtain
"a truthful account from the child, in a way which is fair and in the child's interest and
acceptable to the courts." (Memorandum of Good Practice, 1992, p.15). To achieve this
type of optimal interviewing, the Memorandum delineates four phases of the interview.
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Phase 1 is the rapport building phase. The Memorandum recommends that interviewing
should not proceed until adequate rapport is established with the child. Phase 2 involves
asking the child for a free narrative account of the alleged events with open-ended
prompts (e.g., "What happened after that?") to facilitate the account. The Memorandum
acknowledges that free narrative accounts may not elicit sufficient information from the
child. If this is the case and insufficient information is obtained, the interviewer moves
on to Phase 3 which involves questioning the child. The Memorandum outlines the
different types of questions that can be used in phase 3. It suggests using a funnelled
approach from the most open-ended questions (e.g., "please tell me more about...", or
"are there things you're worried about?"), to specific but non leading questions (e.g.,
what colour was his hat?"), to closed questions (e.g., multiple choice questions), and
finally to leading questions if absolutely necessary. The Memorandum cautions against
the use ofleading questions because they may limit the evidential value of the child's
testimony (Memorandum of Good Practice, 1992; Bull, 1996). Leading questions are
only to be used when all other phases and question types have failed to elicit the
necessary information from the child. Additionally, if children are reluctant to discuss
the alleged event, the Memorandum allows (with some cautions) open-ended
questioning on topics such as secrets or bad people and the use of props and dolls.
The final phase of the interview, Phase 4, is a closing phase. In this phase the
interviewer checks the abuse-related information obtained with the child. The
interviewer then discusses a neutral topic to end the interview and ensures the child
leaves the interview in a non-distressed state.
The Memorandum has recently been updated and replaced by the Achieving
Best Evidence in Criminal Proceedings: Guidance for Vulnerable or Intimidated
Witnesses, including Children (known as the Guidance, 2002). The Guidance is an
expanded and revised addition of the Memorandum. It includes former
recommendations about best ways to interview children and has been extended to cover
good practice for interviewing vulnerable adults (e.g., those intellectually or socially
impaired, those suffering from a mental disorder) or intimidated adults.
Canada: The step-wise interview
In Canada, the step-wise interview was developed. It has been adopted and used
by many of those in the child protection service in both Canada and the United States.
Its aim was to establish an interview protocol that maximised the amount of information
recalled by a child whilst limiting contamination from leading questions (Yuille el al.,
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1993). The step-wise interview is made up of 9 sequential steps. The first and second
steps of the interview are concerned with rapport building. Step 1, the interviewer
spends time talking with the child about neutral topics. Step 2, the interviewer asks the
child to recall two specific events that are unrelated to the abuse allegations. Yuille et al.
(1993) describes the purpose of the rapport building stage as useful in a number of
ways. Not only does it build rapport with the child but it gives the interviewer an
opportunity to assess the quality and amount of information the child can provide.
Furthermore, by asking the child to recall each event in detail through the use of openended non-leading questions, the interviewer is modelling the pattern of the remaining
interview and the kind of detail required.
Step 3 of the interview consists of discussing with the child the difference
between truth and lies and the need to tell only the truth. Step 4 is the introduction of the
topic of concern. The topic of concern is introduced in a step-wise orderly fashion,
going from the most open-ended queries (e.g., "Do you know why you are here
today?") to more specific queries (e.g., Has anything happened to you?") if open-ended
queries do not elicit the target information from the child. If children do not discuss the
alleged abuse, Yuille et al. (1993) suggest the interviewer introduces topics that may
elicit a discussion of the target topic, such as who the child likes or doesn't like, naming
and describing the function of body parts, who has seen or touched various parts of the
body. The Step-Wise protocol does not recommend that interviewers name the alleged
abuser or make specific statements about what allegedly occurred.
If the topic of abuse is introduced by the child the interviewer is to ask free

narrative questions about the event. In step 5 the child is asked to describe the event
from beginning to end with the interviewer acting as a facilitator and using probing
questions such as "tell me more about that". During this stage the interviewer is not to
interrupt the child's discourse. Following the free narrative questioning phase, the
interviewer is to ask general questions to gather additional information (step 6). These
general questions focus on information the child has provided and ask the child to
remember any more information they can. Two ancillary techniques can be used if free
narrative and general questions fail to elicit sufficient or clear information about the
event: Asking specific questions (step 7) and using interview aids such as dolls and
drawings (step 8). Interview aids are to be used only after the child has disclosed abuse
and used in such a manner that the interviewer ensures the child is providing the
information and not the interviewer. Finally, in step 9 at the end of the interview, the
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child is thanked for being part of the interview and given information about what will
happen next.

United States ofAmerica: the NICHD interview protocol.
Lamb, Sternberg and Esplin (1994, 1995, 1998; see also Lamb, Sternberg,
Orbach, Heshkowitz, & Esplin, 1999) at the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (NICHD) also outline a sequential, phased interview. The first
phases of the interview include introducing the child to the interviewer and giving an
explanation of the interviewer's role and job (Lamb et al., 1994, 1995, 1998; Lamb et
al., 1999 ). In this early phase the interviewer is also expected to discuss the importance
of telling the truth and instructing the child that it is ok to say "I don't know" or "I can't
remember" if this is the case. The next phase of the interview is aimed at establishing
rapport with the child. The interviewer establishes rapport by inviting the child to
discuss a neutral event (i.e., an event not related to the abuse allegation). The child is
asked free recall questions (e.g., tell me everything about that) about the neutral event.
As in the step-wise protocol, rapport building is seen as an opportunity to accomplish a
number of tasks. First, it provides an opportunity to train the child to give a full and
detailed account of an event in response to free narrative questions. Second, during
rapport building the interviewer can assess the child's linguistic and cognitive abilities
and the amount of detail they can give on a neutral topic. Third, rapport building is seen
as necessary to make the child feel comfortable with the interviewer thereby enabling a
discussion of embarrassing or shameful topics.
After rapport building, the interviewer moves on to the next phase which is
discussing the alleged abuse. Lamb and colleagues suggest introducing the topic in a
very general way (e.g.," I understand something may have happened to you yesterday.
Please tell me about that." Lamb et al., 1998, p.819). They stress the importance of
eliciting abuse information primarily through the use of open-ended free recall
questions. They do, however, acknowledge that young children may require some
focused direct questions to elicit all the necessary abuse information. To ameliorate the
effects of asking focused questions, Sternberg et al. suggest pairing the direct question
with an open-ended invitation ( e.g., "Did anything ever happen in the living room?"
paired with a follow-up question "tell me everything that happened there." Lamb et al.,
1998, p.820).
In cases where there is clear evidence of abuse and the child does not mention it,
Lamb and colleagues suggest that the interviewer exhaust all open-ended ways of
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eliciting the abuse information. If open-ended questions fail to elicit abuse information,
the interviewer may ask leading or specific questions about the abuse at the end of the
interview. Lamb and colleagues suggest that the interviewer try and limit the
suggestiveness of any specific abuse questions. For example, "Did anything ever
happen to your vagina?" is less suggestive than "Did he do anything to your vagina?"
Lamb and colleagues do not recommend introducing abuse related topics (e.g., good or
not good touching, who the child likes or doesn't like) as a way of getting the child to
discuss the alleged abuse. They voice concerns that there is a lack of systematic
research about the effects of such techniques and, therefore, advise against using them
(Lamb et al., 1994).
The final phase of the interview is a return to a more neutral topic after which
the interview is ended (Lamb et al., 1994).
New Zealand guidelines for interviewing children about abuse
In New Zealand, the guidelines for conducting and videotaping evidential and
diagnostic interviews of children who may have been abused are laid out in the Joint
Operating Guidelines for Child, Youth and Family Service and the Police (1996). These
guidelines are currently being reviewed to ensure they meet up-to-date best practice
standards (Wilson - personal email, 2002). In particular, the Joint Operating Guidelines
guidelines, as they stand, do not emphasise the use of free recall questions to build
rapport and gather information (Wilson - personal email, 2002). They do, however,
contain guidelines for interviewing children that are similar to guidelines used in other
countries. For example, general guidelines emphasise a number of things: The need to
approach the interview with an open mind and to ask open non-leading questions
(defined as what, where, when and how questions). The child's language ability should
be assessed and the interviewer should match the child's developmental vocabulary.
Interviewers are warned not to make assumptions about what the child has said but to
clarify with the child what they mean. A supportive non-threatening environment is to
be provided and the child is to be informed that its ok to say that questions are too hard
if that is the case.
The Joint Guidelines also divide the interviews into three sequential stages; the
introduction, the middle stage and closure. The introduction stage is where the
interviewer builds rapport with the child and assesses the child's cognitive development.
This phase also includes the interviewer assessing the child's understanding of truth,
lies and promises and asking the child to promise to tell the truth. The middle stage is
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where the interviewer gathers facts and information about the target topic (i.e., the
alleged abuse) through the use of open questions. The closure stage is seen as an
opportunity to clarify information gathered and end the interview.
The actual training of CYF or Police specialist interviewers in New Zealand
does place an emphasis on the use of free recall questions when building rapport and
gathering abuse information. Interviewers are trained to establish rapport with the child
by asking the child to recall a neutral event in response to a free narrative question.
Interviewer's follow-up the child's initial account with "zooming techniques" designed
to enable children to elaborate and provide additional information about the event from
free recall. For example, the interviewer may prompt the child to give additional
information by asking them to tell everything else they can remember. In the middle
stage of the interview, when the interviewer is gathering information about the target
topic, free narrative questions and zooming techniques are again used.

Overview of the protocols
Overall, there is general agreement about the best ways to interview children
about alleged abuse. Most researchers and professionals agree that children should be
interviewed in a conducive environment by an interviewer who adopts an open-minded,
hypothesis-testing stance. Interviewers should assess the child's linguistic development
and ask questions that are developmentally appropriate. Most interview protocols
incorporate a rapport building phase early in the interview before the substantive issue
is discussed. Free recall and open-ended questions are considered optimal in both the
rapport building stage and during the discussion and introduction of the target topic.
Specific or leading questions are to be used sparingly, and only after the interviewer has
exhausted free recall questions for obtaining the information. There is a closure phase at
the end of the interview. Most interview protocols are based on a single interview
procedure, rather than repeated interviews.
There is not, however, universal agreement about how to introduce the target
topic if the child does not discuss it in response to an open-ended general questions such
as "why are you here today?" Some protocols allow for discussion of related topics,
such as good or not good touching, who the child likes or doesn't like, secrets, as a way
of introducing the topic (Joint operating guidelines, 1996; Guidance, 2002, Yuille et al.,
1993). Other protocols do not recommend such activities (Lamb et al., 1994). Because
children may not always be willing to discuss the topic readily, or may not even know
why they are being questioned, interviewers still face the special challenge of how to
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best facilitate a discussion of the topic without introducing the topic directly.
There is also some disagreement about the use of interview aids such as cues,
props and dolls in investigative interviews. Laboratory based research indicates that
there are both advantages and disadvantages in using cues and props to obtain
information from children. On the one hand, cues and props (e.g., context reinstatement,
toys, photos, objects from the event, drawing) may assist children to recall more
information about an event (Butler, Gross & Hayne, 1995; Gee & Pipe, 1995;
Geiselman, 1988; Priestley & Pipe, 1997; Salmon & Pipe, 1997). On the other hand, the
additional information recalled may be at the expense of accuracy. That is, children
sometimes report more inaccurate information when using props, especially toys (Gee
& Pipe, 1995; Priestley & Pipe, 1997; Salmon, Bidrose, & Pipe, 1995). In addition,

props may encourage recall of script-based general knowledge information rather than
recall of a specific incident (see Priestley & Pipe, 1997).
Although dolls, and in particular anatomically correct dolls, have frequently
been used in investigative interviews a number of concerns have been raised about their
use (Boat & Everson, 1988; Bruck, Ceci, Francoeur, & Renick,1995; DeLoache, 1990;
Kendall-Tackett & Watson, 1992). First, children under the age of 5 may have difficulty
in understanding that an object such as a doll can have dual representation. That is, the
doll is not only an object in and of itself but can also be used to symbolically represent a
person (DeLoache, 1990; DeLoache & Marzolf, 1995). Because young children have
difficulty using the dolls representationally, information obtained through the use of
dolls may be inaccurate. Second, research has not found any evidence that the dolls
actually help children to report more information (DeLoache & Marzolf, 1995;
Goodman & Aman, 1990). For example, Lamb, Hershkowitz, Sternberg, Boat and
Everson (1996) found that children provided less information when interviewed about
abuse with anatomical dolls than when they were interviewed without them. Third,
anatomically correct dolls are considered suggestive in and of themselves and seen as
encouraging sexual play behaviour. Studies examining children's behaviour with
anatomically correct dolls have found that both abused and non-abused children exhibit
sexually explicit play with the dolls (see Ceci & Bruck, 1995 for a review; Koocher,
Goodman, White, Friedrich, Sivan & Reynolds, 1995). Furthermore, very young
children may falsely acquiesce to questions about genital touch or demonstrate touch
that did not occur when asked direct or leading questions with anatomical dolls (Bruck,
Ceci, Francoeur, & Renick,1995).
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Because of the above outlined concerns with props and dolls, some professionals
do not recommend their use. For example, Lamb et al.(1994) recommend that
interviewers rely on verbal means of communication about an event or incident rather
than nonverbal means. They do not recommend the use of props or dolls although they
do acknowledge that young children may at times require props or non suggestive dolls
to assist them in discussing sexual events (see also Ceci & Bruck, 1995). Most protocols
and professional organisations advocate the cautious use of dolls and props. For
example, the Guidance (2002) allows the use of props such as drawing and conventional
dolls to assist children over the age of 5 to discuss or describe events. It also allows the
use of anatomically correct dolls so long as they are used only after a clear disclosure
has been made or it seems highly likely that the child has been abused but is unable to
verbally describe it. In these cases, the anatomical dolls are to be used chiefly to clarify
body parts or body positions. The Step-Wise protocol also allows the cautious use of
props and dolls after a child has disclosed abuse (Yuille et al., 1993). The American
Professional Society on the Abuse of Children (APSAC, 1990) endorsed the use of
props such as toys, drawings, and traditional dolls to assist children in discussing abuse
related issues. They also stipulated that anatomical dolls should be used for clearly
defined purposes only (e.g., identifying body parts, clarifying disclosure information).
In New Zealand, the Joint operating NZCYPS guidelines (1996) for evidential or
diagnostic interviewing allow the use of some props such as body diagrams,
conventional dolls, dolls' furniture, paper and pens when interviewing children about
alleged abuse. Some caveats are added however. Body diagrams are only to be used in
evidential interviews after the child has disclosed and when the child cannot verbally
describe what has occurred. Anatomically correci dolls are not generally recommended
and are to be kept outside the interview room. They may only be used when body
diagrams and conventional dolls are not sufficient in assisting the child to clarify what
happened.
In the end, the assessment approach an interviewer adopts is most likely to be
guided by practice recommendations within their own country. Interviewers must,
however, be able to defend their practice in relation to current research findings. Where
research findings are inconsistent or non existent, it becomes even more important that
investigators carefully weigh up the risks and benefits of using untested practices before
employing them in investigative interviews.
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Research about the protocols
Research examining the efficacy of the protocols is limited. The Memorandum
and the NICHD protocols have received the most exploration. For example, Davies,
Wilson, Mitchell and Milsom (1995) conducted an evaluation of the Memorandum over
its first two years of implementation (see also Department of Health, 1994). Surveys
were carried out asking police, social workers and professionals in the Crown
Prosecution Service for their views concerning the Memorandum. Both positive and
negative impressions were identified. On the positive side, almost all police and social
workers questioned enthusiastically supported the introduction of the Memorandum
both prior to and after its implementation. On the negative side, concerns were voiced
that the Memorandum's requirement for the child to disclose abuse to a stranger, in a
single interview of approximately one hour, was unrealistic. The interview process was
also criticised for being too neutral and not empathetic to the needs of children
discussing abuse issues. At the centre of these concerns was the question of whether the
Memorandum is overly focused towards evidential and criminal proceedings at the
expense of the child's care and protection needs. For example, those conducting the
interviews felt that children needed more time and interviews to discuss abuse issues but
were told that this was "evidentially diminishing" (Department of Health, 1994, p.49).
In addition, there were disagreements about when to interview a child. Some authorities
only videotaped interviews of children who had already made clear disclosure, other
authorities videotaped all child interviews.
Aldridge and Wood (1997, reported in Aldridge & Wood, 1998) also conducted
a study evaluating the efficacy of the Memorandum. They surveyed police officers in
Wales about the use of the Memorandum. Again, both positive and negative aspects of
the Memorandum were identified. Positive aspects included that the interviews
conducted under the guidance of the Memorandum were more structured and provided a
better quality of evidence. Negative aspects included the difficulty building rapport in a
videotaped one-hour setting and the inappropriateness of trying to settle children into a
strange environment and allow them to disclose abuse in a one hour interview. When
asked if there was a particular age group that was difficult to interview, over half the
respondents identified 3- to 5-year-olds as difficult to interview due to their limited
language and concentration abilities. Another study conducted by Welbourne (2002)
was also critical of the Memorandum. W ellbourne (2002) examined factors associated
with children's disclosures during video taped interviews "under 'Memorandum
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conditions"(p.561). Of the 36 interviews examined, only children (n = 19) who had
made a prior disclosure of abuse disclosed again in the interview. Six children who had
previously disclosed did not disclose in the interview. Children (n = 13) who had not
made a prior disclosure did not disclose in the interview. Wellbourne (2002) considers
Memorandum interviews problematic for assessing whether the child has been abused
or not when the child has not made a prior clear disclosure. She states that "neither the
context of the interview nor its content promote disclosure of abuse sufficiently well" to
establish the safety of the child. Wellbourne (2002) argues that there is a need for
preliminary assessment of children who may have been abused, followed up by the
videotaped interviews as needed.
The Guidance goes some way to addressing the problems identified in research
with the Memorandum. For example, the Guidance allows that very young children
(i.e., preschoolers) may have their interview spread out over a number of shorter
sessions across time. School-aged children, however, are still expected to discuss the
relevant details of abuse within a single interview. The Guidance also allows for an
assessment of the child prior to the interview if this is seen in the best interests of the
child, although at this prior assessment discussion of the substantive issue in detail is
not recommended. Instead, the prior assessment is seen as a time to assess the cognitive
abilities of the child, inform the child why they are being interviewed, and to answer
any questions. In this way, children have some familiarisation with those involved prior
to the interview. The Guidance clearly identifies who should be given a video recorded
interview. Included in this list are children giving evidence in sexual offence cases or
cases of violence. The Guidance does state, however, that because there are a number of
circumstances that may lead to allegations of abuse, a video recorded interview may not
always be appropriate. In particular, children who have not made a disclosure of abuse
may be better served through other types of assessment.
The efficacy of the NICHD protocol has been evaluated by Sternberg and
colleagues (see Orbach, Hershkowitz, Lamb, Sternberg, Esplin, & Horowitz, 2000;
Sternberg, Lamb, Esplin, Orbach, & Hershkowitz, 2002). Because investigators in the
forensic field had difficulty applying and implementing the NICHD guidelines in
practice (see Chapter 4 of the present thesis for a review) Sternberg and colleagues
introduced a scripted structured protocol to ensure that investigators followed NICHD
guidelines. The structured protocol did enhance investigators compliance with and
application ofNICHD guidelines (see Sternberg et al., 2002 for a review). When
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interviewers more closely complied with the NICHD guidelines (structured protocol
interviews) compared to interviews which less closely complied (non-structured
protocol interviews) the quality of the information children provided was enhanced.
That is, more information about the substantive issue was obtained through the use of
open-ended questions rather than direct or option-posing questions (Orbach et al., 2000,
Sternberg et al., 2002). The overall amount of information children provided did not
differ between the two conditions, however. The NICHD protocol is considered in
further detail in Chapter 4.
The Present Study
The present study is a field based study examining diagnostic assessments of
children who may have been abused. Three main issues are examined. First, how are
children who may have been abused questioned about this possible abuse? In particular,
were the types of questions employed in keeping with current guidelines about best
ways to question children who may have been abused? Second, how do children
respond to these questions? Did children give more information to some types of
questions than to others? Did children's responses differ when questions were about
abuse-specific topics compared to non-abuse topics? Third, how do children disclose
abuse and what types of questions and activities elicited these disclosures?
Three- to eight-year old children undergoing diagnostic assessment for potential
sexual or physical abuse at a child protection agency participated in this study. One
assessment interviewer also participated. Diagnostic assessments are one of three types
of specialist interviews used to evaluate the possibility of child sexual or physical abuse
in New Zealand. Evidential or diagnostic interviews can also be used. Which interview
or assessment a child is referred for depends on a number of factors, such as whether or
not the child has made a clear disclosure of abuse, the strength or number of potential
indicators of abuse, and the age or developmental level of the child . Evidential
interviews are usually conducted when a child has made a clear disclosure of abuse.
Diagnostic interviews are usually conducted when there are strong indicators of abuse
but no clear disclosure. Diagnostic assessments are usually conducted when children are
very young (e.g., preschoolers) or when there are multi-factors that indicate abuse but
do not qualify for a diagnostic interview (Joint NZCYPS / Police policy and guidelines,
1996). The decision to carry out the field study on diagnostic assessments, rather than
evidential or diagnostic interviews, was based on a number of considerations. One,
children undergoing diagnostic assessments are typically very young. A lack of field
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based research examining preschoolers ability to discuss abuse issues has been
identified in the literature (Lamb et al., 1998). Two, diagnostic assessments are typically
carried out when no clear disclosure of abuse has been made. Much of the field based
research examining the efficacy of open ended questions in asking children about abuse
has examined cases where children have already made clear disclosures of abuse (e.g.,
Lamb et al., 1998). More research is therefore needed examining how children who
have not made clear disclosures come to discuss abuse issues. Three, diagnostic
assessments are typically carried out over 3 sessions. Research examining what occurs
across repeat interviews of children who may have been abused is lacking.
The first study (Chapter 4) is a detailed analysis of the types of questions the
interviewer asked during the diagnostic assessments. To this end, I developed a coding
schedule to categorise the types/topic of questions the assessment interviewer asked.
Questions categorised in this way were used in three ways; first, to compare the
assessment interviewer's questions to current guidelines for best practice, second, to
assess whether the assessment interviewer's beliefs about the likelihood of abuse in any
given case affected the types of questions she asked, Third, to assess any changes across
the three interviews in the type of question or topic asked. The second study (Chapter 5)
is a detailed analysis of children's responses to the assessment interviewer's questions. I
developed a coding schedule that categorised children's responses as either responding
or not responding to the assessment interviewer's questions. I then examined the effect
the type or topic of the question had on whether children responded or not. Furthermore,
I examined what children did when they did not respond to the interviewer. Finally, I
examined the overall amount of information children responded with as a function of
question type or topic. The third study (Chapter 6) is a detailed analysis of children's
disclosures, what elicited those disclosures and how the disclosures were made. Again, I
developed a coding schedule that categorised the type of disclosure (sexual abuse,
physical abuse or sex-related activity) and how these disclosures were made. That is,
whether they contained elements of denial, recantation or reluctance. I also examined
what elicited children's disclosures in terms of the types of questions asked or the topic
of the questions when the disclosure was made.
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Chapter 4
Assessment of Children who may have been Abused:
Interviewer's Questioning Techniques.
Much research and many recommendations have focused on the best ways to
interview a child who may have been abused (for reviews see Ceci & Bruck, 1998;
Poole & Lamb, 1998). Optimal interview protocols take into consideration how to get
the most accurate information from the child while at the same time limiting sources of
contamination that may not only distort or falsify the child's memory regarding the
alleged abuse, but may also affect the perceived reliability of the child's testimony (see
Bruck, 1999).
A number of questioning techniques have been identified as potential sources of
contamination (Ceci & Bruck, 1998). Of greatest concern is the use of overly
suggestive, leading or coercive questioning styles (Poole & Lamb, 1998). As outlined in
more detail in the previous chapter, researchers worldwide have recommended that
interviewers use open ended questions, particularly those that elicit a free narrative
response, with direct questions used only as a follow-up to obtain the necessary detail
(Walker & Hunt, 1998). Direct, closed and, in particular, forced-choice questions, are
also viewed questionably (Bruck, 1999).
Most recommendations concerning interview strategy have been based on
analogue studies designed to mimic some of the conditions that occur under actual
forensic conditions. Only a small number of studies have assessed how interviewers
actually question children suspected of having been abused. One question of interest is
whether interviewers follow the recommendations that have been derived from
empirical research. Also of interest, is whether the recommended questioning
techniques are useful in the forensic setting where children may not be willing or able to
discuss the alleged abuse due to potential shame, embarrassment, and fear of
repercussions (Gries, Goh, & Cavanaugh, 1996).
Although small, the body of research examining how interviewers conduct
interviews with children in actual forensic settings is now beginning to expand.
Aldridge and Cameron (1999), for example, assessed the types of question asked by
police and social workers during forensic interviews with children who had allegedly
been sexually abused. Twenty-seven evidential interviews of children assessed between
1986 and 1988 were examined. Aldridge and Cameron (1999) classified the types of
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questions interviewers asked along a continuum of "openness" and "leadingness" (p.
140). They coded whether questions were free-report requests (e.g., "tell me all about ... "
), open-ended questions (what, how, why type questions) or specific questions (yes/no
or short answer questions). In addition, each question was coded as either leading
(suggests an answer not already established) or non-leading (did not suggest an answer).
Interviewers asked significantly more specific questions (m = 77%) than open questions
(m = 23%), and the time spent eliciting free narrative information was briefrelative to
the other types of questioning. Interviewers also asked significantly more leading
questions than non-leading questions (59% versus 41 %). Overall, leading, specific
questions were the most common question types.
In a similar study, Warren et al. (1996, see also Walker & Hunt, 1998) examined
the investigative interviews of 42 children who were interviewed during the early
1990's. These children were interviewed at a child state protective agency regarding
allegations that they had been abused. Interviewers' questions were coded as openended wh- questions (which included who, what, where, when, why and how questions)
or direct-specific questions (yes/ no, or forced-choice questions). Across the entire
interview, the majority of questions were specific yes/no questions (62.8%) whereas
open-ended wh- questions accounted for 34% of questions asked. When the authors
analysed the questions from the portion of the interview that focused on abuse in
particular, they found a very similar pattern; the majority of questions were specific
questions (65.6%), with open-ended wh- questions comprising only 31 % of the total
sample. In addition, open-ended wh- questions that were considered general questions
because they encouraged free narrative accounts were only 10.5% of all abuse-related
questions. Furthermore, when Warren et al. (1996) examined how interviewers asked
children about the alleged abuse, fewer than half of the interviewers used free-narrative
eliciting questions and some interviewers used highly suggestive techniques.
The studies by Aldridge and Cameron (1999) and Warren et al. (1996) were both
based on interviews conducted prior to the widespread publication of research and
recommendations regarding interview techniques. In some countries, many of these
recommendations ha~e since been formally implemented at the organisational level
(e.g., see Memorandum of Good Practice, England and Wales, 1992). It is possible that
researchers who examine more recent interviews would discover a shift in interviewer
practice away from specific, leading questioning styles towards more open ended, non-
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leading styles. Unfortunately, however, more recent field studies have not consistently
found this trend.
Sternberg, Lamb, Hershkowitz, Esplin, Redlich and Sunshine (1996), for
example, examined interviews conducted by police investigators, of children who had
made clear allegations of sexual abuse. They examined the types of utterances
interviewers used to elicit information from the child about the abuse. Sternberg et al.
found that interviewers commonly used five types of utterances; invitational (those that
prompted a free recall response), facilitative (encouragers or restatements of what the
child has said), directive (focus on content the child has mentioned), leading (focus on
content the child has not yet mentioned), or suggestive (either strongly communicates
the answer expected or assumes details not already discussed). Very few of the
utterances used were invitational (4.7%) and a small percentage were suggestive (9.9%)
or facilitative (10.7%). Unfortunately, the majority of the questions were either leading
(39.8%) or directive (27.7%).
Wood, Orsak, Murphy and Cross (1996) examined the behaviours of an
interviewer conducting sexual abuse interviews (n = 55) at a Child Protective Service.
Half the children interviewed were preschool age (2 to 5 years) and the remaining
children were school age (6 to 11 years). Interviewer questions were coded as either
open-ended (did not suggest a specific answer), closed, choice questions, or complex
questions. Choice and closed questions, defined as embedding or suggesting an answer,
were considered to be leading interviewer behaviour. Fifty-two percent of the questions
asked by the interviewer were open-ended, but leading interviewer behaviour was also
frequent (42.6% of questions asked). Although the proportion of open-ended questions
was high in this study compared to others (e.g., see Warren et al., 1996), this finding
may have been due to what appears to be the non-differentiation of open-ended general
questions versus open-ended focused questions. It is likely that although most questions
were classified as open-ended, many of these questions would have been categorised in
other research as specific, focused questions or even leading questions.
DeVoe and Faller (2002) found that interviewers (two doctoral level social
workers) assessing children for possible sexual abuse asked a large proportion of what
they described as "preferred" category questions, that is, questions that did not suggest
an answer or introduce abuse-related information that the child had not already
mentioned. Preferred questions consisted of general, focused, and clarification/follow
up questions. Of the 85% of 'preferred' questions asked, however, over half consisted of
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focused questions, such as "what do you do when you visit your mummy?" rather than
general questions, such as "do you know why you're here today?" With regards to
leading or coercive questioning techniques (e.g.," didn't she put her finger in your peepee?"), described as "least preferred," fewer than 1% of all questions fell into this
category.
Taken together, these studies suggest that interviewers who question children
about abuse, regardless of training or occupation, rely predominantly on the use of
direct or specific styles of questioning and use few of the recommended free-narrative
open-ended prompts. Thus, as recently as 1997 (see Sternberg, Lamb, Davies &
Westcott, 2001), interviewers continued to use leading and sometimes suggestive type
questions. Although it is possible that interviewers' failure to use the recommended
questioning techniques may reflect a lack of knowledge or of training, recent studies
that have incorporated intensive training do not support the idea that interviewers
merely lack knowledge or training about the recommended interviewing techniques
(e.g., Aldridge & Cameron, 1999; Warren, Woodall, Thomas, Nunno, Keeney, Larson,
& Stadfeld, 1999). Alternatively, interviewers may not use the recommended techniques
because those techniques fail to elicit sufficient information from the child.
The question concerning how useful open-ended free narrative type questions
are for gathering abuse information is now being considered in a number of field studies
(DeVoe & Faller, 2002; Sternberg et al., 2002). Sternberg and colleagues, in particular,
have conducted a number of studies examining children's responses to open-ended and
other types of questions. In their initial field study, Sternberg et al. (1996) examined the
type of utterances interviewers used to elicit abuse information. They also examined
how children responded to these utterances. Sternberg et al. coded the number of details
and words children offered in response to different interviewer utterances. Children
responded to "invitational utterances" (e.g., "tell me everything about that") with
significantly more words (up to 4 times more) and more details (3 times more) than they
did to directive, leading or suggestive utterances (e.g., "he forced you to do that, didn't
he", p. 443). Overall, younger children's responses were shorter and less detailed than
older children's responses. This age-related effect was even larger when invitational
utterances were used; invitational utterances yielded substantially more words and
details from older children than from younger children.
Similarly, Sternberg et al. (1997) showed the superiority of free-narrative openended questions for eliciting more information from children about alleged abuse. They
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trained Israeli investigative interviewers to use one of two alternative methods in the
rapport-building phase of their investigative interviews. One method established rapport
by the exclusive use of open-ended questions, the other established rapport by asking
direct questions. At the end of the rapport-building phase, regardless of which rapportbuilding method was used, interviewers asked all children the same invitational, openended question about the alleged abuse. Sternberg et al. (1997) found that, of the 51
interviews analysed, children in the open-ended rapport-building condition responded
with two and half times more words and details to the initial question than those in the
direct rapport-building condition. They also found that these children continued to
provide more information throughout the rest of the interview in response to openended invitations. There were no differences in the amount of information provided in
response to direct, leading or suggestive utterances as a function ofrapport-building
condition. Lamb, Sternberg, and Esplin (1998) have argued that Sternberg et al.' s
(1997) findings indicate that children are trained during the open-ended rapport-building
phase to provide more information by giving the narrative-type responses required. As
in Sternberg et al's (1996) previous study, an effect of age was found, with younger
children providing both fewer details and using fewer words than older children in
response to the first open-ended invitation.
It is difficult to ascertain from the Sternberg et al. (1997) study if open-ended
invitations would have yielded all the necessary abuse-related information from the
child. After the initial open-ended invitation, interviewers reverted to asking
predominantly direct, leading or suggestive questions to gather the remainder of this
information. Theoretically, if more information about alleged abuse can be obtained
from open-ended invitations there should be a reduced need for, and number of, direct
and specific follow-up questions used to gather all the necessary detail from the child.
In Sternberg et al. 's latest studies they introduced the use of a structured
interview protocol to enable interviewers to adhere to recommended interview practice
(Sternberg, Lamb, Esplin, Orbach & Hershkowitz, 2002; see also Sternberg, Lamb,
Orbach, Esplin & Mitchell, 2001). In particular, the structured interview was scripted to
elicit as much information from the child by the use of open-ended narrative type
questions over the entire interview. Preliminary analyses showed that interviewers
using the scripted interview increased their use of open-ended invitations from 10%
(interviews conducted prior to the introduction of the scripted protocol) to 35%. The
amount of information children provided in response to open-ended invitations also
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increased; nearly half (49%) of all information obtained was obtained in response to
these invitations. Directive, suggestive and option-posing (formerly leading) utterances
decreased in the scripted interviews.
Taken together, these studies (Sternberg et al., 1996, 1997, 2001, 2002) support
the finding obtained in analogue studies that open-ended invitations elicit more
information from children, especially from older children. The Sternberg et al. (1996,
1997, 2002) studies also highlight that the children in their studies were able to disclose
explicit information about the alleged abuse in response to open-ended invitations, and
did not necessarily need to be asked focused questions before discussing the abuse.
Their latest study suggests that when interviewers use more open-ended invitations to
obtain abuse information they use less direct, suggestive and leading questions
(Sternberg et al., 2002).
Not all researchers agree about the effectiveness of open-ended invitations to
elicit abuse information. In DeVoe and Faller's (2002) study, children did not respond
to open-ended inquiries about abuse but required many questions (on average 92), and
various types of questions, before disclosing abuse. These authors argue that it is
unrealistic to expect children to be able to discuss abuse without the use of direct,
focused inquiry.
The usefulness of different questioning techniques in eliciting abuse information
may depend, in part, on a number of child or interview factors that have not yet been
identified. One likely factor contributing to these across study differences, however, is
the difference in samples of children being interviewed. For example, in the Sternberg
et al. studies, children were undergoing formal police or child protection interviews,
whereas in other studies this was not always the case(e.g., Mordock, 1996). Also, the
Sternberg et al. studies analysed the questions of only those cases in which clear
allegations/disclosures were made. As a result, they may over-estimate the effectiveness
of open-ended questions in eliciting disclosures, compared to other studies where
children may not have made clear disclosures (e.g., Devoe & Faller, 2002).
The purpose of the present study was to examine interviewer question style and
children's responses to these questions. The research was designed to answer two major
questions. First, how are children who have been referred for assessment of possible
sexual or physical abuse questioned about the alleged abuse? In particular, what types of
questions are employed by the assessment interviewer to gather information from the
child? Do questions differ when the assessment interviewer is gathering non-abuse
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versus abuse information? Are there any other factors, such as age of the child or prior
information given to the interviewer, that modify the interviewer's question behaviour.
Second, how do children respond to the various types of questions they are asked and do
their responses differ for non-abuse versus abuse topics, and for older compared to
younger children? The remainder of this chapter focuses on the behaviour of the
interviewer. An analysis of children's responses is presented in Chapter 5.
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Method
Participants
Eighty-eight assessment interviews conducted with 29 children undergoing a
diagnostic assessment for potential sexual or physical abuse at a regional Child Young
Persons Protection Age:ncy (CYPFS, now known as Child Youth and Family, CYF)
were available for this study. The number of assessment interviews that constituted a
complete diagnostic assessment for any given child varied. Two children had 2
assessment interviews, 23 children had 3 interviews, 3 children had 4 interviews, and 1
child had 5 interviews. The children ranged in age from 3 to 10 years; 16 of the children
were 3 to 4 years old, 10 were 5 to 6 years old, and 3 children were 7 years or older. Of
the 29 children assessed, 14 were female and 15 were male. Eighty-six percent of
children assessed were referred for evaluation regarding possible sexual abuse, 4% due
to concerns of physical abuse, and.10% for allegations of both sexual and physical
abuse.
A regional CYF organisation in New Zealand was approached to ascertain their
willingness to be part of the study. Information sheets outlining details·ofthe study and
the consent forms to be used were provided to CYF (see Appendix A & B). After
careful consideration, CYF agreed to the study being carried out in their setting. One
female assessor 2, trained in social work, family therapy and specialist evidential
interviewing, assessed the c~ldren and agreed to participate in the study.
Children referred for diagnostic assessment between October 1997 and October
1999 were recruited for the study. Referrals for the diagnostic assessments in the present
study were based on one or more of the following indicators that raised initial concerns
that the child may have been abused; verbal indicators (e.g., child disclosed abuse-type
information, or disclosed inappropriate behaviour of another), behavioural indicators
(e.g., child engaged in explicit sexual acts with other children, child very anxious about
visiting a particular person), or evidence given by others ( e.g., others said they saw it
happen or witnessed physical signs of abuse).
Recruitment of children was initiated by the interviewer when she made initial
contact with the child's parents or legal guardians concerning appointment dates and
times for assessment. At that time, she gave or sent them an information pack about the
study, supplied to her by the researcher. This information pack included a cover letter
In this thesis the " assessor'' is referred to as the "interviewer''. This latter term is consistent
with the research literature which commonly refers to persons interviewing or assessing children
about alleged abuse as ' interviewers'.
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introducing the study, an information sheet outlining details of the study, and a consent
form (see Appendix C, D & E). If parents or legal guardians indicated interest in the
study, or wanted to know more about the study before making a decision, the researcher
was present at their initial meeting with the assessment interviewer to discuss the details
of the study and to answer their questions. Only those children whose parents gave
written consent were included in the study.
Three children (2 from the 3 to 4 year-old age group, and 1 from the 7 and over
age group) were later excluded from the study. One child was excluded because the
interviews that were conducted did not fit the criteria of a diagnostic assessment for
abuse. Another was excluded because the researcher was not able to video or audio tape
all the assessment interviews. The third child was excluded because the diagnostic
assessment process was not completed.

Procedure
As part of the usual diagnostic assessment process, children suspected of having
been sexually or physically abused were given, on average, three assessment interviews
in a playroom setting to ascertain whether or not the abuse had occurred. Each
interview, separated over periods of days, lasted approximately 50 minutes.
Prior to the first assessment interview, the interviewer read the background
information relevant to each case. Background information contained details about the
child, the family and care giver, as well as any information regarding the alleged abuse
or other indicators that suggested abuse may have occurred. Interviews with the parent
or legal guardian were conducted by the interviewer when the child was brought in for
the first assessment interview. This interview was conducted in order to capture any
additional information parents or guardians may have had, and also to allow parents or
guardians the opportunity to ask questions. The child was not typically present at these
meetings.
Following the parent-guardian interview, the interviewer and the child went to
the playroom to begin the first of the assessment interviews. In some cases, parents
accompanied the child to the playroom until the child was comfortable with the
environment, at which time the parent or guardian left. Once parents left the room the
assessment process began.
The playroom was an "L" shaped room containing a number of play areas
focusing on different types of activities. It contained a sandpit, bench and sink area
(child's height), bean bags, a computer comer, a doll's area containing a doll's house,
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bed, and cot, and anatomically correct boy and girl dolls (dressed) .. There were a
number of activities the child could engage in, including painting, writing or drawing on
a whiteboard, making collage pictures, and playing with play dough. There were also a
number of toys available including plastic farm animals, vehicles, plastic people of
various descriptions, balls, afternoon tea sets, puzzles and games to name but a few.
The researcher did not change the usual assessment process for the purposes of
the study except to request that the interviewer ascertain from the parents or guardian
what the child was told about the assessment before attending it. Prior to interviewing
the child, the researcher asked the interviewer to estimate how likely she thought it was
that abuse had occurred based on the background information she had received prior to
the interview. Five options were given; unlikely to have occurred, some likelihood,
moderate likelihood, extremely likely, and uncertain as to likelihood (see Appendix F).
The researcher recorded the following information and events for analysis:
1. All background information that the interviewer had been given regarding the child,
and the circumstances surrounding the allegation of abuse, was gathered via the
interviewer and recorded in writing.
2. The researcher also recorded in writing, any additional information given during
parent-guardian interviews. This included information relating to what the child had
been told about the assessment. Gathering of this information was done mostly by
direct methods. That is, the researcher was present at the meeting. On occasion, if
circumstances did not allow the researcher to be present at the meeting, additional
information was gathered by perusing the interviewer's notes of the meeting.
3. All assessment interviews of the child were video and audio-taped. This was done via
a camera system mounted inconspicuously on the wall of the playroom. The camera
was operated by the researcher, in a room separate from the playroom.
Results relating to prior background information and what the child was told
about the interview prior to attending it are reported in Chapter 6.

Coding of assessment interviews:
All assessment interviews (n = 79) were transcribed verbatim from the audiotape of the interview in accordance with transcript guidelines developed for these
particular transcripts. A tum was defined when the current speaker finished speaking
and another speaker took over. A full stop or a question mark indicated the end of a
line. Pauses in the current speaker's speech were indicated by a comma, and each unit
of speech within the comma was described as a line. Pauses in a person's speech that
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were 3 seconds or longer were indicated by both a comma and the letter (p) to indicate
the pause. Words that were indecipherable were indicated by xxx.
Example:
Int: there you go, (line) you like that one, (line) well I'm just going to sit
down over here and watch xxx xxx with the cars (p) (pause) oh there it is,
(line) over it goes. (considered a turn)
Child: broom broom, (line) how does this work? (turn)

Transcripts were then checked against the videotape for accuracy and children's
non-verbal responses were written into the transcript in comment lines. Once transcripts
were completed as described, they were coded in the following way:
First pass. All information in the transcript was coded according to whether an
interviewer's speech line, aggregation oflines, or tum was on task, off task, or
instruction. (Note: Aggregation of lines occurred when there were a number of speech
lines relating to one particular type of either on task, off task, or instruction).

On-task. Interviewer speech (line/ lines/ turn) relating to background and other
types of information about the child, including abuse issues (e.g., "oh so you have lots
of people in your family," "whose house do you play at?" "So you go to xxx school,"
"what did he do with his pee pee?"). This did not include speech directly related to play
in the playroom.

Off-task. Interviewer speech (line/tum) related only to play in the here-and-now
of the playroom (e.g., "what are we going to do with the trucks?" "so now you've got
the dolly and you're putting it in the sand," "oh what a big hole you've dug," "what are
we going to do with this broom?"). If the speech related to play outside the here-andnow of the playroom then it was coded as on-task (e.g., "what sort of things do you play
with at home?").

Instruction. Interviewer speech (line/tum) relating to what the child was allowed
to do or say in the playroom, as well as what the playroom was for (e.g., "it's ok to talk
about things in the playroom," "you're allowed to say swear words in the playroom and
no one gets in trouble," "we don't hit people in the playroom").
Second pass: Only On-task information was coded further. On-task information
was coded for attempts by the interviewer to elicit information from the child, either by
asking an interrogative or giving a command.
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Interrogatives. Words or phrases designed to elicit information in question form
(e.g., "what did you do?" "how old are you?").

Commands. When the interviewer made a command or demand for information
(e.g., "show me what he did," "tell me where you go").
Third and Fourth pass: Interrogatives or commands were coded for type of
interrogative or command in two ways. First, each interrogative or command was
categorised as either open, closed or choice (see Third pass for definitions). Second,
each interrogative or command was also categorised as either free recall, reflective,
directive, leading, suggestive or clarifying (see fourth pass for definitions).
Interrogatives and commands were categorised in these two ways to capture 1) the
"openness" (i.e., open, closed and choice) and 2) the suggestiveness (i.e., free recall,
reflective, directive, leading, suggestive or clarifying) of each interrogative or
command.
Third pass: Interrogatives or commands were coded as either open, closed or
choice. These definitions are equivalent to the open, closed and choice question types as
defined by NZCYPS/Police policy and guidelines (1996). Researchers in the field have
also used similar categories (e.g., see Walker & Hunt (1998); Wood et al. (1996) for
choice, Warren et al. (1996) for open, and Devoe & Faller's (2002) yes/no category for
closed).

Open. These interrogatives or commands allow the child to answer in their own
words, and include what, where, how, when type questions (e.g., "what do you like
doing?" "who is your teacher?" "show me what he did").

Closed. Allow for a yes or no answer only (e.g., "do you like to go to school?"
"Is that your brother?").

Choice. This gives a limited range of answers or choices to choose from (e.g.,
"did you go into the house or the shed?" "were you angry, scared or sad?" ).
Fourth pass: Each interrogative/command was also coded as one of the
following question types; free recall, directive, leading, suggestive, reflective, or
clarifying. This additional coding was done to capture each interrogative or command
on a continuum of suggestibility (Goodman & Schaaf, 1997; Poole & Lamb, 1998),
from the least suggestive (i.e., free recall) to more suggestive (i.e.,directive, then
leading) to the most suggestive (i.e., suggestive). Not all interrogatives or commands
could be categorised along this continuum. Two additional types of questions were
categorised, namely reflective or clarifying questions.
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The question categories coded in this pass are similar to, and are based on, the 5
most commonly found utterance types described in Sternberg et al.'s (1996) study;
invitations, facilitators, directive, leading, suggestive. They have been modified in some
instances, and a category added (see definitions below). For ease of discussion in this
thesis, Sternberg et al.'s utterance types have been called question types.

Free recall. These questions prompt a free-recall response from the child. They
limit the child's response in only a very general way (e.g., "tell me everything you can
about xxx"). These questions are equivalent to Sternberg et al.'s (1996) "invitations".

Directive. These questions ask the child for specific information. They do not
assume or imply anything that the child has not already spoken about (e.g., "what does
he drink?" (child has already said that the man drinks), "who was there at the
playground?" (when the child has said that others were there). These questions are
equivalent to Sternberg et al.'s (1996) "Directive" category with one difference:
Questions, such as, "has anyone seen your fanny?" and "has anyone been to your
house?" also take directive codes in the present study. The reasoning behind coding
such questions as directive, rather than leading, is that it asks the child the question and
does not imply that anyone has. It is, therefore, seen as less leading than questions, such
as, "who sees your fanny" (when the child has not indicated that anyone has) which
implies that somebody has.

Leading. These questions ask the child for specific information regarding topics
that the child has not already mentioned, and assume certain things. The child, however,
has an opportunity to say yes or no to these assumptions (e.g., "whose diddle have you
seen?" This assumes the child has seen a diddle but the child can say "no one's". Other
examples, "who touches diddles?", "Who hits people?", "who else lives at your
house?". N.B. any one of the above examples could also receive the code directive
depending on what information the child has already given, for example, child: "I know
someone who touches diddles" int: "who touches diddles?".) These questions differ
slightly to Sternberg et al.' s ( 1996) "Leading utterances". Sternberg et al. (1996) first
defined their leading category as focusing "the child's attention on details or aspects of
the account that the child has not previously mentioned, but do not imply that a
particular response is expected" (p. 443). They have since clarified their description of
what they coded as leading (Sternberg et al., 2002) and describe it as option-posing
questions that focus "the child's attention on details that he or she had not mentioned"
(p. 412).
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Suggestive. These questions either suggest the answer the interviewer expects
(e.g., "he forced you to do that didn't he?" "you like doing that don't you?"), or they
contain details that the child has not already given, incorporate these details into a
question about another topic without giving the child the opportunity to correct the
details (e.g., "when you were in the bedroom what did he do?" the child has not said
they were in the bedroom). These questions are equivalent to Sternberg et al.'s (1996)
"suggestive utterances".
Reflectors. Reflectors are the interviewer reflecting back what the child says in
question form (e.g., child: " I go to school," int: "you go to school do you?" child: "I
play with daddy's car," int: "do you?"). These are viewed as encouragers to keep the
child talking and are similar to Sternberg et al.'s (1996) "facilitators", although
reflective in the present study does not include other types of words or statements that
could be viewed as facilitative, as was the case in Sternberg et al.' s (1996) study.
Clarify. The interviewer is clarifying or checking what the child has said; as in
"did I hear that right" or "I didn't hear what you said so tell me again" (e.g., child:
"John had one of those," int: "oh who had one of those?").
Fifth pass: All on-task interrogatives or commands were designated as relating
to one of the following mutually exclusive topics; background, non-genital body parts,
genital body parts, who the child likes/ doesn't like, potentially abuse-related,
potentially abuse-related genital specific, disclosure, sex. Topics were developed from
the transcripts by looking at the kinds of questions that were asked across all the
interviews and categorising these questions under general (e.g., background and
potentially abuse-related) but mostly specific topic categories (e.g., non-genital body
parts, genital body parts, like/not like, potentially abuse-related genital specific,
disclosure, sex) .
Background. General background information about the child (e.g., "where do
you live?" "who lives with you?" "tell me who looks after you," "where do you go to
school?").
Non-genital body parts. Naming non-genital body parts and describing their
function (e.g., "what part is this?" (interviewer points to hands of a doll), "what are
hands for?").
Genital Body parts. Naming genital body parts and describing their function
(e.g., "what part is this?" (interviewer points to genital parts of a doll), "what's a diddle
for?").
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Like/Not like. Interrogatives or commands relating to who the child likes or
doesn't like and why (e.g., "who do you like at home?" "how come you like her?").

Potentially abuse-related. Interrogatives or commands about good and not good
touching, hitting, sore areas, kicking, rude, naughty, bad things, scared, unhappy,
worried, secrets (e.g., "who does not good touching?" "do you have any worries?").

Potentially abuse-related genital specific. Interrogatives or commands about
who sees or touches genital areas (e.g., "who sees your diddle?" "who touches
fannys?").

Disclosure. When the child has disclosed physical or sexual abuse,
interrogatives or com_mands relating to this disclosure (e.g., "what did he do with his
hands?" "where were you when that happened?"). Note: See Chapter 6 for definition of
sexual/ physical abuse.

Sex. Interviewer's interrogatives or commands relating to the child discussing
observing or participating in sexual activities that do not meet the criteria for abuse
(e.g., observing parents, self masturbation, sex with peers, see Chapter 6 for definition
of sexual/physical abuse).
Coding reliability. To establish reliability, 33% of coded transcripts were
randomly selected and recoded by an independent trained coder. The total number of
agreements divided by the number of agreements plus the number of disagreements
(agreements/ [agreements+ disagreements] was calculated to get a reliability
coefficient on each of the 23 variables coded. The 23 Individual reliability coefficients
were then summed across each of the five passes. No individual coefficients for the
variables summed fell below a criterion value of 85% reliability. The summed
coefficients for each pass were; first pass, 92% for on task, off task or instruction,
second pass, 93% for interrogatives versus commands, third pass, 97% for open,
closed, or choice question, fourth pass; 94% for topic type, fifth pass, 93% for utterance
type.
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Results
The interviews of children who had at least three assessment interviews were
included in the following analyses. Three children had a fourth interview which was not.
included for the purposes of the analyses reported here. Further, the interviews of two
children who had only two interviews were not included, and 2 children who had 3
interviews but were 7 and 8 years old, respectively, were also excluded from these
analyses 3• The data of these older children is reported in Appendix G. The remaining
22 children were divided into two groups based on age; a 3- to 4-year-old age group (n
=

13), and a 5- to 6-year-old age group (n = 9). Children in the 3- to 4-year-old age

group are referred to as 'younger' children, children in the 5- to 6-year-old age group
are referred to as 'older' children.
The following analyses and descriptive statistics were designed to answer a
number of questions. First, what were children told about the diagnostic assessment
prior to their first interview? Second, in the overall context of the interviews, how much
· of the interviewer's speech behaviour was on-task (i.e., speech relating to child-related
information) compared to other types of speech behaviour (i.e., off-task and
instruction)? In addition, did on-task speech behaviour change across the 3 interviews or
differ as a :function of age group? Third, in what manner did the interviewer elicit
information from children, either interrogatives or commands? Fourth, what types of
questions did the interviewer ask, in terms of openness or suggestiveness, and did these
questions differ across the 2 age groups or across interviews? Fifth, did the types of
questions asked depend on the interviewer's expectations about the likelihood of abuse?
Sixth, what did the interviewer ask about (i.e., topic of questions) and when did she ask
it? Finally, did the types of questions asked depend on the topic that was being
discussed? For example, were more leading questions asked for abuse-specific topics
than non-abuse topics?

What children were told about the interview
During the data collection phase, parents or guardians of children were asked
what their child had been told about the diagnostic assessment before attending it. One
child was told nothing about the purpose of the diagnostic assessment. Sixteen children
were told that they were "coming to see, {talk or play} with a lady." Five children were
told they were "coming to talk to {or see} a lady" about a specific event (e.g., "come
and talk about what dad did"). Two children were told they were "coming to talk to, or
3

Children or interviews excluded from the present analyses are included in Chapter 6 (re. disclosure).
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see a lady" about general events (e.g., "talk about things that have happened," "talk
about their family").
Context of On-Task Inter-viewer behaviour

The interviewer's speech was categorised as a segment of either off task or on
task speech, or instruction. If, for example, the interviewer began with speech relating to
off task information, it would be counted as a segment of off-task until the subject
changed to on-task information. A segment of on-task speech would then be coded until
it changed to either off-task or instruction. Segments of on-task speech, off-task speech
or instruction could be of varying length and were, therefore, inexact measures.
Nonetheless, this categorisation of interviewer behaviour provides one index of the
interviewer's focus during the interviews.
To examine the interviewer's on-task speech behaviour in the context of the
other types of behaviour (off-task and instruction) occurring within the interview, the
mean number of off-task, on-task and instruction segments were obtained for each
interview (see Figure 4.1). Overall, the majority of the interviewer's speech behaviour
was directed at off-task activities, very few instructions were given and these are not
considered further. Speech r~lating to on-task information typically accounted for less
than 50% of the interviewer's speech segments.
To examine whether the interviewer's off-task or on-task speech behaviour
differed as a function of age of the child or interview number (i.e., first, second or third
interview) a 2 (Age) x 3 (Interview) x 2 (Speech Segment) univariate analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures over interview and speech segment (i.e.,
on-task, off-task) was conducted (see Figure 4.1). There were main effects of interview,

F(l,22) = 38.06,p < .01, and speech segment, F(l,22) = 112.09,p < .01. These main
effects were qualified by a Speech Segment x Age interaction, F(l,22) = 3.94,p < .03,
and an Interview x Speech Segment interaction, F(l,22) = 131.07,p < .01. There were
no other main effects or interactions.
Posthoc Bonferroni t-test contrasts 4 conducted to evaluate the Speech Segment
x Age interaction revealed that there were more on-task speech segments for older than
for younger children, t(21) = 2.94, but the number of off-task speech segments did not
differ between the two age groups. With respect to the Interview x Speech Segment
interaction, posthoc Bonferroni paired t-tests revealed that that on-task speech segments
increased significantly across the 3 interviews (interview 1 to interview 2, t(21)= 10.19,
4

See Harraway 1993.
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and interview 2 to interview 3, t(21) = 2.85), whereas off-task speech segments
increased only in interview 3 as compared to interview 2,t(21) = 2.95.
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Figure 4.1. Mean number of speech segments that were on-task, off-task and instruction
as a function of interview and age group.

Interrogatives and Commands
To examine the manner in which the interviewer elicited information from
children, on-task speech was further examined as follows: The interviewer could elicit
on-task information from the child in at least two ways. First, she could issue a
command for information (e.g., ''tell me what happened"). Second, she could request
information (e.g., "what happened to you when you went there?"). It is often argued that
commands are more coercive and more leading than requests for information. Given
this, I examined the interviewer's use of these two types of elicitors. As shown in Figure
4.2, commands were relatively infrequent (an average of 7 per child across the 3
interviews) compared to interrogatives (an average of 168 per child across the 3
interviews).
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Figure 4.2. Mean number of commands and interrogatives as a function of age group
and interview.
Given that relatively few commands were used by the interviewer, examining
commands and interrogatives separately in subsequent analyses was not possible.
Because I did not want to lose the attempts of the interviewer to elicit information in the
form of commands, interrogatives and commands were combined to form a category
labelled 'questions'. Recall that in the coding phase both commands and interrogatives
were coded in a the same way, that is, they were both coded in terms of openness or
suggestiveness of the command or interrogative, and both coded for topic. In this way
commands and interrogatives could readily be combined to form the new category
'questions'.
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Question Type
Of primary interest were the types of questions employed by the interviewer in
the assessment process. Recall that the interviewer's questions were categorised in two
ways. First, the questions were categorised as open, closed or choice. This
categorisation was used to capture openness of the questions. Second, the questions
were categorised as free recall, directive, leading, suggestive, reflective or clarifying.
This categorisation was used to capture suggestiveness of the questions.
Open, closed and choice questions
To examine the types of questions asked in terms of how open/ closed they were
and whether these question types differed across age groups or interviews a 2 (Age) x 3
(Interview) x 3 (Question Type) ANOVA with repeated measures over interview and
question type (i.e., mean number of open, closed, choice) was conducted (see Figure
4.3). This analysis yielded a main effect of age, F(l,22) = 5.51,p < .05. Overall, older
children were asked more questions (M = 22.55, SE= 1.84) than younger children (M =
16.88, SE= 1.55). The analysis also yielded a main effect of interview, F(l,22) = 31.23,
p < .Ol, and a main effect of question type, F(l,22) = 156.90,p < .01, qualified by an
Interview x Question Type interaction, F(l,22) = 27.20,p < .01.
To evaluate the Interview x Question Type interaction, post-hoc Bonferroni
paired t-tests were conducted. These analyses showed that the pattern of open, closed
and choice questions across the three interviews differed. Open questions increased
across the three interviews (interview 1 to interview 2, t(21) = 7.53, interview 1 to
interview 3, t(21) =7.48, interview 2 to interview 3, t(21) =2.88). Closed questions
increased from interview 1 to interview 2, t(21) = 6.89 but did not increase significantly
from interview 2 to interview 3. The interviewer's use of choice questions peaked in
interview 2, t(21) = 8.81, and then decreased, t(21) = 3.54. As shown in Figure 4.3, by
interview 3, open questions were the largest number of questions being asked. There
were no other interactions. That there was no Question Type x Age interaction indicates
that although the interviewer asked older children more questions than younger
children, the distribution of the types of questions asked did not differ across the 2 age
groups.
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Figu.re 4.3. Mean number of open, closed and choice questions as a function of
interview and age group.
Suggestiveness of questions
Second, questions were categorised on the dimension of suggestiveness. The
mean number of free recall, reflective, direct, leading and clarifying questions are
shown in Table 4.1 as a function of age group and interview number. Very few free
recall (M = .80, SE= .30), suggestive (M = 1.36, SE= .19) and clarifying questions (M
=

3.84, SE= .59) were asked. Direct questions (M = 70.38, SE= 5.56) were the most

often asked, with some leading (M = 19 .45, SE = 2. 07) and reflective questions also
asked (M = 15.33, SE= 1.97).
Because very Jew free recall, suggestive and clarifying questions were asked and
the concern that the low frequencies of these questions would violate the assumption of
statistical analyses, these questions were not included in subsequent statistical analyses
in Chapter 4.
To determine if the most frequently used question types (i.e., reflective, direct,
leading) differed as a function of age or interview a 2 (Age) x 3 (Interview) x 3
(Question Type) ANOVA with repeated measures over interview and question type was
conducted (see Figure 4.4). There were main effects of age, F(l ,22) = 4. 76, p < .04,
interview, F(l,22) = 97.59,p < .00, and question type, F(l,22) = 8.58,p < .01. These
main effects were qualified by an Interview x Question Type interaction, F(l ,22) =

59.75,p < .00. There were no other interactions.
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Table 4.1
Mean number offree recall, reflective, direct, leading, suggestive, clarifying as a
fanction of age group and interview number.
Interview

1
Age group

3-4

2

5-6

3

3-4

5-6

3-4

5-6

Question we
free recall

.14

.10

.71

.10

.54

.77

reflective

4.21

5.20

7.42

10.50

6.76

6.66

direct

5.92

13.11

39.92

50.80

52.00

84.33

leading

2.63

2.70

12.57

9.70

18.38

19.77

suggestive

.14

.30

.64

1.20

1.15

1.33

clarifying

.42

1.70

2.42

2.20

2.07

3.88

Post-hoc Bonferroni paired t-tests conducted to evaluate the Interview x
Question Type interaction revealed that reflective questions were more frequently asked
in Interview 2 than in Interview 1 (t(21) = 3.92 but did not increase in Interview 3. In
contrast, both direct and leading questions increased markedly across the three
interviews (t(21) = 9.41, 8.57, 4.45 for direct, (t(21) = 6.07, 8.51, 3.95 for leading).
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Figure 4.4. Mean number of reflective, direct and leading questions as a function of
interview and age group.

In summary, in terms of whether the number of questions or types of questions
asked depended on the age of the child there were 3 main findings. First, older children
were asked significantly more questions than younger children, although this difference
was not large. Second, there were no differences in the openness of questions asked as a
function of age; although older children were asked more open, closed and choice
questions the distribution of these questions did not differ for the two age groups. Third,
there were no differences in the suggestiveness of questions asked as a function of age,
although older children were asked more reflective, direct and leading questions the
distribution of these questions did not differ for the two age groups.

In terms of whether the number of questions or types of questions asked differed
across the three interviews there were 2 main findings. First, overall, the number of
questions increased across the interviews. Second, by interview 2 and 3, open (on the
continuum of openness) and direct questions (on the continuum of suggestiveness) were
the most frequently asked question types.
Estimates of likelihood of abuse and interviewer's questions

Some experts have questioned the wisdom of providing an interviewer with
background knowledge of the abuse allegation prior to the interview (see Jones, 1996).
The concern is that prior knowledge may lead to interviewer bias, which in turn, will
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result in leading and suggestive questioning techniques. To assess whether prior
knowledge had an impact on the interviewer's style of questioning in the present study,
I examined the interviewer's questioning techniques as a function of the likelihood of
abuse estimates she made prior to the first interview.
Recall that the interviewer was asked to estimate, based on the information she
had received prior to interviewing the child, how likely it was that the alleged abuse had
occurred (either unlikely to have occurred, some likelihood, moderate likelihood,
extremely likely and uncertain as to likelihood). The frequency of each likelihood
estimate is shown in Table 4.2. Also shown in Table 4.2 is the mean number of
questions (across all question types) asked for each likelihood estimate category.
Table 4.2
Frequency of interviewer's estimates of likelihood of abuse in each category and mean
number of questions asked (all types combined).
Likelihood Estimate
number
of questions(SE)

Frequency of Estimate

Mean

Unlikely to have occurred

0

uncertain as to likelihood

8

153.44 (18.34)

some likelihood

3

190.66 (31.77)

moderate likelihood

3

222.66 (31. 77)

extremely likely

8

147.33 (18.34)

As shown in Table 4.2, the interviewer made no estimate in the 'unlikely to have
occurred' category, therefore, this category was not included in any of the following
analyses.
The relation between the interviewer's likelihood estimates and her questioning
technique was examined in two ways. First, I examined whether the total number of
questions the interviewer asked differed as a function of the estimate oflikelihood of
abuse. Second, I examined whether the types of questions the interviewer asked differed
in terms of suggestiveness (i.e., reflective, direct, or leading) as a function of her abuse
estimates.
Given the small numbers of observations in the "some likelihood" and
"moderate likelihood" categories, I combined these two categories into a some-
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moderate estimate category for the purposes of analyses 5 • The total number of
questions asked were submitted to a one-way analysis of variance across abuse
estimates (i.e., uncertain, some-moderate, extremely). There was no significant
difference in the total number of questions that the interviewer asked as a function of
her prior abuse estimates, although the "some" and "moderate" categories are both
higher than the "uncertain" and "extremely".
Figure 4.5 shows the mean number of reflective, direct, and leading questions as
a function of likelihood of abuse estimates (i.e., uncertain, some-moderate, extremely).
Separate ANOVAs were conducted for reflective, direct and leading questions,
respectively (again, only these questions on the scale of suggestiveness were examined
because they were the most frequently asked, see Table 4.1). No significant difference
was found in the number of direct or reflective questions asked depending on the
interviewer's estimate of abuse but. a significant difference (at the 05 level) was found
in the number ofleading questions asked, F(l,22) = 3.69. Subsequent post-hoc
Bonferroni t-test contrasts conducted failed to reach levels of significance and showed a
trend only indicating that the interviewer asked more leading questions (M = 44.00, SE

= 6.14) when she thought there was some or moderate likelihood of abuse having·
occurred than when she was uncertain (M = 28.12, SE= 4.16) or thought it was
extremely likely (M= 27.12, SE= 4.45).
That no significant difference was found in the number or kind of questions
asked, and only a trend for leading questions, must be viewed cautiously. Given the
small numbers of observations in each of the abuse likelihood categories I may have
been unable to detect any potential difference due to lack of statistical power.

Topics targeted
Recall that the interviewer's questions were assigned to one of eight mutually
exclusive topic categories (abuse-related, abuse-genitalia, background, body partsgenital, body parts non-genital, disclosure, sex-related, like/ not like). Our primary
reason for categorising questions under topics was to allow us to examine whether

5 Analyses

were also conducted on the 4 likelihood of abuse estimates (i.e., uncertain, some, moderate,
extremely) separately. The number or suggestiveness of questions asked did not differ significantly as a
function of abuse estimate.
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Figure 4.5. Mean number of reflective, direct, and leading questions as a function of
the interviewer's abuse likelihood estimates.

children's responses differed across topics (see Chapter 5), and to examine under what
topics children disclosed abuse (see Chapter 6). In the present chapter, however, I was
also interested in three aspects of the interviewer's use of the different topics. First, I
wanted to examine the number of questions the interviewer asked on each topic.
Second, I was interested in the timing of the topics. I wanted to determine whether the
introduction of different topics varied as a function of interview. For example, were
certain topics, such as rapport building (coded as background) introduced in earlier
interviews, whereas abuse topics (e.g., abuse-genitalia) or more sensitive topics (e.g.,
asking the child about body parts) were introduced in later interviews? Finally, I wanted
to determine whether the types and number of questions the interviewer asked differed
as a function of abuse-specific versus non-abuse topics. For example, did the
interviewer use more leading questions for abuse-specific topics than for non-abuse
topics?
To examine these three issues, I first grouped the 8 topics classified in the
coding schedule into either an 'abuse-specific' or a 'non-abuse' category. Some topics
were specifically targeting abuse issues (e.g., "who does not good touching?", "tell me
about the sore places?"), whereas other question topics were more general (e.g., "who
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looks after you?", "who visits your house?"). The 8 topics readily fit into either an
abuse-specific or non-abuse category. The abuse-specific category consisted of
questions coded as abuse-related, sex-related, disclosure and abuse-genitalia. The nonabuse category consisted of questions coded as background, body parts-genital, body
parts non-genital, like/not like.
Description and Timing of Topics

The mean numbers of questions that the interviewer asked on each topic across
the three interviews are shown in Table 4.3.
As shown in Table 4.3, the majority of questions asked by the interviewer did
not involve explicit questions about abuse (68% of questions asked were non-abuse
questions). When abuse-specific questions were asked, they mostly occurred in the third
interview (46%). Non-abuse questions predominated in interview 1 (85%) and interview
2 (84%) and in interview 1 most of the questions asked were background questions
(81 %).

Number of abuse-specific and non-abuse questions per age group

Given that older children were asked a greater number of questions than younger
children, I examined whether older children were asked more questions in both abusespecific and non-abuse categories, or in only one of these categories.
The total number of abuse-specific questions and non-abuse questions are shown
in Figure 4.6. A 2 (Age) x 2 (Topic) ANOVA with repeated measures over topic yielded
a main effect of age, F(l, 22) = 5.20,p < .05, and a main effect of question topic, F(l,
22) = 82.49, p < .01. These main effects were qualified by an Age x Topic interaction,
F(l, 22) = 5.85,p < .05. Separate comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) of the number of

abuse-specific and non-abuse questions, respectively, as a function of age indicated that
although the interviewer asked a similar number of abuse-specific questions of younger
and older children, she asked more non-abuse questions of older children (M =98.23, SE
= 7.95 for younger children, M=140.44, SE= 10.88 for older children), t(22) = 2.98.
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Table 4.3
Mean number (and standard error) of questions per topic across the three interviews.
Interview
Topic

1

·3

2

Non-abuse
background

13.58 (2.08)

34.75 (2.98)

like/ not like

0.87 (0.37)

15.00 (2.00)

BP-genital

0.00

2.75 (1.48)

14.77 (1.75)

BP-nongenital

0.00

3.58 (2.04)

20.09 (2.80)

abuse-related

3.00 (0.89)

9.04 (1.51)

25.04 (3.25)

abuse-genitalia

0.00

2.25 (1.21)

sex-related

0.00

0.00

2.40 (1.18)

disclosure

0.00

0.83 (0.54)

7.50 (2.90)

12.72 (1.31)
1.45 (0.49)

Abuse-sReci:fic

11.90 (2.22)

BP = questions relating to body parts

Question type and abuse -specific versus non-abuse topics
Next, I examined whether the types of questions the interviewer asked differed
as a function of abuse category. First, I examined whether the mean number of open,
closed and choice questions differ for abuse-specific versus non-abuse topics. Second, I
examined whether the mean number of reflective, direct, and leading questions differed
for abuse-specific versus non-abuse topics (again, these questions were examined
because they were the most frequently asked, see Table 4.1 ).

Openness
The mean number of open, closed and choice questions are shown in Figure 4. 7
as a function of age group and topic. A 2 (Age) x 2 {Topic) x 3 (Question Type)
ANOVA yielded main effects of age, F{l,22) = 5.51,p < .03, topic, F(l,22) = 99.69,p

< .01, and question type, F(l,22) = 153.52,p < .01. These main effects were qualified
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Figure 4. 6. Number of abuse-specific questions and non-abuse questions (across all
question types) as a function of age.

by a Topic x Age interaction, F(l,22) = 6.18,p < .03, a Question Type x Topic
interaction, F(l,22) = 27.70,p < .00, and a Question Type x Topic x Age interaction,

F(l,22) = 4.44,p < .02.
To evaluate the Question Type x Topic x Age interaction, Bonferroni adjusted
separate ANOVAs for abuse-specific and non-abuse questions were conducted. These
analyses revealed that on abuse-specific topics the number of open, closed and choice
questions were similar for both age groups. On non-abuse topics the number of choice
questions were the same for both age groups, but open, F(l,22) = 8.03, p < .Ol and
closed questions, F(l ,22) = 7. 70, p = .011, were more frequent for older children than
younger children (open questions, M =79 .90, SE = 4.69 for older children compared to
M = 59 .28, SE = 4.69 for younger children, closed questions, M =44.90, SE= 4.63 for

older children compared to M=28.07, SE= 3.91 for younger children).
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Figure 4. 7. Mean number of open, closed and choice questions as a function of age
group and question topic (abuse-specific, non-abuse).

Suggestiveness
The mean number of reflective, direct, and leading questions are shown in
Figure 4.8 as a function of age group and topic. A 2 (Age) x 2 (Topic) x 3 (Question
Type) ANOVA yielded main effects of age, F(l,22) = 4.75,p < .05, topic, F(l,22) =

81.34,p < .01, and question-type, F(l,22) = 140.65,p < .01. These main effects were
qualified by a Topic x Age interaction, F(l,22) = 5.69,p < .03, a Question Type x
Topic interaction, F(l,22) = 131.07,p < .01, and a Question Type x Topic x Age
interaction, F(l,22) = 6.88,p < .01.
To evaluate the Question Type x Topic x Age interaction, Bonferroni adjusted
separate ANOVAs for abuse-specific and non-abuse questions were conducted. These
analyses revealed that on abuse-specific topics the number of reflective, direct and
leading questions were similar for both age groups. On non-ab~se topics the number of
reflective and leading questions were the same for both age groups. However, older
children were asked more direct questions ( M =101.55, SE= 8.66) than younger
children ( M = 66.61, SE= 7.21), F(l,22) = 131.07,p < .01. In addition, because I was
interested in the impact of topic on the suggestiveness of questions, Bonferroni t-test
contrasts examined the number of reflective, direct and leading questions asked for
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abuse-specific versus non-abuse topics. A greater number ofreflective, t(21) = 5.15, and
direct questions t(21) = 5.15, were asked relating to non-abuse topics compared to
abuse-specific topics but the numbers of leading questions were similar across the two
topics.
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Figure 4. 8. Mean number of reflective, direct, and leading questions as a function of age
group and question topic (abuse-specific, non-abuse).
Overall, in terms of whether the number of questions or types of questions asked
depended on the topic that was being discussed there were 3 findings. First, more
questions were asked on non-abuse topics than abuse-specific topics. Secondly, younger
and older children were asked similar numbers and types of abuse-specific questions but
older children were asked a greater number of direct non-abuse questions. Thirdly,
although the number of leading questions were similar for abuse-specific and non-abuse
topics respectively, proportionally more abuse-specific questions were leading
compared to non-abuse questions (M = 28%, SE= 2% for abuse-specific, M = 13%, SE

= 1% for non-abuse).
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Discussion
The task of the assessment interviewer in the present study was not an easy one.
All of the children were very young and many of them had not yet started school. Most
children were referred for assessment on the basis of indicators ofpossible abuse rather
than on the basis of clear disclosures of abuse. For example, 19 out of the 26 children
were referred on the basis of behavioural indicators or because they discussed
inappropriate behaviour of others. Only 7 children were referred because they had
previously disclosed abuse. Furthermore, most children did not come to the assessment
interviews with a clear understanding of what they were there to discuss.

In light of the difficulty of her task, how did the interviewer's questions stack up
next to current guidelines for best practice? It is generally agreed that interviewers
should spend time establishing rapport with the child before discussing abuse-related
information (Memorandum of Good Practice, 1992; Yuille et al., 1993). Rapport
building is typically defined as asking the child questions about hobbies, friends,
holidays, and other similar topics, or allowing the child to engage in a period of free
play (Poole & Lamb, 1998; Walker & Hunt, 1998). It is also agreed that the best
questions for gathering abuse information are free narrative questions. Open-ended
questions are also recommended, particularly in preference to closed or choice questions
6•

It is also generally agreed that interviewers should limit the number of direct, closed

and choice questions that they use. It is recommended that direct and specific questions
should only be used when open-ended questions fail to elicit sufficient detail and choice
questions should rarely be used (Yuille et al., 1993). Most guidelines agree that leading
questions should not be used. Some researchers, however, recognise that interviewers
may need to ask children leading questions to elicit specific forensic information
(Sternberg et al., 2002). Highly suggestive questions are not recommended in any form.
Coercive styles of questioning, such as giving a command for information, are also not
recommended.
In the present study, some of the interviewer's behaviour was highly consistent
with published guidelines. She clearly attempted to establish rapport with the child
before discussing abuse issues. Both the measure of off-task play talk, and questions
categorised as 'background', constitute measures of rapport building. In fact, the
6 Free

narrative questions differ from open-ended question in that they do no attempt to direct the child's
response in any specific way (e.g., "tell me all about the man," (free narrative) versus "what did the man
look like?" (open-ended). Open-ended questions are more specific than free recall questions, but still
allow for a multiword response. The child also has some flexibility in the type of information they
provided to an open-ended question.
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interviewer spent most of her time during the first interview engaging in play talk
activities and asking background questions. Abuse-specific questions typically were not
asked until the second or third interview when rapport would have been well
established.
In addition, the majority of the interviewer's questions were open-ended and the
number of open-ended questions continued to increase in later interviews when the issue
of abuse was typically raised. Also consistent with current guidelines, the interviewer
used only a limited number of choice questions. With respect to suggestibility, the
interviewer asked very few suggestive questions, and with respect to coerciveness, the
interviewer used very few commands.
Unfortunately, some of the interviewer's behaviour was inconsistent with the
guidelines for best practice. For example, she used few free narrative type questions.
Instead, the interviewer relied mostly on directive questions to gather information from
the child. The interviewer also used some leading questions to elicit information.
Additionally, the proportion ofleading questions asked was greater when she asked
abuse-specific questions compared to non-abuse questions. The use of leading questions
could affect the perceived validity of a child's statement about abuse issues. If the child
discloses abuse information in response to a leading question the disclosure may later be
discredited because of concerns about suggestibility (Ceci & Bruck, 1993).
Furthermore, that a greater proportion of leading questions were asked for abusespecific questions than non-abuse is also worthy of note given the research surrounding
young children's suggestibility to leading questions. The mean number ofleading
questions asked, however, on either abuse-specific or non-abuse topics must be kept in
perspective when discussing these issues. Overall, the interviewer asked relatively few
leading questions.
When we compare the present findings with the findings from other similar
studies, we find both similarities and differences. Consistent with prior research, the
interviewer used a large number of direct, some leading questions and very few free
recall questions to elicit information (see Aldridge & Cameron, 1999; Sternberg et al.,
1996, 1997, 2001; Walker & Hunt, 1998). Inconsistent with prior research, the
interviewer used a greater number of open-ended questions than in some other studies
and spent more time establishing rapport. For example, Warren et al.' s ( 1996) study
coded interviewers questions as open-ended wh- questions versus yes/no or choice
questions. They found that most of the questions interviewers asked in their study were
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yes/no or forced choice questions. Open-ended questions were in the minority, whereas
in the present study they were the most frequently asked of the three kinds of questions
(open, closed, or choice). Walker and Hunt's (1998) study examined interviewers'
attempts to establish rapport with children before they questioned them about the
alleged abuse. They found that most of the interviews examined contained no attempts
by the interviewer to establish rapport with children being questioned. Overall, the
interviews in the present study were comparable to those examined worldwide
concerning application of recommended practice. Because these interviews were
diagnostic assessments, however, rather than forensic or evidential interviews,
comparison with evidential interviews as in previous studies may not be strictly
appropriate. We don't know how interviewers in other places (in New Zealand or
elsewhere) would do in these particular circumstances (i.e., diagnostic assessments).
Interviewer behaviour across the 3 interviews
The interviewer's speech behaviour did change across the 3 interviews. Speech
segments relating to personal information (on-task) about the child was relatively low in
interview 1, whereas speech relating to off-task play activities or assessing cognitive
ability was much more frequent. By interview 3, however, much of the interviewer's
speech behaviour was directed at on-task information gathering activities as well as offtask play activities. Furthermore, I found that the number of questions the interviewer
asked increased incrementally across the 3 interviews, although the average time
duration of the interview (50 minutes) did not increase. The type of questions asked also
changed over the interviews. By interview 3, open and direct questions far exceeded the
other types of questions asked whereas in interview 1 the differences between the types
of questions asked were less marked.
Finally, the topic of questions asked differed across the 3 interviews. Non-abuse
questions predominated in interview 1 and 2 and when abuse-specific questions were
asked they were mostly asked in interview 3. Furthermore, apart from background and
abuse-related questions, specific topics for the most part were typically only discussed
in one interview, not all interviews. For example, questions on who the child liked or
didn't like were mostly discussed in interview 2 and rarely repeated in other interviews.
Prior Information
The debate surrounding whether the interviewer should have prior information
focuses on two main issues. Some researchers and courts are concerned that prior
knowledge may lead to interviewer bias resulting in leading and suggestive questioning
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techniques (see Jones, 1996). Others argue that prior information is necessary and
enables the interviewer to test all possibilities surrounding the allegations (Poole &
Lamb, 1998). Current recommended practice in New Zealand is that the interviewer be
provided with background information about the child and the allegation prior to the
interview (Joint NZCYPS & Police Operating Guidelines, 1996).
I approached the question of whether prior knowledge influenced the
interviewer's questions in an indirect way. Instead of examining the prior information
directly, I asked the interviewer to make judgements about the probability that abuse
had occurred on the basis of the background prior information alone. Given that
children in the present study were referred for a number of reasons ranging from unclear
indicators of abuse (e.g., excessive masturbation that may have been caused by a
medical condition) to clear indicators of abuse (e.g., others witnessed the child being
abused), it was feasible for the interviewer to make judgements about likelihood of
abuse. By forcing the interviewer to make these judgements, any effects of prior
knowledge on the interviewer's beliefs about the likelihood of abuse would become
evident. In this way, I addressed both points at issue; 1) the stated concern that prior
knowledge may lead to interviewer bias, and 2) that this bias may result in leading and
suggestive questioning practices. By asking the interviewer to make judgements about
likelihood of abuse I showed that prior information can impact on an interviewer's
beliefs about the case. I then could answer the question, "does interviewer bias (as in the
interviewer held different beliefs about the likelihood of abuse) result in leading and
suggestive questioning practices. Unfortunately, however, the results of the present
study were inconclusive due to lack of statistical power. When I combined the "some"
and "moderate" likelihood estimates (and thereby increased statistical power) I did find
a tendency for the interviewer to ask a greater number of leading questions when she
thought there was "some-moderate" likelihood of abuse occurring compared to when
she thought it was "uncertain" or "extremely likely". It is possible that if we'd had
more observations in each of the likelihood categories, a significant difference in the
number of leading questions asked as a function of the interviewer's likelihood of abuse
estimates would have been found. Further research is needed with a much larger sample
and more interviewers, however, to determine if beliefs about the likelihood of abuse
influences how interviewers question children.
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Methodological issues
The results of the present study raise a number of important methodological
issues regarding the way in which data of this kind are coded and analysed. In the
research literature there are a number of ways to categorize questions but there are no
fixed ways of operationally defining these categories. What one study may call a
focused question, another study may call an open-ended question. What some studies
refer to as closed questions, other studies describe as leading. A single question can be
described as being both open and leading. Thus, in the present study, the finding that the
interviewer increased her use of open-ended questions in later interviews when most of
the abuse-specific topics were asked, but also asked a greater proportion of leading
questions on abuse-specific topics is possible. This finding highlights the difficulty of
viewing questions only in terms of whether they are open-ended, closed or choice, in
that this often fails to tell us how leading or suggestive the questions are. For example,
the open-ended question, "who was in your room?", should be considered leading if the
child has not already reported that there was someone in their room. The closed
question, "Was there anyone in your room?", could be seen as less leading in that it at
least asks the child the question and does not make assumptions.
I examined questions asked by the interviewer across both abuse-specific and
non-abuse topics. This practice differs from many other studies which have examined
interviewer behaviour only in the portion of the interview that targeted the abuse
allegation (e.g., Sternberg et al., 1996). In light of Sternberg et al's (1997) finding that
the rapport building phase influences children's responses throughout the rest of the
interview, I thought it important to examine all portions of the interview process. It
seems that if we only examine what interviewers are doing in the portion of the
interview where the alleged abuse is discussed, we may miss possible clues as to why
children are, or are not, providing details about alleged abuse to certain types of
questions. For example, if the interviewer built rapport with the child through the
extensive use of direct questions, then I would not expect to find the child giving
extensive abuse-related information in response to free recall questions, even if they
were asked later in the interview.
Because I coded questions across both abuse-specific and non-abuse topics, I
was careful to define leading questions consistently across the two topics. In the
literature the definition of leading has not always been consistent across topics. Often
what is classified as leading, appears to be questions of a sensitive nature. For example,
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"who touches diddles?" is usually defined as a leading question if the child has not
previously stated that someone does touch diddles (Ceci & Bruck, 1995 ). The question,
"who drinks fizzy", on the other hand, would not usually be considered leading,
regardless of whether or not the child had previously stated that someone "drank fizzy".
Leading questions are usually defined as questions that either suggest an answer or
assume facts that are in dispute (Butterworths Australian Legal Dictionary, 1997). It
could be argued that in most contexts "who drinks fizzy" would rarely be in contention
and would not be considered a leading question. In most contexts, however, who
touches diddles would be a matter for dispute. Ifwe look only at the format of the two
questions ("who touches diddles?" and "who drinks fizzy?") and the assumptions made,
the two questions are exactly the same. Because I wanted to define leading questions
consistently across abuse-specific and non-abuse topics, I categorised all questions that
made assumptions about facts as leading, whether these assumptions were in dispute or
not.
Although in the present study I categorised some questions the interviewer asked
as non-abuse topics, it should be noted that many of these questions could have
provided the child with an opportunity to discuss the abuse concerns. For example, the
interviewer may have asked the child a non-abuse question, such as, "whose house do
you go to on Saturdays?" The interviewer may have known that the child goes to the
alleged perpetrator's house on Saturday. This non-abuse question could, therefore, have
provided the child with an opportunity to discuss the alleged abuse if the child was
ready to divulge this information. The coding system differentiated between explicit
questions about alleged abuse (abuse-specific) and questions that did not require an
explicit answer about abuse issues but still could have elicited abuse information. It
could be argued that because children were being assessed for possible abuse, every
question could be viewed as an attempt to gather abuse information and could have been
categorised as an abuse question.
In conclusion, three factors in the present study modified the interviewer's
question behaviour: First, the age of the child influenced the interviewer's question
behaviour. The interviewer asked older children more non-abuse questions than younger
children, and she spent more time in on-task activities with the older children than with
younger children. Second, the question topic also influenced the interviewer's
behaviour. Overall, the interviewer asked more non-abuse questions than abuse-specific
questions. In the context of the overall assessment of each child, however, questions
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gathering abuse and non-abuse information were only a portion of what was occurring
within the interviews. For both older and younger children a large portion of each
interview was focused on children's play activities. In addition, a smaller portion of
each interview was spent instructing the child about the playroom, as well as assessing
their cognitive abilities. Third, which interview (interview 1, interview 2, or interview
3) the interviewer was conducting also influenced the interviewer's question behaviour.
A greater number of questions, as well as most of the abuse-specific questions, were
asked in later interviews.
The interviewer's questions and behaviour are only one aspect of what is
occurring within the interview. How children respond to the interviewer is the other
important aspect. The next study focuses on children's responses to the interviewer's
questions.
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Chapter 5
Children's Responses to Interviewer's Questions
In the preceding chapter, the types of questions the interviewer asked children
who may have been abused were compared to research recommendations about how
interviewer's should question children about alleged abuse. The finding that the
interviewer followed some of the recommendations, but not all, is consistent with
findings from studies conducted all over the world (e.g., see Warren et al., 1996;
Sternberg et al., 1999 ). Given that recommendations about best ways to question
children have been widely published over the last decade and incorporated into at least
some interviewer training programs, the question as to why interviewers do not always
following recommended practice becomes paramount. One factor that may contribute to
the failure of interviewers to use the recommended practice techniques is that the
recommended questions don't yield sufficient information. The present study addresses
this issue of how much information different recommended question types elicit from
children.
There is some evidence that the recommended questioning techniques do·elicit
abuse information. In the Sternberg et al. studies, for example, children provided
detailed abuse information in response to open-ended invitations (e.g., Lamb, Sternberg
& Esplin, 2000; Sternberg et al., 1996, 1997). In other studies, however, the
recommended questioning techniques have failed to elicit abuse information (e.g.,
DeVoe & Faller, 2002; Mordock, 1996). Studies to date also suggest that the usefulness
ofrecommended questions may differ as a function of the child's age. For example,
younger children have been found to be less likely to offer details about abuse in
response to free recall questions than older children (Lamb et al., 2000). Younger
children also typically respond with shorter and less detailed information than do older
children. Unfortunately, very few forensic studies have included very young children;
the majority of the children in the studies have been school age (Sternberg et al., 1997).
The present study addresses two main issues. First, free recall and open
questions are typically considered to be the best way to question children because they
limit the opportunity for error, but do they elicit sufficient information from children?
Second, are children willing to answer questions about abuse-specific topics (e.g.,
secrets, sexual activity, genital touch)? These two issues are examined by determining if
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children in the present study provided more or less information, or provided more or
fewer replies, to the recommended question types (namely, free recall, open-ended) than
to other question types (namely, direct, leading, suggestive, or closed and choice).
Based on the Sternberg et al. studies, I expected that children would give more
information in reply to free recall and open questions. Because some research suggests
that children are typically reluctant to discuss negative activities or body touch, I wanted
to determine whether children in the present study were reluctant to talk about abusespecific topics (see Saywitz et al., 1991). I expected that if children were reluctant to
discuss abuse-specific topics, they would give less information and fewer answers to
abuse-specific questions than to non-abuse questions. Finally, because the present study
includes very young children, I wanted to determine if children's responses differed as a
function of age. In particular, I wanted to determine if younger children were as willing
to discuss abuse-specific topics as older children, and if younger children differed in the
amount of information they provided to questions compared to older children. I
expected that younger children would provide less information in response to openended or free recall questions than older children.
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Method
Procedure
To examine children's responses to the assessment interviewer's questions, I
developed a coding system based on Sternberg et al.'s (1996) child response coding
system 7• Each question the assessment interviewer asked was isolated and the child's
response to that question was examined in the following way:

On-task information: The child responded to the assessment interviewer by
giving on-task information or an answer to the question. On task information could be
given verbally or nonverbally (e.g., the child nods or points to a part of the body).
Examples:

Int: what do you like about mummy?
child: she's nice to me.

Int: do you like daddy?
child: Child nods yes.

Int: who lives in your house?
child: mummy, daddy, my dog and tommy, I like my
house.

Int: who helps you in the bath at home ?
child: our bathroom is big.

Clarification requested: The child responded to the assessment interviewer by
asking for clarification of the question or asking for the question to be repeated.
Example:

Int: is that the one you told me about?
child: what?

Int: who was the girl?
child: what girl?

7 Although

this coding system was based on Sternberg et al.' s ( 1996) child response coding system
described in their paper, the arrangement and the content of it has been modified to fit the needs of the
present study. The coding system differs, specifically, in the following ways: On-task information, and
clarification requested in the present study corresponds to Sternberg et al. 's "response utterances,"
''unresponsive utterances," and "requests for clarification/ restatement. "Question ignored" and "diverted
response" in the present study corresponds to Sternberg et al. 's "digressions," "no answer".
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Question ignored (nil): The child did not respond at all, neither verbally or nonverbally, to the assessment interviewer's question.
Example:

Int: what part of the body is this?
child: child gives no response.

Int: what do you like doing?
child: child does not answer.

Diverted response: The child did not answer or respond to the assessment
interviewer's question but instead diverted into play talk or off task information.

Example:

Int: what part of the body is this?
child: where's the truck?

Int: who lives in your house?
child: broom, broom.

Unintelligible or unfinished responses were not coded. Children's on-task
responses were subsequently coded for amount of information. Amount of information
was coded in terms of clauses (see Gross & Hayne, 1998). A clause was defined as a
simple sentence that contained an explicit or implicit verb. Explicit verbs were those
stated by the child in their response (e.g., child: "I like dad", coded as one clause: "I like
dad because he gives me things", coded as 2 clauses). Implicit verbs were those that
were borrowed from the assessment interviewer's question and were implied in the
child's response (e.g., Int: "what does dad do"? child: "nothing"; "does" is the implied
verb); or those that were borrowed from the child's previous speech clause and implied
in the present clause (e.g., child: "she wets my bed and mum's bed"; coded as two
clauses. One clause for "she wets my bed" and the second clause for "and mum's bed";
implied is the verb 'wets'.)

Coding reliability. To ensure that coding of the child's responses was reliable,
33% of coded transcripts were randomly selected and recoded by an independent,
trained coder. The total number of agreements divided by the number of agreements
plus the number of disagreements (agreements/ [agreements + disagreements]) was
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calculated to get an overall reliability coefficient for each of the six variables. The
following reliability coefficients were obtained; 99% for on-task response, 90% for
clarification requested, 97% for question ignored, 85% diverted response, and 95% for
clauses.
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Results
As in the preceding study, the interviews of children who had at least three
assessment interviews were included in the analyses. Three children had a fourth
interview and the fourth interview was not included. Similarly, the interviews of two
children who had only two interviews were not included and 2 children who had 3
interviews but were 7 and 8 years old, respectively, were also excluded from the
analyses 8. The data of these older children is reported in Appendix H. As in Chapter 4
the remaining 22 children were divided into three groups based on age; a 3- to 4-yearold age group (n = 13),
, a 5- to 6-year-old age group (n = 9). Children in the 3- to 4year-old age group are referred to as 'younger' children, children in the 5- to 6-year-old
age group are referred to as 'older' children.

Children 's responses to the interviewer
As described above, interviewer's questions could elicit a number of responses
from children: 1) Children could answer the interviewer's question directly, or
indirectly, by providing on-task information, 2) they could seek clarification of the
question, 3) they could make no response at all or 4), they could make no response to
the question but instead divert into play-talk. The first two categories of children's
response (i.e., on-task response, clarification requested) are responses that addressed the
interviewer's question. Taken together, these two categories will be referred to as
replies. The second two categories of children's response (i.e., question ignored,
diverted response) are responses that did not address the interviewer's question; these
two categories will be referred to as no reply.
The following analyses and descriptive statistics were designed to answer a
number of questions. First, how many of the children's responses addressed the
interviewer's question (i.e., replied) and when children replied to the interviewer's
question did they mostly provide on-task information or did they ask the interviewer to
clarify the question? Furthermore, did children's replies differ for younger children
compared to older children, for abuse-specific topics compared to non-abuse, or as a
function of question type or interview? Second, when children did not reply to the
interviewer's questions (i.e., not replied) what kind of responses did children give? Did

8

Children or interview excluded from the present analyses are included in Chapter 6.
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they ignore the interviewer's question and give no response at all (nil) or did they divert
into play-talk? Furthermore, did children's no replies differ for younger children
compared to older children, for abuse-specific topics compared to non-abuse or as a
function of question type? Third, when children replied to the interviewer's questions
with on-task information, how much information (i.e., number of clauses) did they give?
Did this amount of information differ for younger children compared to older children,
for abuse-specific topics compared to non-abuse, or as a function of question type?

Children's replies to abuse-specific and non-abuse questions
Because children were asked more non-abuse than abuse-specific questions, and
older children were asked more questions than younger children, the descriptive
statistics reported here, and the subsequent analyses, were conducted using proportions9•
Proportions were obtained by dividing the number of replies children gave (i.e., on-task
information, clarification requested, question ignored, diverted response)) for each
question topic by the number of questions that the interviewer asked per question topic.
The mean proportion of on-task replies and clarification replies are shown in Table 5.1
as a function of age group, question topic and interview. Children most often replied to
the interviewer's questions by providing on-task information (M = .83, SE= .02) and
with very few requests for clarification made (M = .02, SE= .00). Because very few
requests for clarification were made and the concern that the low proportion of these
questions would violate the assumption of statistical analyses, these replies were not
included in subsequent analyses in Chapter 5.

9

See Greer & Dunlap (1997) regarding the use of proportions in ANOVA.
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Table 5.1
Mean proportion (standard error) of on-task information and clarification
requested(clarifying) as a fanction ofage group, question topic (i.e., abuse-specific or
non-abuse) and interview.

1
Question topic

abuse*

non-abuse

Interview
2
abuse* non-abuse

3

abuse*

non-abuse

3-4yrs
Reply
on-task

.72 (.16) .85 (.03)

clarifying

.00

.00

.85 (.09) .83 (.04)
.01 (.01) .00

.64 (.09)

.86 (.05)

.01 (.00)

.00

.89 (.06)

.91 (.03)

5 - 6 years
~

on-task

.81 (.11) .84 (.04)

clarifying

.00

.00

.87 (.06)
.01 (.00)

.94 (.03)
.00

.03 (.01)

.02 (.00)

NB: abuse* is short for abuse-specific.

Because children were asked few abuse-specific questions in interview 1 and 2,
for many children proportions could not be calculated for these interviews. Since a
repeated measures analysis with interview as a factor would mean dropping the data of

10 children, analyses examining different question types for abuse-specific and nonabuse topics, respectively were conducted on data collapsed across interviews.
Furthermore, because I anticipated similar difficulties would occur in analysing type of
question over interview, all subsequent analyses are conducted on data collapsed across
interviews.
When I examined children's on-task replies, across the 3 interviews combined,
therefore a 2 (Age) x 2 (Topic) ANOVA with repeated measures across topic, I found a
main effect of age, F(l, 12) = 7.20,p = .02, and a main effect of topic, F(l, 12) = 9.08,
p

= .01, (see Figure 5.1). Overall, older children gave a greater proportion ofreplies

providing on-task information (M = .90, SE= .03) than did younger children (M = .78,
SE= .03). A greater proportion of on-task information was provided in response to non-

abuse compared to abuse specific questions. There were no significant interactions.
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Figure 5.1. Mean proportion of on-task responses as a function of age and question
topic across interview (i.e., interview 1, interview 2, interview 3).
To determine what kind of responses children gave when they did not reply to
the interviewer's questions about abuse-specific or non-abuse topics (either question
ignored or diverted response) a 2 (Age) x 2 (Topic)x 2 (No Reply Category) ANOVA
with repeated measures over topic and no reply category was conducted (see Figure

5.2). Analysis of variance yielded amain effect of age, F(l, 24) = 9.81,p < .01, topic,
F(l, 24) = 6.20,p < .02, and no reply category, F(l, 24) = 7.50,p < .05. Overall,
younger children gave a greater proportion of no replies to the interviewer's questions

(M = .10, SE= .01) than did older children (M = .03, SE= .01 ), and a greater proportion
ofno replies were given in response to abuse-specific questions (M= .08, SE= .01) than
to non-abuse questions (M = .05, SE= .00). Children who did not reply to the
interviewer's question, were more likely to divert to play-talk responses (M= .09, SE=

.01) than to ignore the question completely (M = .04, SE= .01). There were no
significant interactions.
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Figure 5.2. Mean proportion of questions ignored (nil) and diverted response (play-talk)
as a function of question topic and age.
Question Type: Openness
Next, I examined children's responses as a function of whether the interviewer
asked open, closed or choice questions. Because children were asked some types of
questions more than others (e.g., open versus closed), and older children were asked
more questions than younger children, these analyses were, again, conducted using
proportions. Proportions were obtained by dividing the number of responses (i.e_., ontask, clarification, question ignored, diverted response) children gave to each question
type by the number of each question type the interviewer asked.
To determine if children's replies providing on-task information differed as a
function of question type (i.e., open, closed, choice) a 2 (Age) x 3 (Question Type)
ANOVA with repeated measures over question type was conducted (see Figure 5.3). As
before, analysis of variance yielded a main effect of age, F(l, 24) = 10.90,p < .05.
There was also a main effect of question type, F(l, 24) = 18.61,p < .01. Posthoc
Bonferroni paired t-tests revealed a greater proportion of on-task information was
provided in response to choice questions (M = .96, SE= .01) than to open (M = .84, SE

= .02), t(l, 21) = 5.43, or closed questions (M = .83, SE= .02), t(l, 21) = 6.68. Children
almost always responded to choice questions by providing on-task information. There
were no significant interactions.
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Figure 5. 3. Mean proportion of on-task responses as a function of question type (open,
closed, choice) and age.
To examine the kind of responses children gave when they did not reply to the
interviewer's open, closed and choice questions a 2 (Age) x 3 (Question Type) x 2 (No
Reply Category) ANOVA with repeated measures over question type and no reply
category was conducted (see Figure 5.4). This analysis yielded a main effect of age,
F(l, 24) = 10.90,p < .01, question type, F(l, 24) = 11.65,p < .01, and no reply
category, F(l, 24) = 6.02,p < .03. Posthoc Bonferroni paired t-tests revealed that a
greater proportion ofno replies were given iµ response to open, (t(l, 21) = 4.46, M=
.06, SE= .01) and closed questions, (t(l, 21) = 6.05, M= .07, SE= .01) than choice
questions (M = .02, SE= .00). There was also a main effect of category. As shown in
the previous analysis, children who did not reply to the interviewer's question were
more likely to divert to play-talk responses (M = .07, SE = .01) than to ignore the
question completely (M = .03, SE= .00). There were no significant interactions.
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Figure 5.4. Mean proportion of questions ignored (nil) and diverted response (play-talk)
as a function of age group and question type (open, closed, choice).
Question Type: Suggestiveness
Next, I examined children's responses as a function of whether the interviewer
asked free recall, reflective, directive, leading and suggestive questions

10 •

As before,

because children were asked some types of questions more than others ( e.g., direct
versus free recall), and older children were asked more questions than younger children,
these analyses were conducted using proportions.
To determine if children's replies providing on-task information differed as a
function of question type (i.e., free recall, reflective, direct, leading, suggestive) a 2
(Age) x 5 (Question Type) ANOVA with repeated measures over question type was
conducted (see Figure 5.5). Analysis of variance revealed no main effects and no
interactions.

10

Because clarification questions were repetitions of other questions (due to the interviewer not hearing
the child's answer), children's responses to clarification questions were not included in these analyses.
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Figure 5.5. Mean proportion of children's replies providing on-task information as a
function of age group and question type (free recall, reflective, direct, leading,
suggestive).·
To examine the kind ofresponses children gave when they did not reply (either
question ignored or diverted response) to the interviewer's free recall, reflective, direct,
leading, suggestive questions a 2 (Age) x 5 (Question Type) x 2 (Reply Category)
ANOVA with repeated measures over question type and category was conducted (see
Figure 5.6). Analysis of variance yielded a main effect of age, F(l, 14) = 4.80,p < .05,
and a main effect ofreply category, F(l, 14) = 5.88,p < .05. As shown in previous
analysis, younger children (M = .13, SE= .02) gave a greater proportion of no replies
than did older children (M = .05, SE= .02), and more children diverted to play-talk (M =
.13, SE= .03) than not answering the interviewer at all (M= .05, SE= .01). There were
no other main effects and no interactions.
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type (free recall, reflective, direct, leading, suggestive).
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Amount ofInformation
Recall that amount of information that children reported was coded in terms of
the number of clauses that children provided in response to the interviewer's questions.
Given that older children were asked more questions than younger children, and the
number of questions asked varied across question topic and question type, the mean
number of clauses per question were obtained for each child. Mean number of clause
was obtained by dividing the number of clauses provided by the number of questions
asked for a given question type of question topic.
To examine the amount of information (i.e., mean number of clauses per
question) that children reported as a function of age and question topic (abuse-specific,
non-abuse) a 2 (Age) x 2 (Topic) ANOVA with repeated measures over topic was
conducted (see Figure 5.7). Analysis of variance revealed a main effect of age, F(l, 24)

= 4.56,p < .05. Overall, older children (M= 1.3, SE= .04) provided more information
than did younger children (M = 1.2, SE= .04). This difference in amount of information
was very small, although statistically significant There were no other main effects or
interactions.
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Figure 5. 7. Mean number of clauses per questions provided as a function of topic (i.e.,
abuse-specific, non-abuse) and age group.
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To examine the amount of information (i.e., mean number of clauses per
question) that children reported as a function of age and question type (i.e., open,
closed, choice) a 2 (Age) x 3 (Question Type) ANOVA with repeated measures over
question type was conducted (see Figure 5.8). This analysis yielded no main effects and
no interactions.
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Figu,re 5. 8. Mean number of clauses per questions provided as a function of question
type (i.e., open, closed, choice) and age group.
To examine the amount of information (i.e., mean number of clauses per
question) that children reported as a function of age and question type (i.e., free,
reflective, direct, leading, suggestive) a 2 (Age) x 5 (Question Type) ANOVA with
repeated measures over question type was conducted (see Figure 5.9). This analysis
yielded no main effects and no interactions.
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Discussion
The difficulties in interviewing children about alleged abuse are numerous. The
interviewer needs to ask the child for information that the child may not be willing to
share. Not only are the questions on difficult topics, but due to concerns of children's
suggestibility, interviewers are required to elicit abuse information in the most nonleading way possible. Free recall and open questions are typically considered to be the
best way to question children because they limit the opportunity for error, but do they
elicit sufficient information from children? Also at issue, are children willing to answer
questions about abuse or abuse-related topics (e.g., secrets, sexual activity, genital
touch)?
First, what do the findings of the present study tell us about children's
willingness to respond to abuse-related questions? Although most of the interviewer's
questions elicited replies from children that provided on-task information, non-abuse
questions elicited more replies than did abuse-specific questions. In this way, less
information was provided in response to abuse-specific questions. Furthermore, that
children gave fewer replies to abuse-specific questions than to non-abuse questions,
may suggest that children were less willing to respond to these types of questions. These
findings, suggesting that children may be less willing to answer abuse-specific
questions, are consistent with other studies showing children's reluctance to discuss
abuse type issues, such as genital touch (Saywitz et al., 1991). It also highlights the
difficulties interviewers face in asking children abuse-related questions.
Second, what do the findings of the present study tell us about the usefulness of
the recommended question types in eliciting information from children. This usefulness
can be addressed in two ways: First, how often did the recommended question types
elicit any on-task information from children compared to the other question types?
Second, how much information (i.e., mean number of clauses) did the recommended
question types elicit from children compared to the other question types? In terms of
eliciting any information from children, on the dimension of openness open questions
were not as effective at eliciting information compared to choice questions. Previous
research has shown that choice questions can be problematic because children may feel
the need to choose one of the answers given, even if it is not the correct answer (see
Poole & Lamb, 1998). Although choice questions may more often elicit information,
questions remain about how accurate that information is (Aldridge & Wood, 1998). On

"
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the dimension of suggestiveness free recall questions, however, were just as effective in
eliciting replies as the other question types, namely direct, leading, reflective and
suggestive questions.
In terms of how much information each question type elicited, on the dimension
of openness open questions did not elicit more information than other question types,
that is, the amount of information children provided did not vary across open, closed or
choice questions. On the dimension of suggestiveness free recall questions did not elicit
more information than other question types, that is, the amount of information children
provided did not vary across reflective, directive, leading, suggestive questions. In fact,
the amount of information children provided did not vary across the question types.
Whether the interviewer asked free recall or open questions, closed or direct questions,
abuse-specific or non-abuse questions, children typically responded with one simple
sentence and sometimes two. Overall, older children did provide slightly more
information in response to interviewer's questions than did younger children, but the
difference was not large and is unlikely to be forensically relevant. However, the sample
was small and the typical finding reported in other studies is that there are age
differences in the amount of information children report, with older children reporting
more information (Lamb et al. 2000; Sternberg et al., 1997).
Based on the Sternberg et al. (1997, 2000) studies, it was expected that children
would give more information in response to free recall questions than to other types of
questions. In the Sternberg et al. studies, however, children were trained in the rapport
building stage to reply with more information in response to free recall questions. In the
present study, children were not trained to answer free recall questions by providing free
narrative type responses. Additionally, in the present study, many of the questions the
interviewer asked required only a short answer ( e.g., "what school do you go to?").
Children may, therefore, have been trained to provide short answers to the interviewer's
questions. Even when they were asked free recall questions they may have continued to
provide these short answers.
Additionally, another reason why the interviewer's questions only elicited short
answers in the present study may be due to the very young age of the children being
assessed. Previous studies show that young children tend to offer shorter responses to
all types of questions, including free recall questions (Lamb et al., 2000; Sternberg et
al., 1997). Children classified in this study as "older children" were still only in the 5 - 6
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year old age group. In other studies these children would be classified as "young
children" (e.g., Lamb et al., 1998; Sternberg et al., 1996, 1997).
Findings in the present study concerning children's willingness to discuss abuse
issues and how useful the recommended question types are, must be kept in context of
the overall finding of the study. That is, most of the interviewer's questions were
answered with on-task information. The differences in children's ability to provide ontask information depending on the topic or type of question were small, but significant
and informative. That most of the interviewer's questions did elicit a reply from the
child is consistent with prior research indicating that children typically answer an
adult's question, even if they don't know the answer (e.g. Hughes & Grieve, 1980).
Another overall finding of the present study was that children rarely asked the
interviewer to clarify her question. This finding is also in keeping with previous
research. Children are known to rarely ask for clarification of a question, even when
they do not understand the question (Saywitz & Snyder, 1993, Zajac, 2002). Although
instances of seeking clarification were rare in the present study, the proportion of
requests for clarification were similar to the proportion of requests for clarification
reported in courtroom settings (Zajac, 2002). Given that children in the present study
were in a supportive child-centred environment compared to children in a courtroom
setting under cross examination, it could be expected that children would issue more
requests for clarification. That they did not, may indicate one, or a combination of three
things. First, for the most part, children in the present study understood the questions the
interviewer asked them. Davies and Seymour (1998) found that trained interviewer's
asked more simple and developmentally appropriate questions than lawyers questions.
Second, because children were very young they may have been unaware that they did
not understand the question and therefore did not seek clarification (Carter et al., 1996) .
Third, children were reluctant to ask for clarification. Previous research has shown that
unless children are instructed specifically to ask for clarification they will usually just
try and answer the question even if they don't understand it (see Poole & Lamb for a
review, 1998).
Finally, in the present study, in the small proportion of time when children did
not reply to the interviewer's questions, they were more likely to divert to play-talk than
to ignore the interviewer altogether. One reason children diverted mostly to play-talk
when not answering the interviewer's questions may have been due to the playroom
setting they were in. It is possible that some of the interviewer questions were not
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answered because the child was distracted by activities and objects in the playroom
setting. The playroom environment, in this respect, may have been unhelpful to the
interview process. On the other hand, many of the "no replies" children gave may have
been due to the child hearing the question but choosing not to answer it. In these cases,
the playroom environment may have been helpful by providing the child with a non
stressful alternative to answering the question.
To conclude, in the present study, free recall questions were not superior to other
types of questions in eliciting information from children. Because very few free recall
questions were asked however, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions based on this
finding. Open questions were, in some respects, inferior in eliciting information from
children compared to choice questions, although questions remain about the accuracy of
the information obtained from choice questions. It may be that interviewers continue to
use non-recommended questioning techniques because they work as well as (i.e., they
obtain answers), and in some cases better than, the recommended questioning
techniques (e.g., choice questions elicited a greater proportion of replies than open or
closed questions).
The present study focused on whether children responded to the interviewer's
questions or not, and the amount of information children gave. This gives us some
measure of the usefulness of these questions to elicit information but does not tell us
what type of information they elicited. Of greatest import, do these questions elicit
disclosures of abuse? The next study focuses specifically on children's disclosures of
abuse and what elicits those disclosure.
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Chapter 6
Children's Disclosure of Abuse and Sex-Related Events
How children disclose abuse and what kinds of questions elicit that disclosure
can have effects on how the disclosure is perceived. For example, if the child initially
denies abuse, or later recants, the credibility of the child's disclosure may be
compromised. Likewise, if the child discloses abuse only after direct questioning by an
interviewer, the disclosure may be discredited on the grounds that the child was merely
complying with the interviewer's questions.
Despite these concerns, I know very little about how children "typically"
disclose or what elicits these disclosures. If denial and recantation are common elements
of disclosure, then a child's credibility should not be affected if his or her disclosure
includes denial or recantation (Sorenson & Snow, 1991; Summit, 1983). Likewise, if
direct questioning is necessary to assist the child to make a full disclosure, then the
child's credibility should not be invalidated by the structure provided by the interviewer
(DeVoe & Faller, 1999).
Some research indicates that disclosure may be a process in which denial,
tentativeness and recantation are common elements. In one study, for example,
Sorenson and Snow (1991) examined 116 substantiated cases of sexual abuse of
children undergoing therapy at sex abuse treatment centres. Cases were substantiated by
either an offender confession, a court conviction, or medical evidence indicative of
abuse. Although most children (96%) eventually disclosed abuse, nearly three quarters
of the children initially denied that the abuse had occurred. Of those who did disclose,
78% made, what Sorenson and Snow (1991) described as, a tentative disclosure,
characterised by vagueness, vacillation and partial disclosure, before going on to make
full disclosure. In addition, 22% of the children who disclosed abuse at some point
recanted, with most children later reaffirming their earlier allegations. Based on these
findings, Sorenson and Snow (1991, p. 12) concluded that disclosure is not a "singleoutcome event," but rather is a progressive process from denial to disclosure, often
marked by tentativeness, recantation and reaffirmation.
Other investigators also view disclosure as a process. For example, DeVoe and
Faller (1999) examined the disclosures of 76 children referred to a clinic for evaluation
of possible sexual abuse. They found that most children disclosed abuse by unfolding
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details over a period of time and interviews, rather than in a single episode. They also
found children were initially reluctant to discuss the abuse and reported that most
described abuse only in response to focused inquiry by the interviewer.
Other researchers are not convinced that disclosure is a process in which denial,
reluctance and recantation are common. Bradley and Wood (1996), for example,
examined disclosures in 234 validated 11 sexual abuse cases. Disclosures were analysed
for the following variables; denial, reluctance (comparable to Sorenson & Snow's
definition of "tentative"), and recantation. Bradley and Wood found that of the children
who eventually disclosed abuse (96%), only 6% initially denied the abuse, 10% were
reluctant to talk about it, and only 4% recanted. These rates of denial and reluctance
(6% and 10% respectively) differ greatly from Sorenson and Snow's findings of72%
denial and 78% reluctance (tentativeness). The recantation rate in the Bradley and
Wood study was also much lower than the rate :reported by Sorenson and Snow (4%
versus 22%).
Varying rates of recantation have been reported across other studies also.
Gonzalez, Waterman, Kelly, McCord and Oliveri (1993) found a 27% recantation rate
among 63 children who were undergoing therapy for sexual abuse. Jones and McGraw
(1987) found a recantation rate of 8% in a sample of 309 children seen at a child
protection agency. Gries, Goh and Cavanaugh (1996) found a 14.8% recantation rate
among.the 61 children in their study who disclosed sexual abuse during formal
assessment.

In summarising research findings on disclosure patterns, Bruck (1999) argued
that there is little scientific evidence ''that children may not readily or consistently
disclose sexual abuse, particularly when asked by official interviewers" (p. 112). She
suggested that the data gathered thus far indicates that only a small percentage of
children are reluctant to disclose abuse or later recant. Other researchers argue that there
is currently not enough scientific data available to determine how children disclose
a~use or how the disclosure process is influenced by other factors surrounding the
disclosure (Bradley & Wood, 1996; Jones, 1996; Poole & Lindsay, 1998). For example,
it may be that children disclose more consistently and less reluctantly when they are in
an interview setting versus a therapeutic setting. Studies examining disclosures in
therapeutic settings (e.g., Sorenson & Snow, 1991; Gonzalez et al., 1993) have reported
higher rates of recantation or denial than studies examining disclosures in forensic
11

Note: The authors in this study did not describe how cases were validated.
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interview settings (e.g., Bradley & Wood, 1996; Jones & McGraw, 1987). It is unclear,
as yet, what factors are associated with these differing rates ofrecantation and denial in
the two contexts (Bradley & Wood, 1996). Children may also be more ready to disclose
abuse to an investigator if they have previously disclosed prior to formal assessment
(Keary & Fitzpatrick, 1994). There may also be age differences in readiness to disclose,
with younger children being more reluctant to disclose abuse than older children (Poole
& Lindsay, 1998). Recantation rates may also vary depending on the pressure others
bring to bear on the child (Bradley & Wood, 1996; Faller, 1988; Gries et al., 1996).
Overall, how children are interviewed, the types of questions asked, and the individual
case and child factors involved, are likely to account for the differences found in
children's disclosure patterns across studies.
Differential rates of denial, reluctance and recantation may also be due to
differences in how the sample of children disclosing abuse are selected for each study.
In some studies, only substantiated cases of sexual abuse are selected (e.g., Sorenson &
Snow, 1991). In other studies, children have not been selected on the basis of
substantiated disclosures (e.g., DeVoe & Faller, 1999). It could be expected that there
may be higher rates of denial, reluctance and recantation in unsubstantiated cases where
children may have additional reasons (e.g., lack of corroborating evidence) to retract or
initially deny the abuse. Sorenson and Snow's study, however, found high rates of
denial, tentativeness and recantation in their sample of substantiated disclosures. In
contrast, Bradley and Wood's (1996) study examining validated sexual abuse cases
found low rates of denial, reluctance and recantation. In addition, Bradley and Wood
compared a sub-sample of their validated cases (n = 12l)which met the strict inclusion
criteria of Sorenson and Snow's study (i.e., medical evidence, perpetrator confession,
criminal conviction), with the remainder of their validated sample. Analyses did not
reveal significant differences between the two subsets. Both groups had low rates of
denial, reluctance and recantation. It seems unlikely, then, that studies selecting
substantiated cases accounts for the varying rates of denial and recantation found across
studies.
It is important to note, that some instances of denial and recantation may be

because false allegations were made. False allegations may be intentional (e.g., a child
deliberately makes a false accusation of abuse) or unintentional (e.g., a child's comment
has been misinterpreted to mean abuse) (Poole & Lamb, 1998). False allegations may
also arise as a result of suggestive or leading interview practices (see Poole & Lindsay,
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1998 for a review). In cases of false allegation, that the child initially denies or later
recants an allegation is a truthful disaffirmation that the abuse occurred.
Research findings are more consistent regarding the factors that elicit children's
disclosures in a therapeutic or investigative setting. Most researchers agree that children
rarely disclose abuse spontaneously but, rather disclose abuse in response to some form
of structured questioning (DeVoe & Faller, 1999). Only a few studies have examined
the kind of structure provided by the interviewer in eliciting disclosures. These studies
confirm researchers beliefs that children rarely disclose abuse spontaneously. Mordock
(1996) analysed the case notes of 50 children undergoing treatment for substantiated
sexual abuse. Sexual abuse was considered substantiated when there was supporting
evidence highly indicative that the abuse had occurred (e.g., physical evidence of abuse,
witness of the abuse, interviews with the alleged perpetrator). Mordock (1996)
examined how much structure the therapist provided to assist children to disclose abuse.
He categorised the type of structure provided as either; no structured effort made (e.g.,
the child voluntarily disclosed aspects of the abuse), minimal structure provided (e.g.,
the therapist generally introduces the abuse topic area and relates it to the child), or
highly structured techniques provided (e.g., asking the child directly about the alleged
abuse). Of the 29 children who did discuss the abuse in therapy, only 1 older adolescent
child disclosed abuse spontaneously, 10 did so under minimal structure conditions,
while the remaining children discussed it when highly structured questions were
provided by the therapist. Mordock (1996) described most children's disclosures of
abuse as reluctant. He concluded that without initial and ongoing therapist structure,
children would rarely have disclosed or discussed details of the abuse. Notably, 21
children did not discuss abuse at all, despite the abuse having been substantiated.
Gries et al. (1996) also examined the specific questions that elicited children's
disclosure in a formal assessment. They examined interview assessments of 96 children
who had allegedly been sexually abused. Of those who disclosed abuse, Gries et al
(1996) found that the most effective means of eliciting disclosure was to ask personal
history questions about how the child became separated from the family. Other types of
questions were also effective in eliciting abuse details, specifically; questions about
children's worst experiences, identification of body parts, and discussion of good, bad
and secret touching. For a small percentage of children, questions about why they were
being assessed, asking about a previous disclosure, or asking the child about their
behaviour, elicited disclosures of abuse. The most effective means of eliciting
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disclosures were not an artifact of question order. For example, questions about why
children were being assessed (less effective), were asked before questions about
personal history (most effective). Questions about good and bad touch (moderately
effective) were asked in the final stages of the interview in conjunction with questions
about previous disclosures (less effective).
In the present study, where I examined the interviewer's questioning techniques
and children's responses, some children did disclose physical and/or sexual abuse. These
disclosures provided an opportunity to examine how children in the present sample
disclosed abuse and what elicited these disclosures. In addition, given that many of the
children in this sample were referred for assessment due to sexualised behaviour and did
discuss these activities, the study also examines how children disclose being involved in
sex-related activities. Children's disclosures of sex-related activity may differ from
disclosures of sexual abuse in that many of the factors that would make disclosing
sexual abuse difficult (e.g., threats about telling, power differential of those involved,
degree of culpability) may not be concerns in disclosures of sex-related activities. Other
factors that are involved in making disclosure of sexual abuse difficult, however, also
exist when children disclose sex-related activities (e.g. shame or embarrassment,
concerns about repercussions of telling). I was, therefore, also interested in children's
disclosures of sex-related activity.
Specifically, the present study addresses two issues: First, what are the
characteristics of children's disclosures? For example, did children initially deny the
abuse or later recant? Were children reluctant to discuss the alleged abuse, and is this
reluctance specific to sexual abuse or does it extend to physical abuse as well?
Additionally, were children reluctant to discuss sexual activity in general? Second, what
are the conditions that elicit the the child's disclosure or assists them in discussing the
abuse or sex-related event?
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Method

Procedure
All transcripts of diagnostic assessment interviews (77 assessment interviews
across 26 participants) were examined to ascertain if they contained a discussion of a
substantive issue or issues as defined below:

Coding of substantive issues
Substantive issue. A substantive issue was defined as an instance in which a
child disclosed or talked about sexual abuse, physical abuse, or partaking in or
witnessing a sexual event (see below for definitions). More than one substantive issue_
could be identified per assessment interview. For example, the child may disclose
sexual abuse plus physical abuse. Furthermore, a disclosure of a substantive issue could
be coded more than once across interviews if the event was talked about in one
interview, and then discussed again in a later interview.
Each substantive issue was assigned to one of the following mutually exclusive
disclosure categories:

Sexual abuse. Sexual abuse was defined as the child verbally or nonverbally
(e.g., nodding, demonstrating on a doll what had occurred) providing information which
indicated they had experienced sexual abuse. Sexual abuse here follows Faller's
definition as " any act between people who are at different developmental stages which
is for the sexual gratification of the person at the more advanced developmental stage"
(Faller, 1988, p. 394). It also included sexual acts between children of the same
developmental level if there was evidence of force or coercion by one person on the
other (e.g., "he made me take off my clothes", "he said he would beat me up ifl
didn't").
In cases where it was unclear whether the child was describing sexual abuse or
not, the decision was made to code sexual abuse only if there were additional indicators
that supported the abuse hypothesis. For example, "he touched my diddle" may or may
not indicate abuse. The touch may have been for medical or cleanliness reasons. If the
person who touched the "diddle" was someone for whom that act would be
inappropriate (e.g., a school teacher or neighbour), or if the child gave additional
information such as "he said not to tell anyone" or "I didn't want him doing it", then it
would be classified as sexual abuse.

Physical abuse. Physical abuse was defined as acts of force enacted on the child
by an adult. It included hitting, punching, pushing, pulling, scratching, or other acts that
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seemed excessive and beyond what would normally be considered within reason for
disciplinarian purposes. For example, it may be legally acceptable to smack someone on
the legs or bottom if not too much force is used. Punching a child in the face, or pulling
them up by their ears, would not be legally acceptable. This definition was based on
Section 59 (1) of the (N.Z.) Crimes Act (1961) which states" Every parent of a child
and every person in the place of the parent of a child is justified in using force by way
of correction towards the child, if the force used is reasonable in the circumstances."

Sex-related Activity. Sex-related Activity was coded when the child discussed
seeing or participating in activities that were sexual in nature. It included the child
talking about self masturbation, sexual activities with other children of the same
developmental level not involving force or coercion, or witnessing adult sex acts.
Witnessing adult sex acts would be coded as sex-related activity if it seemed that the
child had inadvertently witnessed adult sexual encounters. If, on the other hand, it
appeared that adults were deliberately exposing the child to adult sex acts for the adult's
sexual gratification, then this would be coded as sexual abuse.

Coding reliability. To ensure coding of the transcripts was reliable, 33% of
coded transcripts were randomly selected and recoded by an independent, trained coder.
The total number of agreements divided by the number of agreements plus the number
of disagreements (agreements/ [agreements+ disagreements] was calculated to get an
overall reliability coefficient on identification of substantive issues and on the three
variables relating to type of substantive issue. The following reliability coefficients were
obtained; 90% for coding of an issue as substantive, 100% agreement for the subsequent
coding of the issue as disclosure of sexual abuse, physical abuse and sex-related
information.
Once substantive issues were identified, two different coding schedules were
developed and applied to the substantive portions of the transcripts. The first schedule
focused on the process of how the child disclosed. The second schedule focused on
what elicited or prompted the child's abuse or sex-related disclosure.

Characteristics of children's disclosures.
Children's disclosure statements were coded as follows:

Denial. Statement by the child to the interviewer that he/she had not been
sexually/physically abused or involved in sexual activities and then later reported that
they had been involved in such incidents. ("Denial" is based on Sorenson & Snow's
(1991) definition of denial).
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Example

Int: what happened when xxx took you into the toilet.
child: nothing happened at all.
Int: oh.
child: we just went to the toilet.
... then later in the assessment interview
child: xxx made me take my clothes off in the toilet... (and the
child then goes on to describe sexual abuse).

Recant: The child retracted his/her statement or statements about abuse or a
sexual encounter (e.g., the child says it happened to them and later said "no, that didn't
happen", or the child said it happened to them and then later said that it didn't happen to
them but happened to someone else.) ("Recant" is based on Bradley and Wood's (1996)
definition of "recants all").
Reluctance: A judgment that the child was reluctant to discuss the substantive
issue as indicated by one or more of the following; avoids answering the interviewer's
questions regarding the substantive issue, saying they don't want to discuss it, running
off and playing whenever the interviewer asks questions relating to the substantive
issue, wanting to go home or leave the assessment room when the interviewer tries to
talk about the issue (Based on Bradley and Wood's (1996) "reluctance general" and
"reluctance specific").
Correction. Defined as when the interviewer got something wrong (as judged by
what the child had already stated in the interview) and the child corrected the
interviewer.
Example.

child: Sam was there.
Int: so when John was there what happened?
child: Sam, not John.

Coding reliability. 1/3 of the transcripts containing substantive issues were
randomly selected and recoded by a trained, independent coder. Overall agreement
([agreement/agreement+ disagreement]) was ascertained for each of the five variables;
92% for denial, 92% for recantation, 92% for reluctance, 100% for corrected.
Interviewer behaviours eliciting the child's abuse or sex-related disclosure.
First, a decision was made whether the interviewer assisted the child to discuss
the substantive issue or not (categorised as "interviewer cued" if she did, or
"spontaneous" if she did not).
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Spontaneous: The interviewer did not verbally or nonverbally cue the child to
discuss the substantive issue (e.g., the child brought up the substantive issue while they
were playing, or talking about something else).
Interviewer cued. When the interviewer asked a question or made a statement
that cued the child to talk about the substantive issue in response to that question or
statement.
Example

Int: "I heard there was someone called Tom"
child: "yeah, he xxx xxx".

Substantive issues coded as "interviewer cued" were then coded further
according to the type of question or statement used to elicit the disclosure was
categorised, the overall interview strategy being used at the time of the disclosure was·
categorised, and the interviewer's use of "instruction". These categorisations were
defined as follows:
Question/statement type. What was the question type in terms of openness (i.e.,
previously coded interviewer's question codes, namely, open, closed, choice, see
Chapter 4), or in terms of suggestibility (i.e., previously coded interviewer's question
codes, namely, free recall, directive, leading, suggestive, reflective, or clarifying, see
Chapter 4), or the statement type (either a statement referring to prior information 12 or a
restatement of what the child had already said) immediately prior to the child's turnin
which they first disclosed the substantive issue? Unfinished questions were also
counted.
Example

Int: I heard there was someone called Peter (prior statement).
child: he really hurt my fanny in the toilet he did.

Int: Who does not good touching with your diddle (open
/leading)?
child: daddy does.

Int: you were telling me about the kids who were showing their
diddles at school (restatement).
child: yea and xxx made me suck his.

12 Prior information was information that the interviewer learned about through reading the background
notes of the case before interviewing the child. Prior information was not information introduced by the
child.
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Overall interview Strategy. What was the interviewer's overall strategy when the
child disclosed abuse. Did the interviewer question the child about a previously
categorised topic area (i.e., background, like or not like, body parts genital or nongenital, potentially abuse-related generally and genital specific, disclosure, sex-related
as defined in Chapter 4), or a particular aspect of a topic area (e.g.,good not good touch,
touching/seeing genitalia)? Did the interviewer introduce prior information or
reintroduce previous statements of the child?
Example of eliciting question/statement type and overall interview strategy.

Int: now I want to talk about the people you like and the people
you don't like. What about Sarah, do you like Sarah?
child: yep.
Int: how come you like Sarah?
child: cause she's nice to me.
Int: and what about xxxx, do you like or not like xxx?
child: not like.
Int: how come you don't like xxxx? (open/directive)
child: cause he sticks his finger up my fanny.
In this example the overall strategy used is who the child likes and doesn't like
but the question type that immediately preceded the disclosure was an open/ direct
question.
Use ofInstruction. When the interviewer used what was previously coded
"instruction" (see instruction chapter 4 for full details) to encourage the child to talk_
about the substantive issue (e.g., "its ok to tell me things", "no one gets in trouble in the
playroom"). Instruction was categorised as either "initial instruction" or "encourage
instruction".
Initial instruction. Instruction given to the child, prior to the child discussing the
substantive issue. It acted as a prompt to encourage the child to discuss difficult issues.
Example

Int: now remember no one gets in trouble in the playroom and its
ok to talk about things. I heard there was some no good
touching going on.
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Encourage instruction:. Instruction given to the child, during and after the child
had begun to talk about the substantive issue. It acted as a prompt to encourage the child
to continue discussing the substantive issue.
Example

Int: so xxx hurt you, now its ok to tell me about stuff, you
won't be in any trouble here, how did xxx hurt you.

Coding Reliability. Coding reliability was assessed as before. Reliability
coefficients of 100% for interviewer lead or not lead, 89% for question-statement type,
100% for interview strategy type and 85% for instruction were obtained.
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Results

Because I didn't want to lose any of the data collected about children's
disclosures, data from all age groups (i.e., 3 - 4 year old age group, 5 - 6 year old age
group, and 7 - 8 year old age group) and all interviews (i.e., n = up to 4 interviews) were
included in this study.

Characteristics of the substantive issues.
Sixteen (62%) of the children interviewed discussed one or more substantive
issues. Thirty substantive issues were identified in total, with 6 children discussing only
one substantive issue, 6 children discussing two issues and 4 children discussing three
substantive issues. Three of the disclosures of abuse (1 sexual, 2 physical) were
disclosures about the same abuse but made on different occasions.
Of the substantive issues discussed, sex-related activity disclosures were the
most frequent (14 occurrences), but there were also a moderate number of disclosures
relating to sexual abuse (9), as well as physical abuse (7).

Prior disclosure
Because some children did disclose abuse prior to being assessed I was
interested in the relationship between prior disclosure and disclosure during the
diagnostic assessment. I expected that children who had previously disclosed would
disclose again during the assessment. Seven children disclosed abuse to someone prior
to the assessment. Five out of these 7 children disclosed abuse again during the
diagnostic assessment.
Although I did not know whether children in the present study had been abused
or not, 5 of the cases referred for diagnostic assessment did have medical evidence
suggestive of abuse or witnesses reporting they had seen the abuse occur (or in some
cases the sex-related activity when it did not meet the criteria for abuse). Four out of 5
of these children, for whom there was cooberating evidence, disclos~d abuse or sexrelated activity.

When did children disclose?
I was interested in the interview in which children disclosed substantive issues.
In particular, I examined whether children disclosed abuse in their final interview or in
interviews other than their final interview. Given that children had differing numbers of
interviews (either two, three or four), I first examined in which interview children
discussed a substantive issue and determined whether that interview was the child's final
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interview. Substantive issues discussed in the child's final interview (whether it was the
second, third or fourth interview) were summed and compared to the number of
substantive issues discussed in interviews other than a final interview. Most substantive
issues (77%) were discussed in the child's final interview. A much smaller proportion
(23%) were discussed in an interview other than the final interview. Of the substantive
issues discussed in an interview other than a final interview, only in one case was it
discussed in the first interview.

Characteristics of how children disclosed substantive issues
The following descriptive statistics were designed to answer a number of
questions. First, how many children made disclosures without elements of denial,
recantation or reluctance (referred to as "unqualified" disclosures), and how many
children made disclosures containing elements of denial, recantation or reluctance
(referred to as "qualified" disclosures). Second, were there differences in the way
children disclosed (i.e., either unqualified or qualified) as a function of the type of
disclosure made (i.e., sexual abuse, physical abuse or sex-related activity). For example,
were disclosures of abuse more frequently qualified by elements of denial and
reluctance than disclosures of sex-related activity? Third, when disclosures of
substantive issues were qualified, what were the characteristics of these disclosures, that
is, what was the proportion of denial, reluctance and recantation in these qualified
disclosures and did these proportions differ as a function of disclosure type (i.e., sexual
abuse, physical abuse or sex.:.related activity)?

Qualified and unqualified disclosures.
To determine how many children made qualified compared to unqualified
disclosures, I first determined the proportion of children (i.e., out of 16 children) who
disclosed substantive issues without elements of denial, recantation or reluctance
(unqualified disclosures). Only 5 out of the 16 children (31 %) who disclosed a
substantive issue made unqualified disclosures. The majority of the children who
disclosed (69%) were either reluctant, or denied or recanted (qualified disclosures).
Furthermore, of the children who made qualified disclosures, 10 children's disclosures
(63%) included denial, 8 children (50%) showed reluctance and 3 children (19%)
recanted.
I next examined whether there were differences in the way children disclosed
(i.e., either unqualified or qualified) dependent on the type of disclosure made (i.e.,
sexual abuse, physical abuse or sex-related activity). I determined the proportion of
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substantive issues disclosed (i.e., out of 30 substantive issues) that were unqualified or .
qualified as a function of disclosure type (sexual abuse, physical abuse and sex-related
activity). Figure 6.1 shows that both disclosures of sexual abuse and sex-related
activities frequently included instances of denial, reluctance and recantation.
Disclosures of physical abuse did not contain any of these elements. All physical abuse
disclosures were unqualified. Some sexual abuse (22%) and sex-related activity
disclosures (36%) were also unqualified.
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Figure 6.1. Proportion of children's disclosures that were qualified or unqualified as a
function of disclosure type (i.e., sexual abuse, physical abuse and sex-related activity).

Finally, I examined the characteristics of the qualifications made by determining
the proportion of qualified disclosures that contained denial, reluctance or recantation
for each of the respective disclosure types (i.e., sexual abuse, sex-related activity).
Figure 6.2 shows that the most frequent form of qualification made when disclosing
sexual abuse or sex-related activity was denial. Reluctance was also common, especially
in sexual abuse disclosures. Recantation was not as frequently a part of qualified
disclosures but did still occur.
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.Figure 6.2. Proportion of qualified disclosures that contained denial, reluctance or
recantation as a function of disclosure type (i.e., sexual abuse, physical abuse and sexrelated activity).

Interviewer corrected

The interviewer incorporated incorrect information into her question or
statement 3 times during the discussion of substantive issues. In each of these instances,
the child fully corrected the interviewer. Two of these instances of corrections were
related to disclosure of abuse (one for sexual abuse, the other for physical abuse) and
one for disclosure of a sex-related activity.
Eliciting stimulus for discussion of a substantive issue

I next examined what immediately preceded the disclosure of a substantive
issue. First, I wanted to know whether the disclosure was spontaneous (that is the child
initiated the disclosure) or cued by the interviewer (that is the interviewer provided a
question or statement that elicited the child's disclosure). Secondly, in cases of cued
disclosures I wanted to know what types of questions elicited these disclosures. Thirdly,
in cases of cued disclosures I wanted to know what was the overall interview strategy
being used when the child disclosed abuse? For example, was the interviewer
questioning the child about a particular topic area (i.e., background, like or not like,
body parts genital or non-genital, potentially abuse-related or genital specific,
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disclosure, sex-related), or a particular aspect of a topic area (e.g., good not good touch,
touching/seeing genitalia), or was the interviewer introducing prior information or
reintroducing previous statements of the child?

Cued or spontaneous disclosure
Of the 30 substantive issues discussed, 28 were cued by the interviewer, that is,
the interviewer provided a question or statement that elicited the child's disclosure. Only
in 2 cases was the disclosure initiated by the child (i.e., spontaneous).

Question/statement type eliciting disclosure
Recall that the interviewer's questions were categorised in two ways. First, the
questions were categorised as open, closed or choice. This categorisation was used to
capture openness of the questions. Second, the questions were categorised as free recall,
directive, leading, suggestive, reflective or clarifying. This categorisation was used to
capture suggestiveness of the questions. I therefore examined the type of question that
immediately preceded the disclosure of a substantive issue in terms of both the openness
or suggestiveness of the question.
First, I examined questions immediately preceding the disclosure in terms of
openness (i.e., whether the question was open, closed or choice). The question or
statement that most often directly preceded the initial discussion of a substantive issue
was an open question (75%). Closed questions sometimes preceded the discussion of a
substantive issue (11 %), but choice questions never preceded the discussion of a
substantive issue. Statements or unfinished questions also preceded the discussion of a
substantive issue (14%).
When the eliciting question/ statement type was examined for sexual abuse,
physical abuse and sex-related activities separately, the patterns were as follows. Sexual
abuse disclosures were mostly elicited by open questions (75%) and some closed
questions (25%). Physical abuse disclosures were also mostly elicited by open questions
(86%), and on occasion a statement (14%). Sex-related activity disclosures were again
elicited mostly by open questions (69%), an occasional closed question (8%) and
sometimes preceded by a statement or unfinished question (23%).
Second, I examined questions immediately preceding the disclosure in terms of
suggestiveness (i.e., whether the question was free recall, reflective, direct, leading or
suggestive). The question or statement that most often directly preceded the initial
discussion of a substantive issue was either a directive utterance (43 % ), or a leading
utterance (32%). Reflections (7%), statements (7%), free recall prompts (4%), questions
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asking for clarification (4%), and unfinished questions (3%) also preceded substantive
issues being discussed. Suggestive utterances did not elicit any disclosures. Recall,
however, that the interviewer asked mostly directive and leading questions and this
pattern of children's disclosures may reflect the types of questions they were asked.
When the eliciting question/ statement type was examined for sexual abuse,
physical abuse and sex-related activities separately, the patterns were as follows. Sexual
abuse disclosures were mostly elicited by leading questions (43%) or directive questions
(43%) and occasionally reflective questions (13%). Physical abuse disclosures were
mostly elicited by directive questions (72%), and occasionally leading questions (14%)
or a statement (14%). Sex-related activity disclosures were elicited by a number of
question/statement types; directive (29%), leading questions (36%), free recall (8%),
clarify (8%), statements (15%) and unfinished questions (8%).

Interview strategy
The number of instances a specific interview strategy was used for eliciting
disclosures are shown in Table 6.1 as a function of disclosure type (sexual abuse,
physical abuse, sex-related activity). Overall, across all the substantive issues discussed,
the most common strategy used by the interviewer at the time the substantive issue was
disclosed was the introduction of prior information (29%). Discussing genitalia (21 %)
and good touch/not good touch (18%) was also a common strategy used at the time of
disclosure. Other strategies such as referral to previous statement (14%), discussion of
who the child liked or didn't like (11 %), discussion of good/bad secrets (4%) and
gathering of background information (4%) were also in use at the time of disclosure in
some instances.
When the most commonly used strategy was examined for sexual abuse,
physical abuse and sex-related activities separately, the patterns were as follows (see
Table 6.1 ). Disclosures of sexual abuse were most likely elicited by referral to
something the child had stated previously (25%), by the introduction of prior
information (25%), or the discussion of good touch/not good touch (25%). Disclosures
of physical abuse were elicited most often by discussing with the child who they liked
or didn't like (43%). Disclosures of physical abuse were also elicited by referring to a
child's previous statement (29%), introducing prior information (14%) or discussing
good and not good touching (14%). Disclosures of sex-related events were elicited most
often by introducing prior information (38%) or discussion of genitalia (31 %).
Discussion of touch/not good touch was also effective in three instances (23%).
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Table 6.1
Number of instances a specific interview strategy was used for eliciting disclosure of
abuse versus disclosure ofsex-related activity .
strategy

sexual abuse

physical abuse

sex-related

background

0

0

1

like/not like

0

3

0

touch

2

1

3

secrets

1

0

0

genitalia

1

0

4

pnor

2

1

5

previous

2

2

0

Note: 28/30 substantive issues were elicited by a specific interview strategy. 2/30
substantive issues were disclosed spontaneously.
Interview instruction
Recall the interviewer could use instruction in one of two ways. Either initial
instruction (instruction given prior to the child discussing the substantive issue) or
encourage instruction (instruction used during and after the child discusses the
substantive issue). The interviewer used initial instruction in 7 (23%) of the instances a
substantive issue was discussed. Two of these instances were prior to a disclosure of
sexual abuse, and 5 instances prior to disclosure of a sex-related activity. The
interviewer used encourage instruction in 7 (23%) of the instances a substantive issue
was discussed. Three of these instances were encourages when the child was disclosing
abuse (2 for sexual abuse, 1 for physical abuse), and 4 instances when the child was
discussing sex-related activity.
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Discussion
The idea that children can "readily and consistently disclose" (Bruck, 1999, p.
212) sexual abuse when asked is not wel~ supported by this study. Over half of the
sexual abuse disclosures made were qualified by elements of denial, reluctance and in
some cases, recantation. On the other hand, the finding that one third of sexual abuse
disclosures were made without any of these features present supports the idea that
denial, reluctance and recantation are not necessarily part of all children's disclosures.
The rates of denial, reluctance and recantation found in this study for children disclosing
sexual abuse are much higher than those reported by Bradley and Wood (1996). The
rates are more in keeping with those reported by Sorenson and Snow (1991).
Children's disclosures of physical abuse differed considerably from children's
disclosures of sexual abuse. Disclosures of physical abuse did not contain elements of
denial, reluctance or recantation. This finding is of particular interest. Many of the
reasons voiced for reluctance and denial of sexual abuse, such as threat of harm from
the perpetrator, or potential loss of a caregiver, would also be a factor when children
disclosed physical abuse (Gries et al., 1996). Children's disclosures of sex-related
activities possibly give some indication as to the factors that make it particularly
difficult for some children to disclose sexual abuse compared to physical abuse.
Children's disclosures of sex-related activities showed a similar rate of reluctance to
disclosures of sexual abuse, and an even higher rate of denial and recantation. These
findings suggest that factors such as embarrassment, shame, or social sanctions
surrounding the discussion of sex, may lead to children's unwillingness to disclose
sexual abuse and sex-related activities.
The similarity between how children disclose sexual abuse and sex-related
activity may also be due to the setting in which the disclosures took place. Although the
assessments occurred within a child-friendly playroom, the overall environment was
still within an official setting with a person in a position of authority asking the child for
certain types of information. Children may have, therefore, been cautious about
discussing sex-related activities and wary of the repercussions that could follow such an
admission. For example, others may be informed of what they had said. In this sense,
disclosing sex-related activities mirrors some of the issues children disclosing sexual
and physical abuse experience and may be a component of the similar findings. It is
unclear whether children asked to discuss sex-related events in a more casual context,
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such as in an educational setting, would exhibit these same elements. Research
regarding children's discussion of sexual activity is scant (see Davies, Glaser, &
Kossofff, 2000). Studies that have examined how children respond to questions about
sexuality have not examined these responses in terms of reluctance or ease of
discussion. It may be that asking children to discuss sex-related experiences (ethical
considerations taken into account) may prove a useful way to explore issues
surrounding how children disclose in an analogue setting.
The findings reported here regarding how children disclose sex-related events
and physical abuse, must be viewed with caution. The number of children in the sample
disclosing such events was small. The setting in which children in the present study
disclosed, was very specific (i.e., a diagnostic assessment at a regional child protection
agency). Because there is a paucity ofresearch examining how children disclose
physical abuse and sex-related activities, evaluation of whether or not these findings are
typical must await further research.

Type of Question Eliciting Disclosure
The findings of the present study support the idea that for some children it may
be necessary to provide structure, in the form of focused questioning before they
disclose abuse or sexual activity. Most children in this study did not disclose
spontaneously. They disclosed in response to focused questions or statements provided
by the interviewer. Two children did disclose sexual abuse spontaneously while they
were playing. One of these children reported in the assessment interview that she had
told the assessment interviewer about the sexual abuse because her mother told her to
tell.
The type of focused questioning that elicited disclosures on the continuum of
openness were mostly open (who, what, where, and when) questions.The type of
focused questioning that elicited disclosures on the continuum of suggestiveness were
mostly direct or leading questions. In Chapter 4, when I examined the types of questions
the interviewer asked, I found that on the continuum of openness, the assessment
interviewer asked mostly open questions and that these open questions increased in the
third interview when many of the disclosures were made. On the continuum of
suggestiveness, I found that the interviewer asked mostly directive questions, but that
the proportion ofleading questions asked increased for abuse-specific questions. The
type of question that elicited children's disclosures may be therefore explained in terms
of the types of questions that the interviewer asked. For example, the interviewer asked
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mostly open-ended questions, therefore children disclosed mostly to open-ended
questions because that is what they had the most opportunity to disclose to. Likewise
because children were asked mostly direct questions, and a greater proportion of leading
questions were asked on abuse-specific topics, then direct and leading questions are
what the child had the most opportunity to disclose to. Few free recall questions were
asked so children had little opportunity to disclose to these types of questions.
One caveat must be added here, when it came to eliciting disclosures of sexual
abuse and sex-related activity it seems that a disproportionate number of leading
questions (i.e., compared to the number ofleading questions asked) elicited these
disclosures. In contrast, physical abuse disclosures were rarely elicited by leading
questions. In addition, although other types of questions were frequently asked (e.g.,
reflective questions) children rarely disclosed to these questions. Furthermore, although
few free recall questions were asked, children did disclose sex-related activities in
response to them but not sexual or physical abuse. These findings indicate that the types
of questions eliciting disclosures may not merely be explained in terms of the types of
questions asked. It did seem that direct or leading questions more often prompted
disclosures of abuse than other types of questions asked.
The findings of the present study support the idea that children may need
some structure, in the form of focused questioning, to disclose abuse or sexual activity.
This idea that children need to be asked directly or specifically about abuse before
disclosing is consistent with findings from some studies, but not all. For example,
Sternberg et al. (1996, 1997) found that children were able to disclose a substantial
amount of information in response to free recall questions. Because very few free recall
questions were asked in the present study it is unclear whether children would have
disclosed mostly to free recall questions if more free recall questions were asked.
Several differences between this study and Sternberg et al.'s (1996, 1997) preclude
definitive explanation of the inconsistent results. For example, in Sternberg et al.
children were undergoing formal police interviews, rather than assessment interviews.
Children in the present study were not informed as to why they were being interviewed.
Furthermore, many of the children were referred because of behavioural indicators and
most likely, did not know what they were there to discuss. In the Sternberg et al. studies,
in contrast, the free recall question was prefaced with the statement " I understand that
something may have happened to you"''. In this way, children were given some
indication of what the interviewer wanted the child to discuss. Knowledge about what
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the interviewer was asking may have enabled children in the Sternberg et al. studies
(1996, 1997) to respond to free recall questions with abuse information without the need
for more specific types of questions.
That some of the children in the present study disclosed sexual abuse in response
to a leading question raises questions about the accuracy of the child's disclosure
account. Leading questions are known to increase the risk of children incorporating
information supplied by the questioner into their account. In some cases, leading
questions elicit false abuse-related information (Poole & Lindsay, 2002). Leading
questions, however, do not necessarily imply that the child's account is false. Other
studies in which abuse was substantiated have also reported that leading questions
elicited children's disclosures of abuse (e.g., DeVoe & Faller, 2002; Mordock, 1996;
Sjoberg & Lindblad, 2002).

Strategies in use when disclosures were elicited
There were a number of effective strategies that the interviewer used in eliciting
disclosures of sexual and physical abuse and sex-related events. Effective strategies
differed for each disclosure type. The most effective strategies that seemed to prompt
discussion of sexual abuse were; referring to a previous statement the child had made,
introducing prior information or discussing good and not good touching. The most
effective strategy that seemed to prompt discussion of physical abuse was asking the
child about who they liked or didn't like. The most effective strategies that seemed to
prompt discussion of sex-related activity were; referring to prior information, asking
about genitalia, or discussing good touching and not good touching.
The introduction of prior information (i.e., information that interviewer was
aware of but the child had not mentioned) elicited disclosures of both sex-related
information and sexual abuse. On closer examination of the transcripts, prior
information was used in one of two ways when eliciting these disclosures. Either the
interviewer introduced general prior information (e.g., " I heard there was someone
called Tom, tell me about Tom") or would introduce specific prior information (e.g., "I
heard there was some massaging with you"). The interviewer introduced specific prior
information only when it related to matters of sex-related activity between children. On
all other occasions (i.e., when the prior information related to sexual or physical abuse)
the interviewer introduced the information only in a general way. In this way the
interviewer may have been trying to reduce the risk of suggestibility and contamination
by not introducing detailed abuse information.
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It was interesting to note that in this study talking about good touch and bad
touch was an effective strategy that seemed to prompt disclosures. Many have argued
against using this technique. Concerns are that children under the age of 12 may not
understand abstract concepts such as good and bad, and they may have a limited
definition of the word touch. Additionally, many young children understand the word
touch as something that only hands can do. They may, therefore, initially deny they've
been abused because the abuse was not done with the hands but with another body part
(Poole and Lamb, 1998; Walker & Hunt, 1998). Others have also questioned the
usefulness of discussing good and bad touch. Wood, McClure & Birch (1996) reported
that in the many videotapes that they viewed in their role of training and researching
interviewers in the field, they did not witness any disclosures of abuse during
discussions of good touch bad touch.
Discussion of good and bad touching may have been effective in this study
because the interviewer often trained the children in what was meant by good touch and
bad touch. This training was done prior to asking the child if they had ever experienced
such touches. Gries et al. (1996) also found that asking children about touching was
effective in eliciting disclosures after children were trained to distinguish between
different types of touch. More research needs to be conducted about the usefulness of
discussing good or not good touch as a tool (e.g., does the child need to be "trained"
first), before researchers recommend the technique be discarded or used.
Overall, the strategies the interviewer used, seemed to have been useful in
creating an environment in which it was acceptable for the child to discuss taboo or
difficult subjects. For example, asking for information about genitalia may have helped
create an environment in which it was normal to talk about such things. Normalising the
discussion of genitalia may have enabled the child to talk about genitalia and related
events. This idea that setting the stage enables children to discuss difficult subjects is
lent weight by the interviewer's use of instruction. Many of the disclosures were
preceded by the interviewer instructing the child that it was "o.k. to talk about rude
things in the playroom". Children may not feel comfortable discussing explicit sex acts,
or personal body parts, without being given a setting in which to do so.
Recommendations that children be asked very general open questions to elicit
disclosure may therefore prove less than optimal (Poole & Lamb, 1998). Children may
first need to be given "permission" to discuss such extraordinary, explicit personal
information. On a cautionary note, strategies that aid the child to discuss such events by
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either disinhibiting the child to speak about such events, or normalising the events, are
subject to criticism that they introduce suggestive material and may lead to children
making false reports about such events.

Interviewer corrected
It was interesting in the present study that on the few occasions when the

interviewer incorporated incorrect information into her question or statement about the
substantive issue, the child always corrected the interviewer. Laboratory-based research
has found that children will often accept incorrect or misleading information about an
event or experience (Ceci & Bruck, 1993; Ceci, Ross, & Toglia, 1987). The findings of
the present study show instances of children not readily accepting incorrect information
but rejecting it when they are discussing personally salient experiences about abuse or
sexual experiences.

Methodological issues
There are a number of methodological issues with the present study that may
affect its generalisability. First, it employed a wider definition of sexual abuse than
would normally be used. That is, it included in the classification of sexual abuse sexual
activity between children of the same developmental level, but where force or coercion
was involved. It also allowed for a classification of abuse when the disclosure was not
absolutely clear, due to too little detail, but where additional indicators suggested abuse.
This was done, in part, because ofthe small sample size of children disclosing abuse
and the wish to capture as many instances as possible of children discussing abuserelated topics without necessarily adhering to a definition of abuse that would lead to
prosecution. It was also done so as not to exclude certain children's disclosures, for
example, children who gave little or scanty detail. In this way, then, the study may
differ from others in that it may capture instances of disclosure that other studies may
have excluded.
Second, the number of children who disclosed substantive issues was small and
it is unclear how typical these disclosures would be of a larger sample. Third, the study
assumed that when a child disclosed abuse or a sex-related issue that this was a
disclosure of something that had actually occurred. It was not always possible, however,
to corroborate this. Some of the issues discussed were substantiated, in that others had
witnessed the described events, but many of the issues discussed were unsubstantiated.
It is important to note, however, that in studies that included cases where sexual abuse
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was corroborated, denial, reluctance and recantation were still a part of these disclosures
(e.g., Mordock, 1996; Sorenson & Snow, 1991).
In conclusion, there is concern that a belief that children typically deny abuse or

are reluctant to disclose it, may lead to coercive interview practices, such as repeatedly
interviewing a child until they do disclose (Jones, 1996, Bruck, 1999). The question,
however, of how and when children typically disclose has not yet been answered
unequivocally. It does seem that for a proportion of children, whether it be a large or
small proportion, denial, reluctance and recantation are part of their disclosure. This,
then, needs to be noted as a possibility when children deny or are reluctant to disclose
abuse. Nonetheless, it must also be acknowledged that a denial may simply mean that
the child has not been abused.
In addition, the way in which children disclose abuse has important implications

for the way in which they are interviewed in forensic settings. If, for example, children
readily disclose abuse, then it is possible to interview them using general open-ended
questions. These questions are preferred because they have been shown to yield the
most accurate accounts from children. If, on the other hand, children are reluctant to
disclose, then exclusive reliance on free recall techniques may lead us to miss instances
of real abuse. The high level of denial, reluctance and recantation that was exhibited in
the present study, particularly when children were disclosing issues related to sex,
suggests that at least some form of direct and focused questioning may be necessary. In
the end, interviewers must strike a delicate balance between facilitating children's
ability to tell their stories and putting words in their mouths.
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Chapter 7
General Discussion
Child abuse is a significant problem in New Zealand. Statistics compiled over the
last 5 years

13

(personal communication from CYF National Office, information

requested under the Official Information Act) show an increase in the overall numbers of
children referred for care and protection concerns in the last 5 years (see Table 7.1). This
year alone, the statutory organisation responsible for care and protection of children in
New Zealand, Child Youth and Family, received 27,507 notifications concerning
children's well-being. Of the notifications received, 23,805 required further investigation.
Of those investigated, 2,012 children were found by CYF to have been physically abused,
1,232 children were found to have·been sexually abused, and 5,106 children were found
to have been either emotionally abused or neglected (see Table 7.2).

Table 7.1
Notifications and abuse investigations from 1998 to 2002 in New Zealand.
Year

Number of notifications

Further Action Required

1998

23,652

18,252

1999

27,218

21,931

2000

26,588

21,983

2001

26,989

23,041

2002

27,507

23,805

Compilation based on Statistics Reports published by the Department of Child, Youth and Family
Services.
13
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Table 7.2
CYF assessment findings relating to notifications that were investigated
Year

Physical

Sexual

Emotional

Neglect

Other

Not found

1998

1775

1242

1474

2156

3328

5131

1999

1660

1375

1414

2260

4203

9543

2000

2370

1412

2424

3179

4325

10441

2001

1619

847

1635

2271

2773

11629

2002

2012

1232

2114

2992

3510

14840

NB: "Other" includes findings relating to self harm/ suicide or behavioural or relationship
difficulties.
The increase in reporting child abuse is thought to be a reflection of changes in
awareness and views on child abuse, rather than an increase in child abuse itself. For
example, in the U.S.A. the introduction of mandatory reporting of suspected child abuse
by professionals working with children has been seen as contributing to the dramatic
increase in the number of notifications of child abuse (Poole & Lamb, 1998). Although
reporting of child abuse in New Zealand is not mandatory, a number of factors have most
likely lead to the increase in number of notifications: A 24 hour National Call Centre has
been established, which allows members of the public to ring in and make notifications; a
highly publicised campaign was begun in 1995 to increase public awareness of child
abuse and its associated costs; finally, in recent years a number of children have died in
New Zealand as a result of child abuse and these cases have been highlighted in the
media, drawing considerable public attention (Grant, 2000).
Increase in notifications does not necessarily lead to an increase in substantiated
cases of abuse or neglect. For example, in 2002, although a greater number of
notifications were made in comparison to 1998 (see Table 7.2) the proportion of
notifications that found abuse or care concerns was far less (46% in 2002 compared to
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78% in 1998). As noted in the Brown Ministerial Review (Brown, 2000), although
mandatory reporting of child abuse overseas increased the overall number of reports
being made it did not increase, proportionally, the number of cases where abuse was
found. It may be that with increased awareness of abuse issues or mandatory reporting,
people may be willing to report suspicions of abuse, even if there is no clear evidence.
That, proportionally, the number of cases where abuse is found per number of
notifications does not increase may therefore reflect the greater number of cases being
reported where abuse has not occurred (true negatives). It may also, however, indicate a
greater number of cases where abuse has occurred but no evidence of abuse is found
(false negatives). Undoubtedly, an increase in notifications is indicative that more
children are undergoing investigatory processes.

The Present Study
The present studies examined one aspect (i.e., diagnostic assessments) of what
may occur in an investigation process where children are being assessed for abuse. Not
all children will undergo diagnostic assessments. For example, some children may have
evidential or diagnostic interviews. These interviews are video taped and need to comply
with regulations pertaining to videotaping of child complainants for evidentiary purposes
(see Evidence (Videotaping of Child Complainants) Regulations, 1990). Other children
may not undergo any specialist interview or assessment. For example, investigations
carried out by the social worker may be sufficient to clarify that the child was not , or is
not, at risk of abuse.
Overall, the three studies reported here examining interviewer's questions and
children's responses in diagnostic assessments contribute to the child victim/witness
research in a number of ways. First, the present studies add to the limited but growing
body ofresearch conducted in the field. Field-based research alongside oflaboratory
based-research is critical in obtaining a comprehensive understanding of assessment of
children who may have been abused. For example, although laboratory-based studies
have contributed greatly to our understanding of children's ability to report an event and
the influences that may impact upon this report (e.g., suggestibility, time since the event,
type of questions asked), abuse experiences often contain a number of distinctive
characteristics that cannot be simulated in laboratory-based research. Factors such as
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shame, embarrassment, betrayal of loved ones, feeling personal responsibility for the
abuse, fears of the consequences of disclosure, and threats or inducements made by the
perpetrator are among a number of pressures brought to bear on a child experiencing
abuse. Ceci (1991) argues that any one of these factors may alter or reverse systematic
findings in the child witness research (see also Bruck & Ceci, 1996). Although many
laboratory-based studies have tried to incorporate some of these factors into their
experimental design (e.g., looking at stressful or painful medical procedures, procedures
that involve genital bodily touch), they fall short ofreplicating all of the critical elements,
or intensity of the elements, that may be a part of a child's experience of sexual or
physical abuse. Because of this, many researchers point out the limitations of laboratorybased studies with respect to their generalisability to cases where children have been
abused (Ceci, 1991; Warren & McGough, 1996; Yuille & Wells, 1991).
Second, the present studies contribute to the child victim/witness research by
extending the type of interviews on which field research is being conducted. Previous
field research has examined forensic interviews of children, many of whom have already
made clear disclosures (e.g., Bradley & Wood, 1996; Sternberg et al., 1996, 1997). Other
field research has examined children undergoing therapeutic interviews because of child
abuse (e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1993; Mordock, 1996; Sorenson & Snow, 1991). The present
studies examine diagnostic assessments. Although most researchers acknowledge that
children may undergo a number of interviews or forms of assessment before they are
formally or evidentially interviewed, many of these early, or inquisitory assessments have
not been examined in the research literature. Children's reports of abuse, and their
willingness to disclose abuse may differ across these varying interview/ assessment
contexts. For example, children who make a clear disclosure of abuse prior to being
interviewed formally may differ from children who have not made clear disclosure on a
number of factors (e.g., age, type of abuse, or the frequency or severity of abuse, factors
encouraging disclosure such as parental support, or factors inhibiting disclosure such as
threats from the perpetrator; Arata, 1998; Bybee & Mowbray, 1993; Keary & Fitzpatrick,
1994; Lawson & Chaffin, 1992; Lyon, 1996; Wood et al., 1996). To make accurate
statements about how and when children disclose, or what elicits these disclosures,
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research needs to expand the domain of the types of interviews/ assessments it examines
to ensure that the multiplicity of the way children disclose is covered:
Finally, the present studies contribute to the child victim/witness research by
providing data on a number issues and arguments delineated in the literature. For
example, I examined the issue of the effect of prior knowledge on the interviewer and
how it impacted on the interview process. I also provided data on how young children,
and in particular children who had not previously disclosed, disclosed abuse.
Furthermore, I examined how children were questioned across a number of interviews
rather than on one interview occasion. It must be noted that in focusing on some issues or
questions, other issues were not addressed or examined. For example, I did not examine
the interviews in terms of all the various types of coercive or suggestive interview
practices, nor did I examine the interviews in terms of all the recommended best practice
principles (see Warren et al. (1996) for a more comprehensive cover).
Specific aspects of the present study
The primary purpose of the three studies was to examine how young children
were questioned about possible abuse and how they responded to this questioning. In the
first study, I examined the types of questions the interviewer asked. Similar to research
findings obtained around the world, the interviewer asked few free recall questions. From
study one, it was difficult to ascertain why the interviewer rarely asked the most open
free recall questions and, instead, asked mostly direct questions. I postulated that perhaps
children's responses to the various types of questions may have influenced the type of
question the interviewer asked. For example, if children replied with little or no
information in response to free recall questions then this may be the reason the
interviewer asked mostly direct questions, that is, to obtain the information required. In
the second study, therefore, I examined how children responded to the questions the
interviewer asked.
In study 2, children mostly responded to the interviewer's questions by providing
similar amounts of on-task information irrespective of question type except for choice
questions. When I compared the proportion of replies children provided in response to
choice questions compared to other types of questions (i.e., open, closed) I found that
children provided significantly more replies to choice questions. If the interviewer's
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question behaviour was driven by obtaining on-task information I would expect that the
interviewer would ask a greater number of choice questions because these questions
nearly always elicited on-task information. The interviewer, however, asked few choice
questions. It is, of course, possible that other considerations, such as an awareness that
choice questions are not recommended, accounts for the relatively low number of choice
questions. Unfortunately, in the present study, it is not possible to determine the extent to
which children's responses were driving the interviewer's behaviour.
Two other findings in the present study may be related to why the interviewer
asked mostly direct questions. First, children replied less often to questions that were
abuse-specific than to non-abuse questions, indicating that children may have been less
willing to discuss abuse-specific topics. Second, children mostly disclosed abuse or sexrelated activities in response to direct or leading questions. It could be argued that the
interviewer asked more direct questions because although children were more reluctant to
discuss abuse issues they did discuss them in response to direct questions. On this point,
however, the present studies are inconclusive; because the interviewer asked few free
recall questions I was unable to ascertain the effectiveness of free recall questions in
obtaining abuse-specific information and children had little opportunity to disclose abuse
information in response to free recall.
There may be a number ofreasons in addition to, or other than, children's
responses as to why interviewers fail to use recommended question techniques, and in
particular, fail to use free recall questions. For example, interviewers may have difficulty
applying what they learn about interview question techniques in the interview setting
(Aldridge & Cameron, 1999; Sternberg et al., 2002; Warren et al., 1999). Recent research
exploring these issues have led to intensive training programs of short duration,
incorporating feed-back techniques and opportunities to practice what is being taught
(Aldridge & Cameron, 1999; Warren et al., 1999). These training programs have been
only partially successful. For example, in the Warren et al. (1999) study, following
training, interviewers improved in their ability to establish the ground rules of the
interview and additionally, no longer used distracting props. Overall, however, even after
intensive education and training, the interviewers still rarely used free recall questions.
Likewise, Aldridge & Cameron (1999) found that after a 1-week training course,
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interviewers rarely used free recall questions and continued to ask mostly direct and
leading questions (see also Sternberg et al., 2002). Furthermore, even when interviewers
demonstrate that they know and understand best practice guidelines, they still have
difficulty putting these guidelines into practice (Warren et al., 1999). How to assist
interviewers to implement recommended interview practices requires further research. It
appears likely that on-going training, practice and feedback are necessary components in
assisting interviewers to apply best practice questioning techniques. In addition, it may
also require the use of structured interview protocols. For example, Sternberg et al.
(2002) have had success with enabling interviewers to ask more general free recall
questions by the use of a structured interview protocol. By providing a fully structured
interview protocol they have managed to substantially increase the number of free recall
questions interviewers ask in investigative interviews. In tum, by increasing the number
of free recall questions asked they have been able to obtain more abuse-related
information in response to free recall questions.
One final comment on free recall questions is in order here. As discussed in
Chapter 5, free recall questions are not necessarily non-leading. For example, in the
earlier Sternberg studies (i.e., 1996, 1997) the free recall question that elicited many of
the disclosures was, "I want to talk about the reason that you are here today. I understand
that something may have happened to you. Please tell me everything that
happened"(1997, p.1145). In some respect this question could be viewed as leading or
suggestive because the interviewer is stating that something has happened to the child. In
later studies (e.g., Sternberg et al., 2002) where a structured protocol is used, the
interviewer uses a nonsuggestive prompt to introduce the substantive issue (e.g., "I'd like
to discuss the reason you're here today", p.999). This prompt (which is also part of the
earlier study's free recall question) implies that the child knows what they are there to
discuss. How the child came to an understanding of what they are there to discuss is not
clearly examined. It could be that the child has disclosed spontaneously to another person
and they understand that this disclosure is what they are there to discuss. It could also be
that the child has undergone a number of coercive or suggestive interviews or discussions
with a number of people suggesting what happened, and this is, therefore, what the child
discusses. In this way, free recall questions or nonsuggestive prompts are not necessarily
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free from the potential to contaminate or bias children's responses. In the end,
interviewers cannot guarantee the non-contamination of children's testimony based on
the questions they ask in the interview setting given that children's testimony may
already be contaminated by influences outside of the interview. What the interviewer can
do is to avoid contamination within the interview setting by the questions they ask.
The third study in the present research indicated that, overall, to elicit disclosures
from children in a formal setting some type of cue is needed to inform the child about the
kind of information the interviewer is seeking. In the Sternberg et al. (1996, 1997) studies
children were cued by the initial free recall question stating very generally what it was
the child was there to discuss. This general type of cue may be effective when the child
has made a prior clear disclosure but may be ineffective when the child does not know
why they are being interviewed, or has not made a prior clear disclosure. In the present
study, most children's disclosures of abuse were prompted by some form of cueing.
Cueing was often provided by discussing abuse-related topics and or introducing prior
information about why the child was undergoing the diagnostic assessment. It needs to be
acknowledged then that some form of specific cueing may be necessary to facilitate
children to discuss abuse concerns. Preferably, the cueing should be general and nonleading but very general cues may not always elicit disclosures of abuse when the child
has been abused (e.g., see Devoe & Faller, 2002). Below is a discussion of some of the
factors that may inhibit or aid disclosure other than interview/question technique.

Disclosure or non-disclosure of abuse
Studies involving perpetrators of child sexual abuse, adult survivors of child
abuse, and child abuse cases where abuse is confirmed by corroborating evidence (e.g.,
there are video-tapes of the incidence, the child has a sexually transmitted disease) reveal
that many children do not disclose or report abuse when it has occurred. (Bidrose &
Goodman, 2000; Conte, Wolf, & Smith, 1989; Elliott, Browne, & Kilcoyne, 1995;
Lawson & Chaffin, 1992; Sjoberg & FrankLindblad, 2002).
There are a number of reasons why children may be unwilling to disclose abuse
when it has occurred. One reason identified for children not disclosing abuse is the
perceived costs and consequences associated with disclosure to themselves and others
(Paine & Hansen, 2002). For example, children who have been abused may have had
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their lives, or the lives of loved ones threatened by the perpetrator if they tell about the
abuse (Berliner & Conte, 1995; Budin & Johnson, 1989; Elliott et al., 1995). Children
may also be concerned about what will happen to the perpetrator if they disclose
(Berliner & Conte, 1995). Furthermore, children may end up isolated or ostracised by
loved ones, and the child may be separated from his/her family and placed into foster
care. In addition, the child often has to reveal explicit intimate details of the abuse to
strangers (i.e, to persons investigating the alleged abuse) and may need to testify in court
and be subject to cross examination (Faller, 1984). Among other things, children who
have been sexually abused have voiced concerns about their family's and others'
reactions to their disclosure of abuse, and have expressed fears that people may not
believe them or will think badly of them. They have also expressed feelings of guilt and
responsibility for the abuse, in addition to feeling shame (Berliner & Conte, 1995;
Lawson & Chaffin, 1992).
Research examining how perpetrators maintain abusive relationships and stop
children from disclosing sheds further light on why children may find it difficult to
disclose. Elliott, Browne and Kilcoyne (1995) found that perpetrators maintained the
abusive relationship by a number of deliberate methods used either in isolation or in
combination. For example, they may tell the child not to tell, they may threaten serious
consequences if the child tells (e.g., perpetrator hurting others or self), they may blame
the child for the abuse, tell the child they would no longer love them, use bribes or treats
or give special attention to the child, portray the abuse as educational or normal, and/or
slowly initiate the child into sexual activities. Other research has reported similar
findings, with additional methods used. For example, the perpetrator reports they will be
put in jail if the child tells, and that others will be upset if they learn about the abuse.
They may also report that they isolate the child from others, and used their adult strength,
size, and authority to intimidate children (Budin & Johnson, 1989; Conte, Wolf, & Smith,
1989).
Not all children will be unwilling to disclose abuse. Children may purposefully
disclose abuse for a number ofreasons. A major reason identified for disclosing abuse is
to stop the abuse occurring (Lamb & Edgar-Smith, 1994). In addition, factors relating to
contact with the perpetrator often initiate disclosures. In some cases children disclose the
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abuse because the perpetrator is no longer around, in other cases they disclose abuse
because they are in contact or about to come into contact with the perpetrator (Berliner &
Conte, 1995; Paine & Hansen, 2002; Sorenson & Snow, 1991). Educational programs
may also prompt and encourage children to disclose abuse, and encouragement from
confidant friends have also been reasons given for why children disclosed (Paine &
Hansen, 2002). Further, not all disclosures are purposeful. Rather some disclosures are
accidental in that the child inadvertently says or does something that makes others aware
that the child may have been abused (see Paine & Hansen, 2002; Sorenson & Snow,
1991). In the end, the interviewer's ability to elicit a disclosure from a child who has been
abused may depend largely on the child's readiness or willingness to disclose.
In the present study, a large proportion of children were reluctant to discuss
sexual abuse issues and initially denied the abuse had occurred. Some of the factors
identified above as inhibiting disclosure may have played a role in children's reluctance
to discuss sexual abuse in the present study. In contrast, children disclosing physical
abuse in the diagnostic assessments did not display any reluctance or denial . A number
of reasons may account for children's willingness to disclose physical abuse. First,
physical abuse may be a more socially accepted topic of discussion compared to sexual
matters. As noted in Chapter 6, sex-related activity disclosures also contained elements of
denial, reluctance and recantation, suggesting that shame, embarrassment and societal
taboo surrounding sexual experiences may have made it more difficult for children to
discuss these issues compared to physical abuse issues. Second, children may have
perceived the costs of disclosing physical abuse as lower than the costs of disclosing
sexual abuse. Of the 7 children who disclosed physical abuse only 1 child was actually
being assessed for concerns about physical abuse. The remaining 6 were being assessed
due to concerns about possible sexual abuse. Most children (6 out of 7 children) who
disclosed physical abuse also disclosed sexual abuse or sex-related activity. Perhaps
disclosing physical abuse seemed easier in comparison to disclosing sexual abuse or sexrelated activity, and, hence, the unqualified disclosures. In addition, it may be that
children who are physically abused may not be subject to the same grooming and control
methods designed to stop children disclosing, as children who are sexually abused. As
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noted by Doyle (1996) most of the information available about why children do or do not
disclose is based on sexual abuse not physical abuse.
Finally, children in the present study disclosed abuse mostly to direct or leading
questions and after specific cueing by the interviewer through the introduction of abuse
issues and topics. Many of the children in the present study were referred for behavioural
indicators raising initial concerns of abuse, rather than the child having clearly disclosed
abuse. Because children in the present study had not made previous disclosures and did
not always know why they were being assessed they may have been less ready to disclose
abuse. They may, therefore, have required more direct questioning and more direct means
of cuing (i.e., the interview strategy) before disclosing abuse. However, the interviewer
rarely attempted to elicit information through free recall questions and it is matter of
speculation whether children in the present study would have disclosed to more openended type questions.

Diagnostic assessments
How the diagnostic assessments were conducted raises some important issues for
reflection. The Guidance (2002) allows for very young children (i.e., preschoolers) to
have their interview spread out over time (i.e. a number of shorter interviews). Concerns
that this may constitute repeated interviewing in which children are subject to coercive
and repeated practices are not borne out in the present study. Indeed, in the present study
the three interviews constituted one interview spread out over time. For example, the first
interview was primarily a rapport building interview, the second interview introduced
topics that were related to the abuse inquiry but were not explicit, and the third interview
was when most of the abuse-specific questions, and questions about the reason the child
was referred (i.e., the substantive issue) were introduced. Topics were not generally
repeated across the interviews. That is, if the interviewer discussed good and not good
touching in interview 2 this topic would not generally be raised again in interview 3.
Overall, the present study tentatively supports the idea of a number of shorter
interviews for very young children. That is, 3 interviews spread out over time are not
necessarily coercive or repetitive. Furthermore, the additional interviews allow a
substantial amount of time (as in interview 1) to be spent on rapport building and
familiarising the child with the environment and the interviewer before asking about
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abuse-related issues. In this way, the three interviews resolve some of the concerns raised
by social workers, specifically that more time is needed to build rapport with children
than is allowable in a single interview and that it is impractical to expect children to
disclose in an unfamiliar environment to a stranger (see Aldridge & Wood, 1998; Davies,
Wilson, Mitchell, & Milsom, 1995). Additionally, by allowing a substantial amount of
time to be spent on rapport building, more focus and attention can be given to how
rapport is built with the child. Sternberg et al.'s (1997) study indicated that the way in
which the child is questioned in the rapport building stage has important implications for
how the child responds to interviewer's questions later in the substantive portion of the
interview (e.g., closed questions in the rapport building stage leads to fewer narrative
responses in the substantive portion).
Another issue raised by diagnostic assessments is the impact the playroom
environment has on children being assessed. Diagnostic assessments have been described
as being designed as "play sessions looking for possible abuse or other factors that are
causing particular behaviours" (personal email, Wilson, 2002). Diagnostic assessments
are therefore conducted in child-orientated rooms with many toys and play activities
available. The impact of this playroom environment in the present study could be
considered both beneficial and detrimental.
First, the following discussion outlines the potential benefits of the playroom
environment. Children undergoing diagnostic assessments have not necessarily been
abused, rather there are suspicions that they may have been abused. It is known that some
children find the investigatory process itself stressful (Berliner & Conte, 1995). The
playroom environment may, therefore, constitute a non-stressful, child-friendly
environment in which children can be assessed with few of the negative impacts, such as
stress, that may occur in more formal assessment settings. Most children in the present
research clearly relaxed within the playroom environment and engaged in a number of
play activities. Furthermore, the playroom environment may also be useful in that it gives
children alternatives to answering a question when they do not want to answer it. In the
present study, children were more likely to divert into play talk when they did not reply
to the interviewer's questions than to say nothing at all . It is difficult to distinguish,
however, whether children used play activities as a diversion from answering a question
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they did not want to answer or whether they simply did not answer the question because
they were distracted by the playroom environment. From viewing the video-tapes, it
appears that both explanations are correct on different occasions.
That children may have been distracted by the playroom environment illustrates a
possible detrimental effect of the playroom. Aldridge and Wood (1998), in their
examination of 180 video-taped interviews, also noted that toys and play activities
sometimes distracted children from answering interviewer's questions. In addition to toys
being distracting, researchers are concerned that toys and playroom activities encourage
fantasy and make believe (Lamb et al., 1994). Furthermore, toys have been shown in
analogue studies to increase inaccuracies in what children report (Salmon & Pipe, 1997).
The playroom environment may, therefore, be considered detrimental in three ways; first
it may be distracting; second it may encourage fantasy, and third it may increase the
likelihood of inaccuracies. Furthermore, even if the playroom environment does not
encourage inacurracies or fantasy, defence lawyers in child abuse cases may argue that
the child has been exposed to interviews that encourage fantasy play or producing
inaccuracies and thereby attempt to invalidate the child's testimony.
In summary, a playroom setting may have both benefits and costs associated with
it. Poole and Lindsay's (1998) description of the optimal setting in which forensic
interviews of children should take place, a simple, child friendly room free from
distraction and toys, may not be appropriate for very young children undergoing
assessment. For example, a 2- to 3-year old child may have great difficulty sitting in a
room with minimal activities to engage in, for any length of time. On the other hand,
because assessments are part of the investigatory procedure, they need to be non-leading
and not seen as encouraging fantasy. Unfortunately there are no easy answers to this
dilemma other than the cautious use of playroom environments for very young children .

Limitations and methodological issues
The results of the present thesis need to be considered in light of the limitations of
the three studies. These limitations are common to other studies examining interview
practice in the field, especially those examining practice from a single geographical area.
The number of children who participated in the study was small, and there was only one
interviewer. Furthermore, the interviewer in the present study was a trained evidential
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interviewer in addition to being a family therapist. Diagnostic assessments conducted at
other sites in New Zealand are generally carried out by psychologists or family therapists
who are not trained evidential interviewers (personal email, Wilson; Joint NZCYPS
operating guidelines, 1996). There may be differences in how children are questioned
about possible abuse based on differences in training. In addition, there is variation in
practice around the country as to when and how diagnostic assessments are conducted
(personal email, Wilson, 2002). It is therefore difficult to know how typical the findings
of the present study are, about how young children are questioned when undergoing
diagnostic assessments in New Zealand. Ideally, future research would examine
diagnostic assessments carried out at a number of sites around the country by a number of
interviewers.
The present studies also illustrate some of the difficulties that may occur when
conducting field studies. The present thesis aimed to examine the effectiveness and
usefulness of free recall questions compared to other types of questions. Because very
few free recall questions were asked, however, this was difficult to assess. Furthermore,
because the number of children recruited in each age group was relatively small, some
statistical analyses may have produced no findings because oflack of statistical power. In
addition, while I was able to examine the types of questions that elicited disclosure, I
could not draw any conclusions about the accuracy or completeness of information
children were reporting because it was not known for certain what had happened to the
child or, indeed, if anything had happened (this, of course, is often the case in field
studies). Most of the cases examined in the present studies contained no corroborating
evidence, such as witnesses or physical evidence, on which to judge accuracy or
completeness of information. Finally, one more difficulty in the present study was the
lengthy data collection and preparation phase. Cases that met criteria to be included in the
study came in slowly over a period of2 years. All videotaped interviews had to be
transcribed before being coded. Children had on average, three one hour interviews
which required substantial amount of time to transcribe, check and code.

Ethical considerations
Conducting field research in such a sensitive area was not undertaken lightly. A
number of issues were carefully considered before the research project began. Of primary
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concern was that the interests and identity of all those involved (i.e., the children, the
caregivers/ parents, the interviewer, CYF as an organisation and the researcher) would be
safeguarded at all times. A number of steps were taken to protect the identity and privacy
of those involved throughout the research process and are outlined below.
First, to protect the privacy of persons referred to CYF for diagnostic assessment
during the recruitment period, it was decided that the interviewer or social worker
involved in the case would initially make contact with the families about the study, not
the researcher. The researcher did not have direct contact with, or information about
families until the CYF interviewer indicated that it was appropriate for the researcher to
become involved. It was considered appropriate that the researcher become involved if
the CYF interviewer indicated that the families had been informed about the study and
were interested in the study, wanted to know more about the study, or had given consent
for their child to participate.
Second, a number of practices were introduced to protect the identity and privacy
of individuals who participated in the research. To ensure that children could not be
identified by name in the data collection analysis phase or at any time in the future,
children were allocated a unique identifier ( a number) and were not identified by name
on tapes, transcripts or coding files. Researchers involved in the transcribing and coding
of the transcripts had access to identifying numbers only. Children's names with their
identifying number are kept in a separate locked file at CYF and are not housed at the
University of Otago. Published and written reports do not identify any individual child or
the interviewer.
Access to the-tapes and transcripts was and continues to be limited in a number of
ways. Tapes and transcripts are kept in a locked filing cabinet in a locked room. Access
to the room is limited and the main researcher is the only person with access to the filing
cabinet. Although it was necessary for other researchers to be involved in the transcribing
and coding of the tapes the number ofresearchers involved in the study process was kept
to a bare minimum. Only two other researchers employed at the University of Otago saw
the tapes. Prior to seeing tapes or reading transcripts the researcher's names and work
history were forwarded to CYF for written permission allowing the researchers to view
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the information collected. These two researchers signed confidentiality contracts with
CYF as did I, the main researcher.
Third, the interests of CYF as an organisation were considered. Members of CYF
agreed to the research occurring within the CYF setting and agreed to be part of the
process. They are identified as an organisation in the present thesis. To safeguard their
interests as an organisation it was agreed that CYF would view any published reports
resulting from the study prior to its publication. In this way CYF has some say ultimately
in the material that is published.
Some ethical issues remain to be resolved. New Zealand is small in geographical
terms and the number of people conducting diagnostic assessments is limited. Because a
single interviewer participated in the study it is conceivable that the identity of the
interviewer may not necessarily remain concealed. Given that there is a single
(potentially identifiable) interviewer careful consideration needs to be given to the type of
findings published and how they are presented. Further consideration also needs to be
given to how the current thesis is housed. The current thesis will be submitted to the
University of Otago's library with an embargo placed upon it making it currently
unavailable to the public. Further consultation with CYF and the interviewer is required
before a decision can be made about public access to the thesis.
A further issue concerns the use of a single interviewer. It was originally intended
to use more than one interviewer. In using a single interviewer the interviewer's practice
had clearly been identified. The impact of the interviewer having her practice scrutinised
in such a way is difficult to determine, however, as the interviewer is accustomed to
having her practice reviewed through peer review it is hoped that the impact will not be
unfavourable.

Concluding remarks
Clearly, when a child abuse case is investigated, the body of relevant scientific
research is of great benefit to all involved. By identifying contaminating interview
practices and informing investigators how to access the most accurate information from
children it is hoped that the terrible costs associated with false allegations can be avoided.
It is also hoped that the terrible costs associated with true allegations being overturned

because the child's evidence was invalidated by contaminating interview practice can
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also be avoided. To accomplish these goals, however, the research needs to be applied in
the interview setting.
One issue of concern is that although the child witness research may be of great
benefit and utility to investigations of child abuse it may also be detrimental when used in
an adversarial legal setting. The scientific literature about child witnesses may be used by
both defence and prosecution attorneys (e.g., R. v. Ellis, 1994). The prosecution may use
it to validate and establish the reliability of the child's testimony, for example, citing
research demonstrating children's ability to remember and give accurate accounts of
events over extended periods of time. The defence may use it to invalidate and establish
the unreliability of the child's testimony, for example, citing research emphasising
children's suggestibility and the effects ofleading questions. Some researchers have
voiced concerns that the scientific research is being used chiefly to defend the alleged
abuser (see Poole & Lamb, 1998). Many of those investigating child abuse have also
perceived that research recommendations and guidelines are sometimes used against
them by defence lawyers. For example, social workers in England and Wales noted that
when they did not strictly comply with the Memorandum guidelines, defence attorneys
used this non-compliance to discredit the child's disclosure (Davies et al., 1995).
Some professionals also argue that the investigatory process has become heavily
focused on legal requirements and criminal proceedings and that because of these legal
requirements children are asked about abuse in contexts that do not always enable them
to discuss it when abuse has occurred (Wellbourne, 2002; Davies et al., 1995; Aldridge &
Wood,1998). For example, Lawson and Chaffin (1992) examined 28 cases in which
sexual abuse was validated by the child having a sexually transmitted disease. Children
were given a standard investigatory interview. Although it was known that all children
had been abused, only 12 of the children disclosed this abuse in the interview. That is, 16
children did not disclose the abuse in the interview. Clearly a balance needs to be struck
between 'legal needs' (with the emphasis on protection of innocent people from false
allegations) and 'child needs' (with the emphasis on protection and safety of the child).
There are a number ofreasons for disclosing abuse other than prosecutory reasons. For
example, disclosing abuse may bring an end to the abuse, or lead to therapeutic
intervention to decrease the long term negative effects associated with child abuse (see
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Feiring, Taska, & Lewis, 1996 for a review). By focusing on legalistically based
interviews there is a chance that many children will not disclose abuse in such interviews.
Because they do not disclose abuse in these contexts, investigators may conclude there is
no abuse and the child does not get the protective or therapeutic intervention they need.
All of the above outlined concerns are part and parcel of an adversarial legal
process in which each side (the complainant and the defendant) portrays their version of
the facts and the truth of the matter is established through the giving of evidence and
cross-examination of those involved (Kapardis, 1997). In the adversarial system, one way
to defend the accused is to discredit the evidence brought against them. In child abuse
cases, often the only evidence given is the child's testimony. Children's testimony, and
how it was obtained therefore becomes a main target for attack. Some researchers have
questioned the appropriateness of the adversarial system in hearing child abuse
allegations (Flin, 1993; Spencer & Flin, 1990) . Even with recent legal reforms to
accommodate child witnesses (e.g., allowing the child to give evidence in chief by closed
circuit television) the adversarial system is still considered a hostile and potentially
stressful environment for children (Flin, 1993, Spencer & Flin, 1990). This raises the
question of whether an inquisitorial process, such as used in Germany, may be a more
appropriate means of judicating child abuse cases (Flin, 1993; Spencer & Flin, 1990). In
an inquisitorial process it is the judge or court who conducts the inquiry and gathers all
information pertaining to the matter, which includes questioning key witnesses and the
defendant (McEwan, 1995; Spencer & Flin, 1990). In addition, because there are few
rules of evidence in the inquisitorial process, the decision maker (i.e., the judge) gets to
consider all the relevant evidence. This differs from an adversarial system where some
relevant and sometimes crucial evidence is not presented before the decision makers (i.e.,
the jury) because of evidentiary rules (McEwan, 1995). Overall, some view the
inquisitorial system as "less hostile" for children and more focused on determining the
truth of the matter (Jackson, 1995; Davies, 1995; Myers, 1996).
Finally, information about how children respond and disclose in investigatory
settings is still in its infancy. There are as yet many unknowns. The usefulness of free
recall questions in obtaining abuse information is still yet to be fully examined. Further
research is needed in the effectiveness of free recall questions across a number of
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different interview contexts and across a number of varying child factors, such as the
child's age, readiness to disclose, and other factors that may inhibit or encourage
disclosures. The usefulness of free recall questions in eliciting the needed information in
diagnostic assessments, is not answered by the present study. As in other studies, free
recall questions were seldom used, making it difficult to assess their effectiveness and
also because they were seldom used, there was little opportunity for free recall questions
to elicit the abuse information. In the end free recall questions may, or may not, be
effective across all types of interviews, where disclosure is the issue. It remains possible
that more open-ended interviews consisting mostly of free recall questions will not/do not
lead to disclosures in some instances or with some children. This needs to be examined,
however, and not simply assumed.
Because research findings conducted in the field may be used in court, and
interviewers and children may be judged in courts based on these findings, researchers
need to be particularly cautious about how they generalise their findings and clearly spell
out the limitations of any given study. For example, if most children in a particular study
readily disclose in response to an open-ended general question then the specifics of that
population (e.g., the context of the interview, the age of the child, whether the child has
previously disclosed, the type of abuse) need to be clearly identified and the findings
from the study not generalised to all children who have been abused until there is
sufficient data to establish that it can be generalised.
To conclude, at the centre of many of the issues outlined in the current thesis are
the people whose job and training it is to protect children. They are the ones who make
the hard decisions about children's safety. Research of the type reported here is, ideally,
directed at informing decisions and improving investigatory processes. It is intended to
narrow the gap between practice, and the theory and recommendations generated on the
basis oflab-based and analogue studies. Analysis of what happens in practice must also
be able to feed back and influence research, raise questions to be addressed, and question
current interpretations. It is in this spirit that the current research was undertaken.
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Policy on ethical practices in research and teaching involving human participants
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Information Sheet
Child and Interviewer Interactions in Diagnostic Interviews
To the diagnostic interviewer
Thank you for showing an interest in this project Please read this jnformation sheet carefully before deciding
whether or not you wish to participate in this study. If you decide to participate we thank you. If you decide not to
take part in the study there will be no disadvantage to you of any kind and we thank you for considering our

request

This project is an Otago University PhD research project We are interested in the effect of an interviewer's style
of interviewing and the prior knowledge about the child being interviewed on interview outcome. To ascertain
this, the study will examine a number of variables that are operating in the interview context, such as rapport
building style, type and style of questionin& background knowledge prior to interview, and how these affect the
child's vernal responses, behaviours, and information given. Other variables that may also affect the child's
responses and interview outcome, for example, child's age, gender, prior disclosures, and what the child is told
before the interview, will also be explored. By examining these issues it is expected that·a greater understanding
will be gained about the effects of the specific characteristics of the child, prior information, and aspects of
interviewer style on the interview process and interview outcomes.

r

We would like to include in this study interviewers who do diagnostic interviews with childreri.: The study will
occur at the Children, Young Persons and their Families Service (CYPFS) Elliot Street within the diagnostic
interview procedure. The diagnostic interview will occur as usual, the only difference being that the interviews
will be video- and audio-taped. These tapes will later be used to analyse what is occmring in the interview. Other
information needed, such as the child's age, how much the interviewer knows about the child before the interview,
and what the child is told before the interview will be obtained from the diagnostic inte:r;viewer at CYPFS.
All personal information gathered in this way will be kept strictly confidential. The tapes and information will be
kept in a locked cabinet within a locked room at the University of Otago. Only researchers directly involved in the
project will have access to the information. At the completion of the study all video- and audio- tapes and
personal information gathered will be,destroyed immediately except that, as required by the University's research
policy, any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for five years,
after which it will be destroyed.
Results of this study may be published but will in no way identify or ta1k about individual children or
interviewers. Your anonymity will be protected at all times. A copy of the results of this study will be made
available to you upon completion of the project.
If you agree to participate in this study and later change your mind, you can withdraw from the study at any time
with no disadvantage to yourself or the child being interviewed. If you have any questions about the study or wish
to contact us please call Dr. Mel Pipe, ph. 479 7621 or Tess Patterson, ph. 479 5387, Department of Psychology,
University of Otago.

Yours Sincerely
Dr. Margaret-Ellen (Mel) Pipe

Associate Professor in Psychology
Tess Patterson
PhD and Clinical Diploma student in Psychology
The Ethics Committee of the University of Otago has reviewed and approved this project
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AppendixB

Consent Form - Interviewer

Policy on ethical practices in research and teaching involving human participants
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Consent Form
Child and Interviewer Interactions in Diagnostic Interviews

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All my
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to ask questions about
the study at any time.
I know that my participation in the project is entirely voluntary and that I am free to withdraw from

the project at any time without any disadvantage. I understand that the video- and audio-tapes, and
personal information gathered in this study will be destroyed at the end of the project but raw data
on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage at the University of
Otago for five years, after which it will be destroyed.
I know that the results of this study may be published but my anonymity will be protected at all

times.

I agree to take part in this project.

Signature of participant-------------Date

------------

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Otago.
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Appendix C

Cover Letter

Department of Psychology

University of Otago
Te Whare Wananga o Otago

PO Box 56 Dunedin New zMflmd
Tel (03) 479-1100 Fax (03) 474-1607
Direct Line:
Tel (03) 479-7645 Fax (03) 479-8335
International:
Tel 64 3 479-7645 Fax 64 3 479-8335

Dear Parent,
We are conducting a research project looking at what occurs between the interviewer and the
child in diagnostic interviews at the Children Young Persons and their Families Service.
Enclosed is an Information Sheet outlining what the study is about and what it involves. We
have also enclosed a Consent Form so that if you agree to allow your child to be part of the
study you can give your consent.

If you have any questions, or would like more information about the study before making
your decision, please feel free to call Dr. Mel Pipe, ph. 479 7621, or Tess Patterson, ph. 479
5387, Department of Psychology, University of Otago.
Thank you for taking the time to consider your child's participation in this study.

Yours Sincerely

Dr:Mel Pipe
Associate Professor in Psychology

Tess Patterson
PhD and Clinical Psychology student
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AppendixD

Information Sheet - Child

Department of Psychology

Universicy of Otago
Te Whare Wananga o Otago

PO Box 56 Dunedin New Zealand
Tel (03) 479-1100 Fax (03) 474-1607
Direct Line:
Tel (03) 479-7645 Fax (03) 479-8335
International:
Tel 64 3 479-7645 Fax 64 3 479-8335

INFORMATION SHEET
Child and Interviewer Interactions in Diagnostic Interviews
Dear Parent
Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read this information sheet carefully before
deciding whether or not you wish your child to participate in this study. If you decide to allo~ your
child to participate we thank you. If you decide that your child should not take part in the study there
will be no disadvantage to your child of any kind.
This project is an Otago University PhD research project. We want to look at what happens between
the interviewer and th~ child in the diagnostic interview. To do this, we will look at the types of
questions the interviewer asks, how the interview is done, and how the child responds to this
interview. Other things, such as the child's age, whether they are male or female, what the child is
told about the interview and what information the interviewer has about the child before the
interview, will also be taken into account
We would like to include children who are about to undergo a diagnostic interview at the Children,
Young Persons and their Families Service (CYPFS) in this study. The study will occur at CYPFS,
Elliot Street, within the diagnostic interview sessions. The diagnostic interview will occur as usual,
the only difference being that the interview will be video- and audio-taped. These tapes will later be
used to see what is occurring in the interview. Other information needed, such as your child's age and
how much the interviewer knows about your child before the interview, will be obtained from: the
diagnostic interviewer at CYPFS..
All personal information gathered in this way will be kept strictly confidential. The tapes and
information will be kept locked in a cabinet within a locked room at the University of Otago. Only
researchers directly involved in the project will be able to see them. When the study is finished, all
the tapes and data will be destroyed immediately except data on which the results.of the project
depend. This data will be kept locked in secure storage for five years, after which 'time it will also be
destroyed. Results of this study may be published but will in no way identify or talk about individual
children or interviewers. You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the study should
you wish.

· If you agree to your child participating in this study and later change your mind, you can withdraw
your child from the study at any time with no disadvantage to yourself or your child. If you have any
questions about the study or wish to contact us please call Dr. Mel Pipe, ph. 479 7621 or Tess
Patterson, ph. 479 5387, Department of Psychology, University of Otago.
Yours Sincerely

Dr. Margaret-Ellen (Mel) Pipe
Associate Professor in Psychology

Tess Patterson
PhD and Clinical Psychology student

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Otago.
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Appendix E

Consent Form - Child

Consent Form
Child and Interviewer Interactions in Diagnostic Interviews

I 73

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All my
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to ask questions
about the study at any tinie.
I know that allowing my child to take part in this study is done on a voluntary basis and that I can
withdraw my child from the study at any time with no disadvantage to myself or my child. I
understand that the video- and audio-tapes, and personal information gathered on my child for
this study will be destroyed at the end of the project, except for raw data on which the results of
the project depend. This will be retained in secure storage at the University ofOtago for five
years, after which time it will also be destroyed.

I know that the results of this study may be published but my child's anonymity will be protected
at all times.

I agree to take part in this project.

Child's name

--------------

Signature of parent/ guardian - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - Date

-------------

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Otago.
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Appendix F

Interviewer's Subjective Estimate

Study - - - - - - - Interview - - - - - - Interviewer - - - - - Su~ect _ _ _ _ _ __
Date - - - - - - - -

Please use the following scale to answer the question:

1

2

unlikely

some
likelihood

3

uncertain
as to
likelihood

4

moderate
likelihood

_ _ _ On the basis of what you know about this case to date how likely do you think it is
that the alleged abuse occurred?

5

extremely
likely
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AppendixG
Descriptive statistics of the 7 - 8-year-old age group.
Study 1 - interviewer's questions
Mean number and standard error (SE)
Interview

1

2

3

Task activity
instruction
on-task
off-task

15.00 (11.00)
38.50 (1.50)
176.50 (67.5)

6.00 (0.43)
9.00 (.82)
162.11 (20.00) 185.0 (24.00)
180.50 (22.50) 191.00 (27.00)

Commands/ interrogatives
commands
interrogatives

0.50 (0.50)
21.00 (2.00)

3.50 (0.50)
80.50 (0.50)

6.50 (2.50)
12.00 (1.00)
. 1.50 (0.50)

47.50 (10.50)
23.50 (6.50)
13.00 (4.00)

2.50 (1.50)
119.00 (7.00)

Questions - openness
open
closed
choice

92.00 (3.0)
24.50 (3.50)
5.00 (0.81)

Questions - suggestiveness
free recall
reflective
direct
leading
suggestive
clarify

0.00
8.00 (1.00)
10.00 (2.00)

2.00 (1.00)
9.00 (5.00)
56.00 (4.00)

1.00 (0.00)
3.00 (1.00)
90.00 (1.00)

1.00 (1.00)
0.14 (0.50)
0.42 (0.00)

11.00 (4.00) 22.00 (1.00)
1.15 (0.50)
0.64 (0.50)
4.07 (1.00)
4.50 (1.50)

15.00 (1.00)
1.50 (1.50)

49.00 (1.00) 13.50 (1.50)
24.50 (5.50) 0.00
0.00
0.00
16.50 (1.00)
0.00

Topic of questions
background
like/not like

BP non-genital

0.00

BP genital

0.00
5.00 (0.00)
0.00
0.00
0.00

abuse-related
abuse-related -genitalia
disclosure
sex

9.50 (5.50) 28.50 (1.00)
20.50 (10.50)
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.50 (11.50)
0.00
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Mean number

Mean number

abuse-specific

non-abuse

76.00 (25.00)

151.00 (22.00)

open

45.50 (12.50)

102.00 (23.00)

closed

27.50 (10.50)

32.50 (0.50) .

choice

3.00 (2.00)

16.50 (0.50)

Number of questions
Questions - openness

Questions - suggestiveness
reflective

10.00 (6.00)

10.00 (1.00)

direct

45.00 (16.00)

110.00 (21.00)

leading

17 .00 (2.00)

17.00 (6.00)
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Likelihood of

Frequency of Estimate

of questions

Abuse Estimate
uncertain as to likelihood
some-moderate likelihood

Number

1
1

224.00
230.00

Question - reflective
uncertain as to likelihood

1

13.00

some-moderate likelihood

1

27.00

uncertain as to likelihood

1

160.00

some-moderate likelihood

1

150.00

Question - direct

Question - leading
uncertain as to likelihood

1

38.00

some-moderate likelihood

1

30.00

NB: SE is not applicable for data reported on Likelihood of Abuse Estimates.
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AppendixH
Descriptive statistics of the 7 - 8-year-old age group.
Study 2 - Children's responses

Replies (SE)
Children's responses

on-task

No Reply (SE)
nil

playtalk

Question topic
abuse-specific

0.90 (0.04)

0.03 (0.01)

0.06 (0.03)

non-abuse

0.86 (0.01)

0.05 (0.04)

0.10 (0.02)

open

0.87 (0.01)

0.03 (0.02)

0.09 (0.02)

closed

0.92 (0.02)

0.02 (0.03)

0.06 (0.02)

choice

0.87 (0.02)

0.05 (0.04)

0.08 (0.02)

Questions - openness

Questions -· suggestiveness
free recall

0.90 (0.10)

0.00

0.10 (0.08)

reflective

0.98 (0.02)

0.00

0.02 (0.02)

direct

0.87 (0.00)

0.03 (0.00)

0.09 (0.02)

leading

0.89 (0.00)

0.00

0.10 (0.01)

suggestive

0.90 (0.10)

0.00

0.10 (0.10)

NB: 7 - 8-year olds responses requesting the interviewer to clarify her question were few.
The proportion of requesting clarification ranged from 0.00 to 0.04 across the interviews
and abuse-specific/ non-abuse topics.
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Mean length of clause
Amount of information

per question (SE)

Question topic
abuse-specific

1.42 (0.11)

non-abuse

1.34 (0.01)

Questions - openness
open

1.29 (0.03)

closed

1.36 (0.06)

choice

1.25 (0.04)

Questions - suggestiveness
free recall

1.25 (0.25)

reflective

1.37 (0.03)

direct

1.32 (0.06)

leading

1.56 (0.06)

suggestive

1.75 (0.75)

